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INTRODUCTION 
Lloyd Axworthy 
The discovery of effective methods for planning and managing 
the process of change in our cities has become a crucial task. It is also 
a difficult task. Cities grow at an accelerated pace. The problems 
generated by that growth multiply and the frustrations of urban residents 
rise in equal proportion to the problems as existing methods of coping with 
urban change become increasingly ineffective. 
Traditional structures of local government cannot deal with the 
myriad of demands placed upon them by a more restive citizenry and the 
frequent accusation that local government is not very democratic in its 
workings is not that often wrong. The concepts and methods used by the 
present generation of planners have done little to control the unsightly 
sprawl of cities or to preserve and maintain the older sections. Government 
intervention in the form of urban renewal, expressways, large scale housing 
projects have proven with depressing regularity to be more painful than 
the problem they were supposed to cure. Programs in housing, welfare, 
transportation and education are being shown to be inadequate. The ability 
of the private market to supply an adequate housing stock is extremely 
limited. Conventional theories on the benefits of high rise development, 
downtown restoration and urban redevelopment are called into question by 
the experience of many unfortunate consequences of these activities. 
The time for developing a new framework of thought, planning and 
action in the cities is overdue. In the early 1960's, reports issued by 
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the Ontario Association of Housing Authorities and the Royal Architectural 
Institute of Canada told us that we were not prepared to deal with the 
rapid urbanization. In 1967, the Economic Council warned of an urban 
crisis and our lack of capability to meet the problems generated by our 
growth as an urban nation. In 1969, the Federal Task Force o~ Housing and 
Urban Development detailed the inadequacies of existing institutions and 
practices. In the first years of this decade, governments at all levels 
have been discarding old programs, setting up new agencies, searching for 
new answers. Business corporations, trade unions, churches, universities -
the basic private organizations of our society have been exploring the 
changing role they must play in the urban community. Most importantly, 
there is the swelling voice of private citizens expressing their needs and 
concerns through a growing number of new organizations. and action groups. 
They are a major force in propelling the demand for an improved quality of 
urban life and a more democratic means of achieving that better life. 
What is in very short supply, however, are specific ways to bring 
about change, develop new methods and implement more effective answers. 
There appears to be an abundance of speeches on the urban crisis, an adequate 
supply of cries of alarm and ever-growing documentation of problems and 
needs, but a limited stock of useful, applied answers. 
The reason for the shortage is that very few people, a small 
number of institutions and an even smaller amount of money are committed 
to the process of innovation in the urban areas. Governments are too often 
occupied with daily administration and solving yesterday's problems to spend 
much time in exploring new policy directions. Universities, at least until 
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recently, have been too concerned with basic, formal research and too un-
concerned with immediate urban issues to be of much help. The professional 
planners and architects have been too circumscribed by the demands of 
their clients and often too professionally hide bound to become involved in 
innovative work. Private business has been sat~sfied with the status quo, 
as long as it would sell. The result -- there is little work being done 
on the critical task of how we can plan and manage the change, improvements, 
developments and renewal of our cities in a more effective way. 
Which comes to the purpose of this report. 
For the last two years, the Institute of Urban Studies at the 
University of Winnipeg has been engaged in a series of investigations to 
find ways of developing distinctive answers to the problems of the city. A 
major emphasis of the work has been in the core of the city in an area that 
has been designated for urban renewal for the past 20 years. The aim of this 
activity is to discover ways in which the planning and implementation of 
improvements in this area could be both more effective and more democratic. 
The work centered on the issue of how residents of the area might become 
involved in and even responsible for the renewal of their own neighbourhood. 
Answers were sought to the question of whether people can and want to become 
involved, how they might become involved, what resources would be required, 
what organizational methods should be used, how such activities would be 
received by local government, other groups, agencies, the community, what 
benefits could accrue from citizen involvement in planning, what would be 
the costs and what would be the policy and program implications of such 
involvement for the planning of urban development. 
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The method employed by the Institute to seek answers to these 
questions was action research. This involved the Institute in the actual 
development, growth and operation of citizen run organizations, integrated 
with a system of observing, recording and evaluating the process that took 
place. It is a way of learning by doing, of linking practice with research, 
of involving the participant in social action in the research itself. It 
is an important method for undertaking exploratory work in the urban 
environment. 
The first initiative taken under those guidelines was the setting 
up of a demonstration project in the Roosevelt Park neighbourhood, situated 
in the middle of Urban Renewal Area II. Out of this came the People's 
' Committee, a citizen self-help corporation which sought to improve housing 
and social conditions in the area. From the beginnings with the People's 
Committee, a series of other neighbourhood self-improvement activities have 
grown, involving the rehabilitation of olde~ homes, experimental in-fill 
housing, a move towards establishing a community-run health clinic and the 
creation of a neighbourhood social service and housing complex under the 
auspices of the local church. 
Another area of activity involved working with the Indian and 
Metis Friendship Centre in establishing a non-profit corporation to secure 
improved housing for native people in the city. The accomplishments of the 
Kinew Corporation over the last two years have provided many useful insights 
in the operation of a citizen-sponsored housing project. 
A major area of activity that grew out of the work with citizens' 
groups was the development of an alternative system of community-controlled 
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communications. Beginning with the experimental use of VTR equipment 
and ending with a major six-week trial operation of a community cablevision 
station, the Institute has been involved in the issue of how information is 
disseminated and used by citizens, how this affects the planning process 
and what alternative systems should be created. 
The following report contains working papers based on the above 
field projects carried on by the Institute over the past two years. The 
first section lays down the basic problem areas that were considered 
first the issue of planning and participation, second the issue of re-
development in the inner city. The next section provides short studies of 
the different projects. The third section concentrates on specific 
propositions and policy ideas that have emerged from the work and may be 
of value to the planning process. These include the use of resource people, 
the role of professional advisors, the techniques of community research 
and so on. The final section attempts to provide recommendations on ways 
in which planning and implementing improvement and change in the inner city 
can become both more effective and, hopefully, more democratic. 
This report is designed primarily to be of assistance to those 
involved in the act of renewing or developing our cities, whether elected 
politician, civic administrator, professional advisor~ community organizer 
or ordinary citizen. It will hopefully provide suggestions that can be 
immediately applied and used in developing new polid.es, planning projects 
or carrying out programs. It is intended as a guide,amanual, a catalogue 
on how to better plan and design city neighbourhoods. 
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There-are many limitations to this report. First, it is not 
complete. The projects and activities it describes are still going on. 
They continue to evolve, change and develop. Many of the preliminary 
observations made in this report may have tobe revised in later assessments. 
Thus, the conclusions offered must be treated as tenative and only 
suggestive. 
Secondly, there are many aspects of redevelopment not covered in 
this report. It draws its work from activity that was primarily neighbourhood 
based. It, therefore, is not instructive on the issues of metropolitan-
wide planning. There are many areas of research that were not conducted, 
such as economic benefits of neighbourhood renewal, the role of social 
agencies in the area, education and so on. Thiswas partlya result of limited 
resources and limited time. As work continues in the area, many of these 
gaps will hopefully be covered. 
Another limitation is the nature of the Institute itself. It is a 
fledgling organization, beginning at the same time as the projects. It was 
as much an experiment for the university to engage in the form of community 
activity as the projects themselves. There were not over-abundant resources 
and personnel and it is a tribute to Institute staff that they were able to 
do as much as they did. As a result, errors were made, albeit errors of 
commission, not ommission, as the Institute does seek to be an activist 
body. 
With all the limitations, both in the pr?jects and in the report, 
it is important that the experience and lessons ofthepast two years be 
recorded, even in an interim fashion. As mentioned at the start, the question 
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of how t·o improve our cities is a vital one. It can only be answered 
through act'i.ve testing, investigation and research, followed- by debate:, 
discussion and evaluation. The purpose of this report is to initiate 
thought on how to plan with people, based on real experiences. We hope 
that it will engender a willingness- to learn from these. initial. beginnings 
and a preparedness to continue in developing better ways to manage urban 
change. 
8. 
PLANNING AND PARTICIPATION 
Lloyd Axworthy 
There are new voices being heard in the city. They are calling 
for citizen involvement in the planning and implementation of policies 
in housing, renewal, welfare, urban transportation, downtown development 
or any other of a number of enterprises formerly considered the exclusive 
preserve of small coteries of planners, architects, developers, bankers and 
the odd politician. 
This has caused confusion, consternation and, increasingly, acts 
of confrontation in the management of urban issues. The institutional 
mechanisms, the conventional practices and the intellectual concepts that 
have determined the way cities are planned were not designed with citizen 
participation in mind. It is a new social phenomenon demanding a 
different set of responses and new institutional machinery. 
The forms of government we now use were sufficient for providing 
the caretaker services that were required in simpler days. But, as 
instruments capable of handling the complex, subtle social a~d human 
concerns of modern urban citizens, they are failures. They are too 
distant, too bureaucratic, too simplistic in their approach. What is 
even more dismaying, they are becoming less and less democratic -~ immune 
to the citizen who wishes to express himself on problems that affect 
him. 
Our institutions of local government were devised in the 
nineteenth century and have been only moderately amended since that time. 
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Yet the volume of government business, the flow of information, the 
variety of tasks have increased multifold without accompanying adaptations. 
As government becomes more involved in people's lives, it is only natural 
for them to want to exercise greater control. Sydney Verba notes, "the 
expansion of governmental interventions in the economic and social life 
of the nation increases the stakes of participation: the government does 
more and therefore more is to be gained by having a voice over what it 
does". 1 
Representative chambers, public hearings, devices that we 
proclaim provide access to the system, only provide access in an intermittent 
way. The average citizen of a large city has limited contact with his 
government and even less control over what it does. Roscoe Martin points 
out in his book the Grass Roots that the level of government furthest away 
from most citizens is city hall. 2 And Emmette S. Redford observes in his 
study of democracy that, 
"Election of representatives or referendum 
have always been recognized as key means of 
access for the citizen. But more partici-
pation than this will be necessary to 
implement democratic morality in an administered 
society."3 
1. Sydney Verba, "Democratic Participation" , Bertram Gross (ed). 
Social Intelligence for America's Future, {Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon, 1969). 
2. Martin Roscoe, Grass Roots, (University. Ala.: University of Alabama 
Press, 1957), p. 3. 
3. Emmette S. Redford, Democracy in the Administrative State, New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1969), p. 29. 
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The truth is that our present practices and our existing 
institutions are not very democratic. Decisions are made by small 
clusters of influentials. There is limited access to the forums of decision-
making. And, there are large numbers of people who have no power to act. 
This is not willfully done. There is no subversive conspiracy 
to wreck democratic ideals. It is simply a result of events overtaking 
institutions and of indifference, sometimes confusion, in the behaviour 
of those who have the power to make corrections. 
There is a fundamental issue in balance. Everyone involved in 
the thinking, planning or executing of urban matters must learn how to 
meet the requirements of advanced, sophisticated, complicated decisions 
to cope with demands of an urban society while insuring the 
involvement of citizens in the construction of the urban environment. 
Perhaps Wentworth Aldridge of Dartmouth used more straight-forward terms 
at the 1968 American Institute of Planners Convention when he said, 
"Professional Administration (rule by experts) 
versus participatory democracy (planning with 
people) i~ the dilemma of the late twentieth 
century". 
For many, especially professional planners and government 
administrators, it is not a dilemma. They see little need for people to 
be involved in planning. They contend that what is needed is less citizen 
involvement and more getting on with the job. There is already too much 
time consumed in honouring democratic n~ceties when there are many urgent 
4. Wentworth Aldridge, "Toward a National Policy for Planning the 
Environment", Ernest Erber's Urban Planning in Transition, (New 
York: Grossman Publishers, 1970), p. 5. 
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urban problems crying for solution. If there has to be elitism to do 
the job, then it is worth the price, according to the advocates of this 
position. 
This is an understandable, but a flawed philosophy. Citizen 
involvement is an essential element in planning a good environment. The 
involvement of people in the planning process gives them an opportunity 
to express their needs, as they see them, to take on responsibility for 
the improvements in their own community, to acquire a stake in what is 
done. Without effective participation in urban planning, the outcome is 
often an ill-suited solution to the problem. 
This is a lesson that can be drawn from the 
analysis of the American experience with participation during the ~ar on 
POverty. Various authors have pointed to the frustrations, difficulties 
and defeats suffered by citizen groups in their efforts to achieve maximum 
5 feasible participation in planning anti-poverty measures. But, similarly 
the American experience also gave evidence to the benefits that come from 
citizen participation. 
Robert Aleshire, in his assessment of community action programs, 
lists the major benefits of citizen participation in planning as follows: 
First, because society grows large and the individual more 
anonymous, it becomes essential for the individual to be involved in 
decisions that affect his community. It is a way for a citizen to take 
responsibility for his community and thereby avoid a sense of alienation. 
5. See Daniel Patrick Moyn:1han, Maximum Feasible Misunderstandin 
Action in The War on Poverty, New York: Free Press, 1969). 
Community 
Peter Marris, Martin Rein, Dilemmas of Social Reform; Poverty and Community 
Action in the United States, (::rew York: Atherton Press, 1%7). 
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Secondly, it represents a check and balance against the elitist or the 
technocratic theorist. Increased involvement of citizens can often save 
the community from the decision of the technician or professional which 
might produce irrelevant and unresponsive action. Thirdly, it is a way 
of giving individuals a sense of worth. Powerlessness demeans, participation 
dignifies. Fourthly, involvement of citizens is a way of properly 
establishing community priorities. If some groups are missing from the 
arena of decision making, which is now the case, then the planning priorities 
that emerge will not represent a true public interest. Similarly, it is 
a better way of raising and debating important issues, something that political 
parties often do not do. Finally, the act of citizen participation unifies 
planning. The citizen has an integrated life. It is not separated into 
physical, social and economic components. Therefore he might give a 
perspective often missing from the vertical plans and programs now made by 
6 planners and administrators. 
Alan Altshuler makes a similar assessment of the benefits of 
participation in planning. He offers the idea that citizen participation 
exercised by disadvantaged urban populations offers the only hope for long-
term reform. It offers a chance for the unskilled to engage their energies 
and acquire experience in making decisions. It builds skills and self-
respect and gives people a tangible stake in the system. It transforms 
bureaucracies by forcing them to deal with a different constituency and see 
problems through the perception of those who experience the problems. 
6. Robert Aleshire 1 "Costs and Benefits of Citizen Participation", Urban 
Affairs Quarterly, Vol. 5, No.4, June 1970, p. 374. 
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Finally, Altshuler asserts that government becomes more efficient through 
participation because the allocation of resources to needs becomes more 
finely tuned and less wasteful. 7 
Two examples drawn from the community action program in the 
United States illustrate these arguments. 
The Bough Development Corporation in Cleveland and the Jeff 
VanderLou neighbourhood corporations in St. Louis are both community-run 
planning operations. Both grew out of community initiative, not government 
sponsorship, and have grown to a point where they have undertaken major 
redevelopment. The Hough Corporation, initiated by a broadly represented 
community group, has begun major programs of economic development in an area 
of Cleveland that suffered severe rioting in 1966. 8 It operates a loan 
guarantee program, a home maintenance program and is in the advanced stage 
of planning a unique shopping centre-housing complex. 
In St. Louis, the residents of the Yeatman district were disturbed 
by the indifference of local government to the steady deterioration of 
their area. They banded together, formed the Jeff VanderLou Community 
Corporation in 1968 and have since begun a major rehabilitation of 300 homes 
9 in the area, built a community park and started a medical clinic. They 
had problems, mainly from a city government which refused to give money and 
7. Alan Altshuler, Community Control, (New York: Western Press, 1970), 
p. 199. 
8. See "Community Capitalism Under Fire", in City, June/July 1970. 
9. See Arthur Robin, "A Community CAP in the Housing Business" in Housing 
and Education, p. 46-47. A Special Council on Urban Education Report. 
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designated another neighbourhood group as the area's official poverty 
agency. The corporation has persevered and now receives major federal 
financing for its work. Both cases demonstrate a capacity for self-
renewal in lower-income areas and that programs devised by the community 
corporations can often undertake more effective renewal than conventional 
government agencies. 
There are also costs and difficulties. One obvious difficulty 
is the time and effort required to make participation work. Citizens' 
groups do not emerge full blown, skilled and competent in the ways of 
planning. Organizing is required. Resources in the way of outside skills 
and money are necessary. Allowance must be given for citizens to develop 
a sense of purpose, build confidence to pursue their goals, acquire 
competence in simple tasks of running meetings, writing newsletters, 
10 presenting ideas. Equally important is the time of the government 
official who must spend many hours working with groups, explaining com-
plicated programs, working our satisfactory arrangements. 
Different ~itizens' 
! 
There is also the problem of fractionalism. 
groups with different objectives and different leadership will emerge in 
! 
the same area and conflicts will often ensue. Martha Dethick, in a case 
study of the Fort Lincoln renewal project in Washington, D.C., shows how 
stalemate and confusion result when there is competition between ,community 
' 
groups and how a prime opportunity for building a new community was lost 
because of community-group warfare. 
10. See Marshall Bo Clinard, Slums and Community Development, (Toronto: 
Collier ~~cmillan, 1966), Chapters 10-12. 
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This often occurs 7 however, because there aren't mechanisms 
available at the community level to provide co-ordination or because 
government officials often play one group against the other. As Martha 
Dethick concludes, "The effort to achieve participation cost local 
officials dearly, not so much in actual delays of planning or construction, 
but in what the delays revealed about the local government's abi1ity to 
11 
conduct its business effectively." 
The American experience has shown that government officials 
12 
and administrators resist efforts at community participation. To them 
it is a threat. To the politician, it creates new political forces that 
challenge his traditional base of support. To the civil servant, citizen 
involvement challenges his professional status, his competence, his 
ability to determine goals according to what he thinks is correct. This 
is particularly true of the "street-level bureaucrat", as defined by 
Michael Lipsky. The primary contact between government and citizen is 
represented by the policeman, the welfare worker, the school teacher and 
this is where much of the tension and disaffection takes place. The solution, 
according to Lipsky, is to develop greater citizen control and involvement 
in the activities of those lower-level civil servants through a form of 
neighbourhood government. Only through increased contact between citizens 
and government officials and a sharing of responsibilities can stress and 
13 differences be overcome. 
11. See Martha Dethick, "Defeat at Fort Lincoln", The Public Interest, 
No. 20, Summer 1970, p. 37. 
12. See Kenneth Clark and Jeanette Hopkins, A Relevm1.t War Against Povertz, 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1969), pp. 212-213. 
13. See Michael Lipsky, "Street Level Bureaucracy and the Analysis of Urban 
Reform", Urban Affairs Quarterlz, Vol. 6, No. 4, June 1971. 
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The point of these criticisms is that if citizen involvement 
is to be a positive factor in the planning of the cities, then there must 
be a redesigning of governmental institutions and a reshaping of administrative 
and political practices to incorporate citizens as legitimate actors in 
a way different from their normal roles as voter or recipient of programs. 
Presently, government is not structured for a participative kind of 
involvement. Citizen involvement is grafted onto the structures that 
exist and is therefore unnatural or non-symbiotic. 
This suggests that if the demand for involvement now being 
expressed is to be met and if the greatest benefits of citizen participation 
are to be gained, then there will have to be first a redefinition of 
democratic theory working away from concepts of representative government 
14 toward concepts of participative government; andsecond, thedevelopment 
of different operational principles and organizational methods, such as 
community-run development corporations, neighbourhood city halls, a public 
information system. 
It also suggests that the basic style of planning itself will 
have to change. Planning can no longer be a function of planners working 
in isolation from a community, analyzing a set of objective factors, pre-
scribing goals, recommending plans and having them endorsed by a political 
body. It will now be a process involving a number of different persons 
who must integrate information and perceptions from a number of sources, 
lay out prescriptions for a fluid, continuous form of planning and 
14. For a good analysis of the different theories and their application, 
see Carole Pateman, Participation and Democratic Theory, (England: 
Cambridge University Press, 1970). 
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development, work through a public-private institution and share 
responsibilities among officials, private citizens, and private groups. 
Dennis Rondinelli calls ie adjunctive planning and describes it as, 
"a process that seeks to mobilize disparate 
resources and, by focusing them on remediable 
aspects of problems, to move marginally through 
successive approximation away from unsatisfactory 
states of development ••• It seeks to bind together 
potential participants into a coalition strong 
enough to obtain desired policy outcomes by pro-
moting policy-making integration along lines of 
specialization and shared interest. Adjunctive 
planning seeks to reconcile differences where 
possible and search for compromises, bases for 
exchange, incentives and instruments of manipu-
lation and persuasion. Not being concerned with 
imposing centralized co-ordination and control or 
hierarchial integration, it does not seek or 
attempt to create the 'center of decision-making in 
government' • " 15 
The exact organization of this form of planning is still an 
open question. It will require testing of new principles and different 
techniques and must go beyond the kind now practiced where a few perfunctory 
meetings are held between planner and citizens to discuss plans already 
decided upon. But it carries through the concern about participation 
and reveals the need for a more open, flexible style of planning that 
breaks down the former notions of unilateral intervention of government 
agencies as the sole agents of renewal. 
An assessment of American experience in community action planning 
indicates then that, 1. participation in planning has benefits, but also 
costs, 2. there is a need for structural reform in government to accommodate 
15. Dennis Rondinelli, "Adjunctive Planning and Development Policy", 
Urban Affairs quarterly, Vol. 7, No. 1, September 1971, p. 31. 
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participation and reduce the costs, 3. the nature of planning itself 
will have to be revised towards a more open, flexible approach. 
The American experience derives from black ghettos. The system 
of government and the political character of the two countries are 
different. The magnitude of their problem is immeasurably greater and 
the problems thereby different. 
The difficulty is that there is relatively little written on the 
issue in our country. Since we do not have a particularly effective 
syetem of either researching social policy problems or dissentinating 
research results, there is a dearth of information. 
The Canadian Experience 
From what we know, it is clear that the idea of community-based 
pl~nning in Canada owes much to the community action programs in the 
United States. These ideas were transmitted across the border during the 
mid 1960's and picked up by Canadians working in social development. There-
fore many of the ideas and theories are derivative. 
Even so, there has been an increase in the tempo of citizen 
activity. Federal government agencies and politicians have given impetus 
to the emergence of citizen movements and the idea of community participation. 
The Company of Young Canadians, a government-financed agency for promoting 
social action, became involved in a series of community planning projects 
and succeeded in spawning a number of citizen groups across the country that 
challenged official plans in urban renewal areas. Wide-spread popularization 
of the idea came about as a result of Prime Minister Trudeau's repeated 
call for a form of participatory democracy during the 1968 federal election 
campaign. 
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The Federal Task Force on Housing and Urban Development, 
established in 1968 to review and redesign federal policies and programs, 
sought to involve citizens in the solution of urban problems. It provided 
a forum for many citizens'groups during its cross-country tour in the 
autumn of 1968 and incorporated many of the ideals of citizen participation 
in its report. The subsequent stoppage of federal urban renewal assistance 
based on task force recommendations and more tenant concerned approaches 
to public housing reinforced the movement towards programs based on some 
kind of citizen involvement. 
In the last two years the federal government has funded a 
series of demonstration projects and trial programs involving citizens' 
groups in rebuilding their own communities. Several federal departments 
are involved in different funding ventures and there is a move to create 
policy on citizen participation. For the past two summers, a "Youth 
Opportunities Program" was introduced. It provided money to young people 
to design and execute their own programs of community improvement. This 
winter, as part of its program to fight unemployment, the federal government 
allotted $50 million to community groups and citizen organizations for 
projects of community improvement. The federal government has thus begun 
to take seriously the notion that private citizens can be involved in 
planning and implementing programs for their own improvement. 
It is also spawning a force of activist citizens who will expect 
such support to continue and who, through such programs, are developing 
s~lls and experience in citizen-run operations. The ramifications of this 
government sponsored mobilization of private individuals will have a 
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profound impact upon the systems of planning and decision-making in 
Canada. A force has been unleashed that will affect many areas of social 
and economic policy through the sheer numbers of people who are now 
getting a taste of doing things for themselves. 
The place where this force is having, and will have, the most 
immediate and powerful impact is in the cities. Already the signs of 
change are apparent. In Winnipeg, a new system of government emphasizing 
greater citizen involvement, has just come into operation. ~n Toronto 
and Vancouver, there is a new breed of politician in office who espouses 
the cause of citizen-involved planning; in Calgary, Mayor Rod Sykes 
supports people over the experts. In the Strathcona area of Vancouver 
and Trefan Court in Toronto, interesting experiments in community-
controlled renewal have been initiated. And, the federal government is 
promising a new neighbourhood improvement program to replace urban renewal 
which is supposed to contain provisions for community involvement. 
There remains, however, many unanswered questions about how 
citizens participation in planning can be effectively developed in Canada. 
Right now it is still something of a random occurrence with little com-
prehension of what it involves or what the implications are. Basic 
guidelines are needed to order the relationships between planner and citizen. 
Techniques for appraising and analyzing community attitudes and feelings 
are required. Similar to the situation in the United States, Canadian 
cities require new decision-making mechanisms to make the idea of participatory 
planning work. Strategies for organizing citizens and dealing with the 
fears of elected politicians must be developed. In other words, a serious 
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examination of the meaning and conduct of citizen part~cipation in 
planning must be started. 
For the past two and a half years, the tnst~tute of Urban 
Studies at the University of Winnipeg has been engaged in a series of 
action-research projects in an effort to gain answers to some of these 
questions. The method of action-research is to actually ini~ate a 
process of change or innovation and, through evaluat~on of what takes 
place, be able to assess the results and draw conclusions. Using this 
method, we have helped start a number of citizen action projects in 
several urban renewal areas of the city and have begun to develop some 
tentative prescriptions for citizen-based plann~ng or participatory 
planning. 
A full description oftheprojects is available in the following 
essays, but a brief listing here will suffice to give an idea of the 
nature of the work. 
-- A neighbourhood development corporation, called the People's Committee 
for a Better Neighbourhood, Incorporated, has been actively engaged ~n a 
series of housing and renewal projects in an inner city area for the past 
two years. The corporation is composed of area residents - be they 
tenants, people on welfare or local merchants. They succeeded in moving 
a six-unit apartment 10 blocks, rehabilitated the apartments and now manage 
a low-income hous~ng project. Presently they are involved in negotiations 
with city off~cials,over the planning of a recreation complex in an 
abandoned railway site in the area, are seeking uses for a major library 
build~ng in the area scheduled by the city to be torn down and are 
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developing a series of housing proposals. 
-- A project of experimental in-fill housing combining the efforts of 
a self-help housing group, the Winnipeg House Builders Association and 
the Institute has nearly reached the stage of implementation. This is 
designed to explore ways of utilizing the small open spaces.~in the down-
town area and to provide opportunities for home ownership to a group of 
lower-income residents. 
-- A self-help housing corporation, The Kinew Housing Corporation, is 
managed by native Indian and Metis people in the city. It has purchased 
over SO homes for Indian families newly migrated to the city from rural 
areas. This corporation helps the families make the transition from rural 
to urban life and the people running the corporation have developed a 
high degree of skills. 
-- A series of experiments in community television has been attempted. 
A city-wide communication system operating on one channel in the cable 
system was operated on a trial six week period. It acted as an information 
outlet for citizens during the municipal election and enabled programs 
to be made by ordinary citizens. It gave an opportunity for residents to 
present issues important to them, to express their concerns, to discus~ 
issues pertinent to what they feel. It is the beginning of a public 
communication system which will be used to develop an effective two-way 
flow of information between citizens and government. 
In each of these projects, the role of the Institute was to help 
initiate and organize communities, provide technical and professional 
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advice, present alternative ideas that the group could use and evaluate 
the process. In return, staff at the Institute could begin to under-
stand the conditions of the inner city, the difficulties of building 
new planning processes, and ways to have citizens become involved in the 
improvement of their community. 
These experiences, as can be seen in the other working papers 
with insights drawn from other situations, provide the starting point 
for raising questions on how to plan the inner city neighbourhood with the 
involvement of people. 
The following are factors drawn from the Institute experience 
that should be considered in a new approach to planning. 
Neighbourhood Planning 
The first set of questions centers on the problems of renewal of 
the inner city neighbourhood. The answers to these questions depend upon 
how one perceives these neighbourhoods. Basically they are areas that have 
lost their economic function and offer little choice for the inhabitants. 
The outward signs of deterioration bad housing, disease, crime rates --
reflect the basic loss of dynamism in human or economic activity. George 
Sternlieb suggests that as the inner city loses its economic value, it even 
loses its capacity to be a staging area in which newcomers to the city can 
16 
advance. An apt analogy to the inner city is a sandbox where the inhabitants 
play a game that keeps them busy in useless tasks and keeps them from 
bothering the more affluent, occupied people of the urban world. The game 
is basically to fight over or divide the money that is provided to the 
16. George Sternlieb, "The City as Sandbox", The Public Interest, No. 25, 
Fall 1971. 
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sandbox residents by the outside community. Thus, the inner city 
game is one of division of spoils, a game primarily fought by the social 
agencies, workers and institutions dealing in the problem of poverty. 
The inner city is also characterized by its heterogeneity. There 
are multitudes of ethnic class groups with a variety of interests. The 
welfare family lives next to the working family. The Italian family lives 
on one street, the older Ukrainian railway pensioner on the next street 
over. Thus, the inner city has an infinite number of behaviour patterns, 
encompassing a variety of needs. (This is dealt with by David Vincent 
in the next section). 
What is also important for many people is a degree of identity 
and involvement with their neighbourhood. It is fashionable in 
sociological circles to dispute the notion of neighbourhood. The claim 
is made that transiency is so high, mobility so easy that inner city 
people have little affinity for their geographic area. bur work in 
the inner city of Winnipeg found this not to be the case. There was 
an attachment to neighbourhood and a relatively high degree of willingness 
by residents to work for improvement. The reasons for this may be simply 
a matter of pure exchange or trade-off. There is attachment because the 
inner city neighbourhood offers certain benefits -- cheap housing, closeness 
to work, a network of social supports that are not available elsewhere. 
• The willingness to become involved may also be a function of pure exchange 
where the resident will become involved if he can see some tangible reward 
17 
coming from his efforts. The rhetoric of participation is not important 
17. See the description of the exchange model idea of Harold Weissman, in 
H. Weissman's Community Councils and Community Control, (Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1970). 
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but the achievement of a benefit is. The act of being involved in the 
attainment of a tangible goal can have a salutary effect on the 
participant .. 
The point of these short observations on the character of the 
inner city is to indicate that a scheme of participatory planning must 
be based on a realistic appraisal of the context in which the planning 
is to be applied. If the problem is lack of economic vitality and an 
absence of choices for residents, then the objective ~f planning should 
be to meet these problems. Thus, rather than concentrating on physical 
improvement or new social services, the question must be raised, how do 
physical improvements or new social services meet the lack of choice, the 
sense of dependency, the desire to be involved in the attainment of a 
benefit~ If the physical improvement is simply an act of someone (government) 
doing things for people, then it just increases the dependency. If, 
however, the physical improvement is designed to involve residents~ improve 
skills, give jobs, increase a sense of self, then it may be of value. 
One of the important needs in low-income inner city areas is to 
build a network of neighbourhood organizations that will function in 
those areas that are now missing. Paul L. Lawrence compares these areas 
to underdeveloped nations where there are few organizational forms for 
transactions between people. They lack organization for economic, political, 
educative functions and particularly for shaping a sense of community and 
offering a richer variety of options for pursuing individual satisfaction. 
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As Lawrence notes, 
"This analysis suggests the inq)ortance for a 
developing community of an extensive array of 
organizations •••• The citizens awareness of choice 
is clearly enhanced by such an array ••• This same 
fosters the individuals's development of a range 
of capacities and unique personal style.l8 
Therefore, another objective of planning intervention should be 
to stimulate the growth of new organizational life. This can be done by 
having the development tasks performed by resident community organizers, 
rather than government bureaucracies or outside developers. The planning 
of new housing, commercial development, recreation, businesses should be 
such that it is local groups who are involved in the planning and 
implementation. The impact of the new network of organizations that are 
brought into existence will yield important improvement benefits. 
Secondly, because of the diversity of the area, the planning 
19 process must be pertinent to the residents. Goals, strategies and 
implementation must account for the behaviour, needs and attitudes of the 
mixed residents and have the flexibility to accommodate a variety of 
different interventions and improvement activities. The older, conventional 
forms of renewal planning, which worked sequentially from planner determined 
goals to fixed development scheme was too rigid and narrowly focused. It 
was eye-needle planning, too circumscribed to reflect the real texture of 
the community. A more realistic approach would be to compare the model of 
I 
18. Paul Lawrence, nOrganization Development in the Black Ghetto" in 
Social Innovation·in the City, ed., R. Rosenbloom and Robin Marris, (Cambridge: 
Harvard Univernity Press, 1969). 
19. See Herbert Gans, People and Plans, (New York: Basic Books, 1968), Parts II 
and IV. 
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planning of neighbourhood improvement to the field theory of physics. 
A system of energy or action centres must be initiated. They interact one 
upon another; building to a critical mass and a change in the composition 
of the system. 
This means that the locus of decision making must be closer to 
the locus of the application of the decision; that there should be a non-
administrative approach where general guidelines are set out, not detailed 
plans; that incentives be offered to the residents and other participants 
in the area to set up programs of improvement in their own self-interest; 
and that government would set the general framework, provide the mechanisms 
and resources for involvement, give the incentives, then evaluate results. 
It is therefore a system of continuous planning, never-ending improvement, 
as opposed to the present idea of carving out an area on a map, detailing 
a plan, implementing a prescribed set of actions~ then moving on. What is 
required, therefore, is a basic reorientation in the notions of planning 
and the ways of designing intervention. The role of government changes 
from being an interventionist to being a facilitator, enabling community 
residents themselves to be the implementors of their own renewal. 
The exchange~ or renewal model of participation, also raises certain 
important questions about the notion of participation itself. The emphasis 
in participation normally centers on involvement in decision making. 
Decision making is suitable, however, to only certain skills of negotiation, 
certain attribute~ of leadership, certain political temperments, availability 
of time. 20 As Weissman notes only a limited number of people can actively 
20. Harold Weissman, Op· cit., p. 171. 
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participate in making decisions. There is no reason why participation 
of community residents.cannot be extended to other forms of self-help 
activity. Some residents may be involved in the decision making aspects 
related, say, to a housing program, others may be involved as supervisors 
of the construction or in the work itself. A recent experiment in setting 
up a repair and rehabilitation company by the Institute involves the 
workers in a range of activities from appraising to repairing housing 
and the consequences of this form of work-related participation are highly 
beneficial. 
It also means that the improvement activities be aimed at the 
attainment of real, immediate goals. One of the problems with recent 
community development practices is the emphasis on group dynamics. The 
community worker can become mesmerized by the interaction of people inside 
the organization, forgetting that an important objective of community 
organizing is to attain real benefits. Therefore, the planning of neigh-
bourhood activity and improvement must be geared to basic changes in 
unsatisfactory conditions, not just a heightened sense of communal feeling 
and group cohesiveness. 
It is also important to note the limitations of a system of 
participation and neighbourhood planning. An approach of this sort cannot 
solve all problems, it is not a panacea. The goals of neighbourhood 
improvement involving participation must be scaled to what is achievable. 
Some problems cannot be solved from a neighbourhood base. Some decisions 
must be based on long term, metropolitan-wide, provincial-wide, nation~de 
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21 planning and programs. A definition of what is possible and reasonable 
on the neighbourhood level and on the metropolitan level is a major 
requirement for urban planning. At this stage very little guidance or 
wisdom is available on these questions. The criteria for determining 
what kind of programs fit which scale of activity are thus a research priority. 
There are not as many difficulties in connecting neighbourhood 
scale improvement activities to broader development schemes as some 
planners and government officials suggest. Transportation is normally 
cited as the prime example of planning which must be city-wide, at least. 
There is an interesting case in Baltimore which shows that this need not 
be the case. The mayor of Baltimore set up a special corporation to oversee 
the planning of an inter-state highway system which threatened to seriously 
disrupt the inner city harbour area. The corporation brought together 
local residents, state traffic planners and government officials. Eventually 
agreement was reached on a new highway route and a program of development 
to improve the harbour area, with a minimum of disruption. 
Similarly, the proposed system of a state-wide urban development 
corporation connected to a network of local development corporations that 
was proposed by the New Jersey D~partment of Community Affairs under Paul 
Yvilsacker also shawed how a system of institutional linkages can be 
devised to integrate micro-level neighbourhood planning and macro-level 
planning. The problem is that we attempt to plan through governmental 
22 institutions that are not suitable. This returns us to the question of 
redesigning our institutions. 
21. See Francis Fox Piven, Regulating the Poor, (New York: Pantheon, 1971). 
22. Richard Rosenbloom, "Corporations for Urban Development", in Social 
Innovation, op. cit. 
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A program of neighbourhood planning requires more, however, 
than generalized concepts and strategies for institutional change. It 
also requires some examination of how it might be done. What are the 
necessary resources, the techniques, the operational process? These are 
questions that have also been part of the inquiry of the Institute. 
Information 
A starting point in the planning process is information. If the 
information used by planners is bad or distorted then the plan will also 
be bad or distorted. Land use analysis, demographic statistics, traffic 
patterns, economic market studies, these are the stock in trade of the 
planner. But such information does not say much about how people live or 
the political and economic realities with which they deal. This requires 
new techniques of research and investigation. Community self-surveys, video 
tape, observation analysis are some of the methods employed in the Institute's 
work. Such methods of unobstructive community research can be used to 
23 
capture behaviour that is an essential element of planning information. 
There is a reciprocity in acquiring this information as well. 
It must not be solely for the use of the planner, but also shared with 
community residents. In the Roosevelt Park project, information gathered. 
through a survey was given back to the residents at a community meeting. 
The same is being done in the health action project. The usefulness of 
23. For an interesting discussion of ways of developing new techniques for 
acquiring urban information, see Stephen B. Sweeney and James C. 
Charlesworth, Governing Urban Society: New Scientific Approaches, 
(Philadelphia: American Academy of Political and Social Science, 
1961). 
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this is twofold. One, it is basic courtesy to share what one has found, 
a courtesy rarely honoured by government or u~iversity researchers who 
enter a community, extract what they need and then use the information 
for their own purposes. Secondly, providing information is often a spur 
to constructive citizen action. Often what is labelled apathy or indifference 
on the part of citizens is simply a lack of knowing what is happening to 
them. If information is disseminated on what is known of the area, the 
possible decision, the factors changing the area, then citizens can respond. 
It is important to recognize that this involves more than simply 
issuing a press release or holding a public meeting. These reach few people 
and do not mean much. To give one example, in Roosevelt Park, a video tape 
was made by the People's Committee explaining the proposed Sherbroo~­
McGregor Bridge. An Italian commentary was overlaid on the tape and it 
was shown to Italian families living in the area. For many, it was the 
first time they knew what was being proposed. This points to the need for 
an alternative system of public communication incorporating a network of 
community television, radio, and local newspapers. Even though it may 
appear there is a communication overload, most citizens have little idea 
of what is happening in their community, what decisions are being made 
that will affect them. The mass media beam at undifferentiated audiences. 
They do not cater to localized neighbourhood needs. Thus, what happens at 
the local school board, decisions taken on public works, zoning, services 
go unnoticed until it is too late to act or react. And, governments usually 
make very little effort to see that proper information is supplied. As 
Scott Greer notes; 11evidence indicates that information policy is not 
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designed to develop an informed public."24 
An information system that can be used to receive public 
information and for people to return their views to government is a prime 
requisite for a new planning system (see reports by Jocelyne O'Hara and 
Jim Cassidy on communications). 
Resources 
There are three kinds of resources essential for neighbourhood 
planning time, money, skills. 
I. Time -- Time is important because it is a scarce resource and 
often the most squandered resource. Government decision makers want to 
take action right away. Citizen involvement slows things down, they say. 
Citizens themselves, if they work hard all day, have children to care for, 
have limited time to become involved. Impatience can become a problem with 
planner and citizen. They both want something to happen. Yet, too great an 
emphasis on immediate action can harm the process of ~roup formation and the time 
imperatives imposed by governments on ci~izens' groups can create disruptive pressure. 
Time has a cost factor and the amount of time available depends 
on the pressure of events and the interest of these involved. 25 
It is essential, therefore, that the problem of time be incorporated 
into any neighbourhood planning scheme. If citizens are involved in planning 
24. Scott Greer, Urban Renewal and American Cities, (Indianapolis: 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1965), p. 38. 
25. For a useful discussion on the economy of time in the making of 
decisions, see Robert Dahl, After the Revolution, (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1970), pp. 40-55. 
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at the very beginning, then it means there will be less confusion, less 
opposition later on. The process of involvement must therefore be 
continuous and there must be the acknowledgement that if people are to 
be involved, then the timetable of bureaucracy should not necessarily take 
precedence. 
Equally, the time of citizens should not be wasted. They should 
not be involved in endless meetings that discuss nothing, or discuss items 
already decided. Efforts must be made to husband time and even compensate 
people for time spent. Lower-income families cannot afford babysitters 
and time away from work. Another kind of damage occurs when government 
pro~rastinates on proposals from citizens' groups or doesn't respond to 
requests for assistance. 
One answer to the problem is to have people in different government 
agencies whose job it is to work with groups and deal with proposals. CMHC, 
for example, has appointed regional social development officers who meet 
with groups and interpret their needs to the corporation. Such a step has 
been a valuable one in shortening the period of negotiations between groups 
and government. 
II. Money -- The great question posed by government officials, 
especially in the senior levels, is how much should be given to groups to 
organize and maintain themselves. Some money is essential, but is often 
given to the wrong groups for the wrong reasons. Assistance to groups is 
now given on a totally random, ad hoc basis, seemingly dependent on which 
groups become favoured by fund givers. This fosters a degrading form of 
citizen huckstering. Groups can have support denied equally, capriciously, 
and for a variety of covert reasons, as was recently seen in the cancellation 
of a major funding by the Department of Health and Welfare to a self-
help organization in Hamilton. 
An organized system of granting in which groups' requests are 
considered by a public commission, where opposition and support must be 
expressed publicly and can be carried out, is one way to overcome this 
problem. If a system of public hearings on grant requests were held, 
similar to those held by the Canadian Radio and Television Commission, 
then some of the inequities might be weeded out. This would also impose 
a discipline on the citizens' groups themselves, as they would know that 
they would be expected to defend their application in public. 
There is also a major role to be played by private business 
in this area. If citizens' groups are to become self-sufficient, they 
must lose their complete dependence on government. Furthermore, one area 
where there are few funds available for community groups is in capital or 
equity funding. Non-profit groups need start-up money to obtain a CMHC mortgage. 
A rehabilitation group needs limited funding to buy supplies and materials. 
In several American cities, business and private foundations have 
formed community resource groups which supply seed financing, equity capital 
26 to different neighbourhood groups. This has proved to be of great 
assistance in enabling these groups to survive and progress. It is a 
27 practice that as yet nas little application in Canada. Butt it could 
be adopted in Canadian cities and be of substantial use. 
26. The work of the Allegheny Conference in Pittsburgh or the Old Philadelphia 
Corporation in Philadelphia are good examples of the way private business 
becomes involved in this area of work. 
27. See unpublish~d report by Ted Allan and Lloyd Axworthy on the Role of 
Canadian Business in Urban Innovation, Inst~tute of Urban Studies, 1972. 
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It is important to remember, however, that money itself is not 
enough. Too often it's assumed that an infusion of funds wedded to a good 
cause is all that is required to solve a problem. For citizen groups, too 
much money might be a problem, especially if it comes too easily. As Herbert 
Kohl notes, "Power has to grow within the community before outside money 
28 
can be used effectively." 
III. Skills -- One of the fallacies of the present philosophy 
of participation is the idea that citizens are perfectly capable of doing 
their own planning and deciding. It is not true. The prime minister of 
Canada relies on the skills and expert advice of others. The same privilege 
must be given citizens if they are to be involved. They must have access 
to people who know how to organize, know about mortgages, financing, 
design, etc. 
The key is to close the relationship between skilled professionals 
and the laymen. Training in many of the professions inculcates an attitude 
of superiority and exclusiveness towards the layman which creates artificial 
relationships. There are ways this can be changed. In our work, pro-
fessionals made home visits to community residents, met with them over the 
kitchen table and worked in the area. Fortunately, there are signs that 
a new breed of architects, planners, lawyers are willing to work on the street, 
away from the desk. But, such professionals must have places to work from, 
29 
organizational structures suited to their new roles. These we do not have. 
28. Herbert Kohl, "Out Our Way", New York Review of Books, Vol. XVIII, 
No. 5, March 23, 1972. 
29. See Bernard J. Frieden, "New Roles in Social Planning" in Urban Planning 
in Transition, Ernest Erber, ed., (New York: Grossman Publishers, 1970). 
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If neighbourhood planning is to work, then there are the 
questions of where the skills are to come from and how they reach the 
citizen to be answered. There is in the private sector -- business 
corporations, universities, unions, churches -- a great pool of talent 
that must be used for community improvement purposes. The need is to find 
ways of linking these resources to the community. Here some of the work 
of the Institute has been highly instructive andlater essays will detail 
how the skills of private professionals and government officials have been 
utilized for the benefit of citizens' groups. 
One model that should be looked at by government is the establish-
ment of urban based research-resource centers which would operate much 
I 
like'the agricultural college-extension programs in the prairie provinces. 
The agricultural schools with an extension wing provided applied research, 
training, and policy advice. They served as a vital link between government 
and the farmer and were the source to many creative innovations in Western 
farm life. The same kind of "linking" institution is desperately needed 
in the cities. 30 
Organization 
The organizational problem of neighbourhood planning and improvement 
is not an easy one. Present institutions working on the neighbourhood level 
tend to be isolated and often antagonistic towards or.e another. There is 
a housing network, a social service network, a recreation network, a medical 
30. For a fuller discussion of this need for new institutions,to link 
different groups in the city, see Ronald G. Havelock, Planning For 
Innovation, (Ann Arbor, }fichigan: University of Michigan Press, 1971), 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
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network. Rarely do they work together and even more rarely do they 
involve the citizen. 
Many remedies are being proposed -- model cities programs~ 
neighbourhood development corporations, quasi-public-private corporations. 
Yet the experience of all is limited. Until an understanding is gained 
on how to organize a_mechanism to manage and administer planning of change, 
all the theories will remain in limbo, simply because there is no effective 
. method of implementation. 
Certain basic principles should underlie the creation of 
neighbourhood organizations for development purposes. First is the idea 
of decentralization. Simply, it means transferring to the neighbourhood 
certain functions and decisions now made by centralized administration. 
Upper levels of government may set basic standards that they wish to see met, 
but they need not directly intervene. Secondly, neighbourhood planning and 
development should be less bureaucratic. The neighbourhood institution 
should involve private individuals, private groups and government officials, 
working in tandem on different tasks. Thirdly, there needs to be an 
openness. Techniques such as public hearings should be used more extensively 
as should plebiscites and referendums. The California Legislature has 
recently passed a statute which sets out model standards for community 
based planning. A critical element here is the elimination of closed meetings, 
31 
or tightly restricted decision making centers. 
31. For a good discussion of this, see Alan Altshuler, "New Institutions 
to Serve the Indi,;ridual" in Environment and Policy, William Ewald Jr., 
ed., (Indianapolim: Indiana University Press, 1968). 
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The·work by the Institute in Winnipeg in setting up non-profit 
corporations has been instructive in this problem. It has provided an 
examination of one kind of mechanism that can be used for channeling 
citizen involvmment and working out shared responsibilities between the public 
and private sector. (See report by David Henderson). Even more important, 
the new City of Winnipeg Act sets up a system of community committees and 
resident advisory groups as an integral part of the government structure. 
They have the potential of becoming new organizational forms for neigh-
32 bourhood planning. If neighbourhood planning is to work, then it 
desperately needs extensive experimentation in finding new structures. 
Legislation and Programs 
One of the most serious drawbacks to effective neighbourhood 
improvement is the lack of a legislative framework conducive to its 
implementation. Housing legislation is quite rigid, even more so is the 
administration of housing programs. In Winnipeg, the Institute was fortunate 
to have a regional Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation office willing 
to experiment and innovate. But, they are somewhat unusual. 
The difficulty is that most government service and assistance 
programs are predicated on old welfare-state concepts. The state does things 
for people, gives them things, or applies controls and regulations. This 
approach results in increasing dependency by the private citizen and in-
creasing bureaucracy. 
32. See Lloyd Axworthy, "An Experiment in Local Government", Canadian 
Forum, May, 1972. 
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A new direction in government programs must be in the use of 
incentives to the private person and group. The user of a service is 
given assistance or reason to become responsible for the delivery of the 
service. This means moving away from rigid programs into more persuasive, 
discretionary forms of public administration. Loans or grants would be 
applied on the basis of how they fit the needs of a particular problem and 
how they can be used to stimulate private action, working within guidelines 
set by the legislature. In some American states, public powers, such as 
land expropriation, taxation or the right to issue public bonds, are 
transferred to quasi-private bodies like community development corporations 
33 
as long as they perform according to public purpose. 
This throws the problem back into the more complex realism of 
inter-governmental arrangements, public finance, administrative reform. 
Access to different incentives, applied through direct cash, tax allowances, 
or other subsidies, is critical and should be the area of continuing 
research. 
Evaluation 
It is presently popular to pay lip-service to evaluation. Unfortunately 
little is done because little is known about how to do it. There is more 
use of quantitative indicators to judge performance, but these have little 
application to an area where process and change are the important qualities 
33. See David R. Mandelken, "New Incentives and Controls", in William 
Ewald's, Environment and Policy, op. cit., p. 386. 
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to be measured. Criteria for assessing the efficacy of social planning. 
of judging citizen involv~ment, are still very.primitive. This constitutes 
a major missing element in developing a comprehensive approach to new 
forms of urban planning. The development of such indicators to determine 
the impact and effort of plans and programs is therefore of priority 
concern. 
Edward Suchman, of the University of Pittsburgh, suggests certain 
standards for the measurement of neighbourhood planning. These are: 1) effort, 
estimating the quantity and quality of action that takes place; 2) performance, 
the result of the effort; 3) adequacy of performance, the degree to which 
the performance satisfies the needs; 4) efficiency, is there a better 
way to attain the same result; 5) process, how and why a program works. 34 
The development of the means of measuring these categories, however, 
will require far more work in the fieldof evaluative research than 'is 
presently being carried on in Canada. Such research requires joining the 
real world of the community and the academic world. Unfortunately, such 
linkages are hard to forge in most universities and it is not the kind of 
research that can be performed well by government. Therefore, the creation 
of centers for evaluative research is of major importance as we move into 
new areas of community planning and control. 
Conclusion 
The most serious handicap to incorporating these changes in the 
style and approach to planning is not the lack of knowing what to do. 
34. Edward Suchman, "Principles and Practice of Evaluative Research" in 
John T. Doby (ed.), An Introduction to Social Research, 2nd Edition, 
(New York: Appleton Century Crofts, 1967). 
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It is the basic conservatism and inflexibility of professional planners 
and others involved in making plans and policies for our cities and the 
reluctance of elected and appointed public officials to admit that 
changes are needed. They often resent the efforts of citizens' groups. to 
become involved in the planning process. They see the idea of citizen 
participation as a threat to their pre-eminence and a challenge to their 
position. They do not concede that citizen involvement can result in·both: 
better plans and a more democratic form of decision-making. 
There will therefore be conflict. Already in Canada there have: 
been innumerable examples of confrontation between the advocates of citizen 
participation and civic administrators. planners and politicians. 
But the signs are hopeful. To begin with, citizen groups have 
won some victories. For example, they succeeded. in convincing the provincial 
government of Ontario to step in and stop the building of the Spadina 
Expressway in Toronto. In the Winnipeg experiments, they are demonstrating 
that they have a capacity for responsible action on their own behalf·. 
And the professions are changing. Young architects, planners and 
lawyer.s are prepared to work in the community as advocates for the citizen. 
They are: supplying the citizen organizations with skills that make for fair 
competition between_government and people. 
New knowledge in the art of planning and in the social sciences 
is beginning to emerge. It shows how planning must be based on more 
sophisticated understanding of people's behaviour and attitudes and is 
beginning to supply the methods for analyzing community concerns. 
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And finally~ there is a growing realization by officials that 
better forms of urban government are required if there is to be an 
effective response to the changing issues of the city. The new Winnipeg 
system of regional government introduced this year, while providing one 
government for the entire region, delegates much of the authority for 
decision 111Sking down to a series of "community committees" which offer the 
citizen at the neighbourhood level contact and involvement with his 
government. 
The changes towards a system of urban planning will not come 
easily, but they will come. The forces demanding change and giving support 
to change, at least in Canada, seem at this moment to be gaining strength. 
The belief in self-determination and open democratic planning and 
management is gaining credence and a following. It is impelled by the 
recognition that the basic theorem of democracy is once again making sense: 
"If you want to know if the shoe fits, ask the man who wears it, not the 
man who made it." But it is also based on the stark fact, realized by more 
and more people, that unless we put our mind to it and develop a new 
commitment to democratic goals and make the necessary changes, then democracy 
in the urban age will not survive. 
Introduction 
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* THE INNER CITY - A WINNIPEG EXAMPLE 
David Vincent 
Inner city refers to older residential neighbourhoods close to the 
central business district. As a term, inner city has the advantage of 
geographic precision, while it also avoids the emotional connotations of 
such terms as slum and ghetto. Its disadvantage, however, is to convey the 
impression that inner city conditions are confined to central city neigh-
bourhoods, when in effect, small pockets of such conditions are also found 
in the older suburban cities of metropolitan areas. A further disadvantage 
of the term as far as Winnipeg is concerned is that urban planners and 
researchers have not agreed upon the precise delineation of the inner city. 
The former Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg determined both 
1 
urban renewal and rehabilitation areas for the city , but specify no inner 
city area as such, while the Social Service Audit referred to the area of 
2 greatest concentration of social problems as the Core Area of Winnipeg. 
These two reports are helpful in emphasizing the locus of housing and social 
problems in the metropolitan area, as shown in map one. However, for the 
purposes of this paper, the area of Winnipeg designated Urban Renewal Area 
No. Two and shown in detail in map two, has been chosen as reflective of 
inner city conditions and problems. 
* I am indebted to Tom Yauk of the City of Winnipeg Department of Housing 
and Urban Renewal for his critical comments on an earlier draft of this 
paper. 
1. Metropolitan Urban Renewal Study, Final Report, The Metropolitan Corporation 
of Greater Winnipeg, Planning Division, July 1967. 
2. Report of the Social Service Audit, sponsored by The Manitoba r~vernment, 
United Way of Greater Winnipeg, The Winnipeg Foundation, Community 
Welfare Planning Council, May 19~9. 
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The following papers describe some of the planning responses of 
citizen groups in this i~er city area, and while these efforts are 
significant in encouraging citizen initiatives in planning, they are small 
in comparison to the initiatives that must be taken by public and private 
agencies (in conjunction with citizens) in the renewal of inner city 
neighbourhoods. An attempt is made in this essay, therefore, to provide a 
perspective on the inner city that will be helpful to the many individuals 
and groups sharing responsibility for the planning of neighbourhood renewal. 
The perspective adopted is that of the inner city as a multi-faceted area, 
representing a wide diversity of people, problems and living conditions, a 
heterogeneity in fact that should caution against singular solutions to inner 
city problems either in physical or social planning terms. The aim of this 
essay is to provide a way of looking at an urban neighbourhood that reflects 
something of the dynamics of inner city development, as well as clarifies to 
some extent the nature of inner city problems. 
Two main data sources contributed to this perspective of the inner 
city as a multi-faceted area: a review of the literature on the inner city, 
and an analysis of an inner city neighbourhood designated for urban renewal. 
1. Literature Review of the Inner City 
Despite our earlier claims for the term inner city as a non-emotive 
term, the literature is replete with references to slums, albeit working-
class slums, immigrant ghettos, declining neighbourhoods, urban poverty and 
decaying core cities. Used by their authors as various descriptive and 
analytical tools, these terms reflect the complexity and often interdependence 
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of the viewpoints on the inner city. Thus Marc Fried and his co-authors 
write about the functions of the working-class community. Having considered 
the many varieties of dilapidated residential areas and made distinctions 
between the stable, family-based working class slum and skid row, and between 
the working class slum and the ghetto, Marc Fried and Joan Levin list six 
social functions performed by the urban slums: 1) a local labour market 
for low-status workers, without stable job expectations but within reach of 
many job possibilities, 2) a transitional community, allowing gradual and 
selective adaptation to a new and complex environment, 3) a haven, because 
of an environment of relatively low pressure for social adaptation and change, 
4) an area that houses a number of people who show little signs or little 
likelihood of any social mobility, 5) a haven for those moving down the 
status scale, and 6) a residential and often social source for many people 
who experience a loss of occupational status or of income due to difficulties 
3 in physical health, social adjustment or emotional well being. 
John Seeley analyzes the functions of the slum from the perspective 
of its various users. Such user functions must be properly understood if 
4 public policy is to be sensitive in improving life in the problem areas. 
Herbert Gans has written extensively on several aspects of the inner city 
(see Bibliography, pages 317-23), but of particular value is his study on 
5 
class and community in these inner city areas. Referring to the West End 
of Boston as "a run-down area of people struggling with the problems of 
3. Marc A. Fried and. Joan Levin, "Some Social Functions of the Urban Slum", 
in Bernard J. Frieden and Robert Morris (eds.), Urban Planning and Social 
Policy, (New York~ Basic Books Inc., 1968), pp. 67-68. 
4. John R. Seeley, "The Slum: Its Nature, Use and Users", Journal of 
American Institute of P.lanners, Vol. 25, No. 1., February 1959. 
5. Herbert J. Gan~~ The Urban Villagers: Group and Class in the Life of 
Italian-America!!!_, (New York: : Th~ Free Press, .1962). 
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low-income, poor education and related difficulties", Gans analyzed the group 
experiences of this popu+ation in terms of class and community. In this 
analysis he differentiated between the intensity of the social relationships 
of the residents and the physical condition of the neighbourhood. Three 
additional studies emphasize the importance of the values and living patterns 
6 
of residents in run-down inner city neighbourhoods. Of particular interest 
is the study by Lorimer of the Toronto 'East of Parliament' area which is 
engaged in a struggle to maintain its character and identity in the face of 
on-going high rise developments. 
Throughout much of the literature a recurring theme is _that of the 
inner city as an important area of first settlement for immigrant populations. 
In "The Urban Villagers", Gans refers to the variety of people who lived in 
the West End because of low rents, the cheapness of the cost of living, 
and the convenience to downtown. David Ward in turn gives a historical 
perspective to the emergence of central immigrant ghettos in American cities 
and notes the establishment of ethnic neighbourhoods at a time when "the 
distributional implications of accessibility (i.e. of home to employment) 
were determined not only by the extent and density of the streetcar network, 
6. James Lorimer and M. Philipps, Working People: Life in a Downtown City 
Neighbourhood, (Toronto: J. Lewis and Samuel, 1971). 
Gerald ~uttles, The Social Order of the Slum: Ethnicity and Territory in 
the Inner City, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968). 
Michael Young and Peter Willmott, Family and Kinship in East London, 
(London: Penguin, 1959). 
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but by the long working hours, low wages and unpredictable nature of 
unskilled employment."7 Thus the central area provided cheap available 
housing, accessibility to jobs in the growing central business district, 
and the opportunities to save money to bring over family and relatives. 
Ward's essay is particularly helpful because of its recognition 
of the central business district today as only one of several sources of 
employment, and the availability of low-rent housing in more than central 
residential districts. Thus "the more recent immigration has had more 
modest effects upon the central residential pattern than that of the 
nineteenth century." For Winnipeg, the inner city is still the area of 
first settlement for Portuguese, Italians and native people, although the 
latter two groups have shown a disposition to move into the older neigh-
bourhoods outside the central residential districts. 
Inner city mobility and social disorganization in core neighbourhoods 
are two aspects of the inner city that pose problems in both social and 
physical planning terms. As Ronald Boyce points out in his study of Seattle, 
"people who live in low-rent housing areas move much more often than people 
who live in high value housing areas. Thus, people who can least afford to 
move do most of the moving."8 In Boyce's study, 38% of all housing in low 
value, non-white housing changed occupants each year, a percentage twice 
that of middle value~ and four times that of high value housing areas. The 
7. David Ward, "The Emergence of Central Immigrant Ghettos in American Cities-
1840- 1920", in Larry S. Bourne (ed.), Internal Structure of the City, 
Readings on Space and Environment, (London: Oxford University Press, 1971), 
pp. 291 - 299. 
8. Ronald Boyce, "Residential Mobility and Its Implications for Urban Social 
Change", Proceedings of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 1, 
1969, pp. 22-26. 
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transiency of low-income populations thus makes the task of social welfare 
a~encies that much more difficult in attempting to cope with the social 
and emotional problems of the inner city. In "The Urban Villagers", Gans 
mentioned the low rents of the West End as an attraction for people with 
social and emotional problems, including some "spilled over" from skid row, 
. 9 
and some associated with low income and acculturation. Fried and Levin 
elaborate on the slum housing and the number of people who show few signs or 
little likelihood of any social mobility, such as "the poverty-stricken, those 
with chronic difficulties at work, the lower-status aged, and the 'disorganized' 
multi-problem family."10 Some of these groups are transient, while others 
require the sense of familiarity of psychological security and of acceptance 
that the slum community offers. 
A complex network of social agencies, both governmental and private, 
concentrate their services on these inner city areas. Winnipeg is no ex-
ception, and as the Social Service Audit showed, "over one-quarter of the 
total services went into the Core Area, yet the area has only 18.5% of the 
Metropolitan population. Nearly half of all the income maintenance services 
went into the area. Recreation and informal education services, on the other 
hand, were much less in the Core Area than in other parts of the City of 
Winnipeg and in some of the municipalities. Services were given in the Core 
11 Area by over one hundred agencies." The nature of health and social 
problems and the response of the health and social welfare systems are thus 
important aspects of inner city conditions. 
9. Gans, op. cit., p. 316. 
10. Fried and Levin, op. cit., p. 67. 
11. Report; of the Social Service Audit, op. cit. , p. 17. 
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Some of the key analytic concepts on the inner city are provided 
12 in a series of articles on the dynamics of decline in older neighbourhoods. 
Naturally a brief paragraph or two cannot hope to do justice to the ideas 
of these authors; thus some of the main ideas are listed below to be noted 
with reference to Winnipeg in a later section. In his 1968 paper, Bernard 
Frieden comments on the importance of neighbourhood surroundings in both the 
physical and social environment in relation to such factors as residents' 
morale, self-perception and motivation (page 162). In recommending better 
community facilities he re-emphasizes a major theme of his 1964 study, in 
which he maintains the importance of establishing necessary environmental 
conditions as a precursor to rebuilding the older areas. (page 8). 
12. Bernard J. Frieden, The Future of Old Neighbourhoods, Rebuilding for a 
Changing Population, (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1964). 
"Housing and National Urban Goals: Old Policies and New Reali ties,. in 
James Q. Wilson (ed.), ~he Metropolitan Enigma; Inquiries into the Nature 
and Dimensions of America's "Urban Crisis", (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1968), pp. 159-202. 
Truman A. Hartshorn, "Inner City Residential Structure and Decline", 
Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 1, No. 1, March 
1971, pp. 72-96. 
Edgar Hoover and R. Vernon, Anatomy of a Metropolis, (New York: Anchor 
Books, 1958). 
Jerome Rothenberg, "The Elimination of Blight and Slums", in Michael 
A. Stegman (ed.), Housing and Economics, The American Dilemma, (Cambridge 
Mass. and London, England: M.I.T. Press, 1970), pp. 90 - 103. 
Michael Stegman, Op. cit. 
George Sternlieb, "New York's Housing: A Study in Immobilism", in 
Michael Stegman, op. cit., pp. 482-499. 
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Truman Hartshorn utilized a spatial process approach in considerinp, 
the decline of inner city residential neighbourhoods in Cedar Rapid. From 
his analysis he suggests that substandard housing has expanded spatially 
by affecting blocks formerly of predominantly sound housing and not simply 
by intensifying in blocks already downgraded (page 92). This spatial diffusion 
process he describes as a reverse-wedge idea, with the apex penetrating 
outward from the centre and the base toward the city centre. Quoting Julian 
Wolpert (page 77) he refers to his process as the "expanding contagion of 
dilapidation", recognizing that run-down neighbourhood conditions have a 
negative impact on surrounding properties. Rothenberg also refers to this 
neighbourhood externality effect as "the dynamics of contagion". 
In their study, "Anatomy of a Metropolis", Hoover and Vernon point 
out that residential areas characteristically evolve through a series of 
stages. Five stages are identified and discussed in turn. (pages 185 - 198). 
Of particular interest to Winnipeg's discussion of the inner city are 
stages three and four -- a downgrading stage, where old housing is adapted 
to greater density use than originally designed for, followed by a thinning-
out stage, in which the reduction in density and dwelling occupancy is accom-
plished to a considerable degree by shrinkage of household size. 
The identification of these two stages by Hoover and Vernon complements 
Rothenberg's analysis of slum formation, in terms of intensive and extensive 
production. 'Intensive production means converting property to lower and 
lower use and then, for lowest uses, to lower and lower quality levels of 
service. Extensive production means extending the spatial boundaries of slum 
concentrations'. "The most important kinds of intensive production are to 
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convert dwellings to increasingly overcrowded occupancy and to allow the 
state of the property to deteriorate progressively". (pa~e 99). 
Although the scale is massive in comparison to Winnipeg, George 
Sternlieb jolts us into thinking about our own inner city with his claim 
that 11 the slums of New York are growing at their periphery and dying at their 
core". (page 497). His ''zones of abandonment" at the core are formed because 
they no longer have an economic function, as a result of the stabilization 
of the immigrant flow and the refusal of the "welfare state" to place families 
in such poor housing. On the other hand, at the periphery, "older white 
housing, sustained in fair condition by the relatively advanced age of the 
inhabitants and their relative childlessness, but systematically under-
maintained for a generation, is being submer~ed by Negro and Puerto Rican 
immigration from the hard core". (page 4Q7). 
These ideas provide key analytic supports in the discussion of 
Urban Renewal Area No. 2, in addition to indicating areas of needed research 
activity on Winnipeg's inner city. 
This discussion of various inner city perspectives concludes ~~th 
a brief consideration of two aspects which help to form the basis for this 
report' urban renewal and redevelopment of the inner city and new organizational 
concepts for the inner city. An extensive bibliography is available on urban 
renewal efforts particularly in the United States from the era of slum 
clearance projects to the present Model Cities Program. In Canada, the 
13 Hellyer Task Force on Housing and Urban Development came out strongly 
13. Report of the Federal Task Force on Housing and Urban Development, 
Ottawa, The Queen's Printer, January 1969. 
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against the large urban renewal schemes, such as the Lord Selkirk Park 
development in Winnipeg, ~nd similar schem~s in cities throughout Canada. 
Subsequently, the Federal Government announced a "freeze" on certain of 
these renewal schemes, while encouraging municipalities to develop the means 
for citizen involvement in renewal planning. Almost three years after this . 
"freeze" was announced, the Federal Government has brought forward new 
Amendments to the National Housing Act, which in effect state the priority 
of urban renewal planning in terms of neighbourhood improvement programs. 
While few details are available as yet, the suggestions for neighbourhood 
renewal seem to echo Gans' call for a more fle~ible and humane planninv 
approach which maintains community relationships while improving older 
14 
neighbourhoods through rehabilitation and renewal. 
The previous essay by Lloyd Axworthy traced the idea of citizen 
participation in urban renewal in both Canada and the United States and briefly 
described some examples of citizen-based organizations initiated by the 
Institute of Urban Studies in inner city neighbourhoods in Winnipeg. These 
examples, along with a paper on Neighbourhood Development Corporations, 
are analyzed in greater detail in the papers that follow. Thus an important 
component in that complex web of factors that comprises the inner city is the 
increasing sincerity with which residents of inner city neighbourhoods demand 
to be part of the planning of solutions to identifiable inner city problems. 
This brief review of the literature has identified some eight themes 
which have been used as vehicles for establishing perceptions of the inner city. 
Any one of these themes by itself merits research application in 'Unnipeg on 
14. Quoted by Bourne, op. cit., p. 276. 
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both theoretical and empirical terms. However, such research must enjoy 
the co-operation of many disciplines and planning orientations in problem 
solving if we are to match the inner city's multi-faceted character. 
2. An Inner City Neighbourhood: Problem and Potential 
Because of the rather impersonal categories of our analytic 
framework, it would be relatively easy to proceed from the review of inner 
city literature to the analysis of an inner city neighbourhood, and lose 
our perspective on the people of the area and how they experience life on an 
everyday basis. Within the diversity of inner city people and community, 
inner city to some invariably means low incomes, occupational instability, and 
possibly social and emotional instability, as well. To others, inner city 
raises their susceptibility to the problems such as alcoholism, drugs, 
mental illness, divorce and child neglect. Still others see the inner 
city as the most deteriorated area of the city, the worst housing, a mixture 
of railroad tracks, warehouses and factories, the area that houses large 
numbers of senior citizens, people on welfare, immigrants from overseas and 
native peoples from many Manitoba reserves and communities. Thus it is not 
without cause that Larry Bourne suggests that inner cities (his term, urban 
slums) are "concurrently a social problem in terms of social pathologies, a 
poverty problem because of low incomes, a housing pro1blem in regard to space 
shortages and deterioration, and a spatial problem because of the geographic 
position of such areas relative to areas of growth within the metropolitan 
area. "
15 
15. Ibid., p. 430. 
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As the literature has shown, however, it would be a mistake to 
stereotype all inner city neighbourhoods as simply problem areas. Within 
these older residential districts that same diversity of people and community 
can help attune public policy to be both effective and humanly sensitive in 
improving life in these problem areas. It is for this reason that the 
analysis of Winnipeg's inner city is entitled, Problem and Potential. 
3. Winnipeg's Inner City -- Problem and Potential 
A) Problem: 
a) Environment: The housing of any consumer in the city includes not 
only his dwelling but the location of his dwelling and its neighbourhood. 
I 
It is for this reason that a consideration of environment is so important in 
examining Winnipeg's inner city. Housing is a problem, as we shall see in the 
next section, but the wider problem is really one of environment. Frieden 
pointed out in an earlier section with reference to the evidence that housing 
is an important factor in self-perception, that such factors as morale, 
self-perception and motivation appear to be related to a broader environment 
than the housing unit alone: thus the importance of neighbourhood surround-
16 ings in both the social and physical environment. 
In Winnipeg's inner city the most consistent finding of the various 
housing and urban renewal reports has been that of the deteriorating effects 
of industrial, commercial and transportation activities on the residential 
character of the neighbourhood. The "dynamics of contagion", as Rothenberg 
16. Frieden, 1968, Po 162. 
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calls these neighbourhood effects, have been in operation in the area for 
17 
over fifty years. In 1957 Gerson undertook the most thorough investigation 
to date of residential blight in the inner city and found that, " ••• in the CPR-
Notre Dame area (the inner city) it is the location and character of the 
warehousing and other industrial uses, including the railways, which are 
the generators of blight, and unless they can be adequately dealt with, there 
is little likelihood for improving the substandard conditions in the industrial 
18 part of the district, let alone the residential." 
At the present time, the major neighbourhood run down conditions 
which have a negative impact on surrounding properties are: 
1. The railway; the CPR yards which form the northern edge of 
the inner city, and the Midland Railway which bisects the very core of the 
area; 
2. Substandard industrial premises; 
3. A system of traffic arteries which divides the area into a 
series of sectors and blocks, affording little communication with each 
other; and 
4. Indiscriminate mixture of land uses. "This mixture of land uses 
is one of the main causes of the deterioration."19 
5. The poor repair and maintenance of road~s. 
The question of the impact of environment c•n the residential 
character of Winnipeg's inner city is clear. Much less clear is the outcome 
17. Rothenberg, op. cit., p. 96. 
18. City of Winnipeg, Department of Housing and Urban Renewal, Interim 
Report, Urban Renewal Scheme, Urban Renewal Area 2, October 1966, p. 5. 
19. ~lfgang Gerson, An Urban Renewal Study for the City of Winnipeg: The 
CPR Notre Dame Area, Planning Research Centre, School of Architecture, 
U~versity of Manitoba~ 1957, p. 14. 
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of the various proposals affecting the use of the Midland Railway property 
and the plans for the new overpass and bridge. At the same time, a tri-level 
government study is underway on the possible affects of relocating the CPR 
yards. Any one of these activities will have a major impact on the inner 
city environment. All three would completely recreate the environment. 
In the meantime, however, while decisions on these major projects are pending, 
small scale things can happen right away to improve the area~ such as up-
grading roads and services, and rerouting some of the heavy truck traffic 
around the area. 
b) Housing: This area is one of the oldest in the city. Ninety 
per cent of the dwellings were built before 1911, including many of the 
light industrial and commercial buildings. However, age alone might not 
necessarily result in poor and substandard housing. In the previous section 
the impact of environment was considered and foundto be significant in the 
deterioration of the residential character of the area. However, the 
conditions which produced slum housing in Winnipeg's inner city occurred 
at two different periods in Winnipeg's growth, but had quite similar con-
sequences in terms of the housing stock. The first serious housing shortage 
occurred in the firs~: decade of this century when Winnipeg's population 
increased five-fold. The housing problem occasioned by this serious overcrowding 
was accentuated by the Depression, the War, and the post War influx of 
20 immigrants. The result was serious family overcrowding of dwellings, low 
rentals, landlords u11able to maintain their property, and decreasing incomes 
for many people. The situation was aggravated by the mobility of the 
20. Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, Metropolitan Urban Renewal 
Study, Interim Report, January, 1963. 
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the population as families kept moving to cheaper and cheaper homes. 
"Rural in-migration swelled the proportion in search of extremely low 
rentals."21 
Thus, the combination of serious overcrowding, rural in-migration 
and the increased rate of family formation created a demand for low 
quality housing in Winnipeg's central area, already the area of poorest housing. 
The supply in this context came from conversion of already crowded space to 
more overcrowding. Thus, by 1951 the Census of that year showed that this 
was the area most severely affected by overcrowding and by the multiple 
22 
use of single-family dwellings. Although the population of the area in the 
last twenty years has fallen dramatically and thus relieved much of the 
pressure on this housing stock, ~othenberg points out that it is easier to 
create dwellings suitable to slum occupancy then to "uncreate" them. "While 
slum-creating forces are sporadic, their effects are asymmetrical formed 
slum structures tend to persist."23 
The quality of the inner city housing stock thus reflects these 
historical antecedents. In 1955 a hous±ng survey of the area undertaken 
by the City of 'olinnipeg' s former Emergency Housing Department, recorded 34% 
of the dwellings as poor and in need of major repair or demolition; approximately 
60% were classified as fair, needing minor repairs to bring them up to a 
reasonable standard, and 6% were classified as good. Although the categories 
are not strictly comparable in the survey of housing as part of the urban 
renewal study (1966-68), "over 75% were found to be in only fair to poor, or 
21. Winnipeg Council of Social Agencies, Housing in Hinnipeg, Report of 
the Committee ott Housing, 1943, p. 118. 
22. Gerson, op. cito, p. 22. 
23. Rothenberg, op. cit., p. 101. 
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poor condition, and only 1.1% were found to be in good condition. The 
remaining 22% were in_ good to fair or fair condition."24 
The ratio of tenant to owner is three to one in the area, and the 
same report points out that a large number of the tenants (40.9%), in-
eluding elderly persons, are paying excessive rents for their accommodation. 
A rent is considered to be excessive when more than 27% of the monthly 
income is involved. 25 To Stegman these excessive housing costs of inner 
cities are related not to income, but to the quality of the housing, space 
26 
and the neighbourhood environment. 
Surveys over the last twenty years have consistently recorded 
large numbers of people who would like to remain in the area if decent 
housing were available at rents they could afford. There is considerable 
evidence that some of these families are unable to locate such housing. As 
some of the other papers in this report explain, a major thrust of the 
Institute's activities in the inner city is to assist families in coping with 
this problem. 
c) Declining Population: In the review of the literature it was 
pointed out that Stages 3 and 4 of Hoover and Vernon's typology of neigh~ 
bourhood evolution were helpful in understanding a significant aspect of -
24. City of Winnipeg, Department of Housing and Urban Renewal, Final 
General Report, Urban Renewal Area No. 2, January 1968, p. 16. 
25. Ibid., p. 56. 
26. Stegman, op. cit., p. 203. 
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27 Winnipeg's inner city. Stage 3 refers to a "downgrading stage" which 
results from old housing, both multi-family and single, being adopted to 
greater density use than originally designed for. New construction is 
minimal, but some population growth occurs, while the dens tty increases 
through conversion and crowding of existing structures. As the previous 
section on housing indicated, Winnipeg experienced serious downgrading of its 
housing stock, particularly during the period of the Depression, the 
War and the post war influx of immigrants. 
Hoover and Vernon's fourth stage, "the thinning out stage", seems 
to approximate the experience of Winnipeg in the last decade. This stage 
is characterized by a reduction in density and dwelling occupancy, little 
or no residential construction, and a decline in the population. The 
authors point out that in the "thinning-out process, after the slum areas 
reach peak density, a considerable part is played by the shrinkage of 
household size, often resulting in a population decline, along with an 
increase in the number of dwelling units. 
The Final General Report of Urban Renewal Area No. 2 observed that 
the population of the area has been declining stead1ly since 1941, and 
particularly in the five year period, 1961 - 1965 (22.5%). At the same 
28 time, the number of households increased markedly by 31.5%. The Report 
concludes that the inner city lost family households and gained large 
increases of single person households. With this decline in population 
is an attendant change in the population's composition in favour of the 
older age group. Between 1961 and 1966 the area lost 12% of its population 
27. Hoover and Vernon, op. cit., pp. 185- 198. 
28. City of Winnipeg, Final General Report, pp. 35-40. 
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aged 1 - 19 years and 33% of the age group 20 - 24 years. Population 
estimates from the City of Winnipeg indicate that the population totals have 
remained fairly static between 1966 and March 1972, but that the percentage 
of elderly has increased, while the school age population has declined. 
Data provided by the Winnipeg School Board for inner city schools 
incidates an 8% decrease in the elementary school population and a decrease 
of close to 10% for the junior high school in the two-year period 1970 - 1972. 
The fact of family out-migration from inner city neighbourhoods 
is confirmed by the desire of the People's Committee for a Better Neighbourhood, 
Inc. to build up a housing portfolio that would attract families back into 
Herbert Gans also reports upon a declining population phase in 
the case of Boston's West End, where the area's population suffered a 
23,000 to 7,000 loss from its hey-day in 1910 to 1961. Gans suggests five 
reasons for the West End's declining population 1) decreasing family size 
among the descendents of the immigrant group, 2) gradual reduction in 
dwelling units, as the hospital expanded its facilities, 3) deteriorated 
buildings became vacant, 4) young families moved out to lower density 
suburbs, and 5) 30 in 1951 it was announced that the area would be redeveloped. 
In comparison to the West End, however, it seems that Winnipeg has 
at least halted the loss of its population in the last six years. While the 
dynamics of this decline, at least in the 1951 - 1966 period, indicated 
with reference to the Hoover-Vernon model, it is possible that in the six 
29. Ibid., p. 44. 
30. Gans, 1962, page 8. 
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years following 1966 the presence of new populations has enabled the inner 
city to halt, and maybe even reverse this population trend. Data from 
the 1971 census is not yet available to confirm or deny this suggestion. 
However, the presence in the community of Italians, Portuguese and people of 
Indian ancestry brings new life to the inner city, as well as challenges the 
existing neighbourhood institutions to respond appropriately to a new set of 
needs. 
d) Poverty: The latest data available on income for the inner 
city is provided by the Final General Report of Urban Renewal Area Number 
~. Although the Social Service Audit was published a year later than 
the Final Report, the income figures are based upon 1961 data and are 
therefore hopelessly out of date. The Final Report's data was acquired by 
survey, and gives both wage and total family income. The results on both 
scores leave no doubt that the inner city populations have very low 
incomes. 
Fifty-three per cent of wage earners in 1966 earned less than 
$3,000 while 66.5% of those declaring total income for the year earned less 
than $3,000. This figure ($3,000) was chosen by the Economic Council of 
Canada in 1968 to denote the poverty-line for a family of four. The level 
of a single adult was considered less. Given this data, and the indications 
of social assistance levels in the inner city, (i.e. 20% of the population 
supported by the City of Winnipeg and the Province of Manitoba), there can 
* be little doubt that Winnipeg's inner city is a poverty problem. 
* Estimate. provided by the City of Winnipeg, May 1972. 
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There is some possibility that the socialassistance rates 
will have increased since 1966: the minimum~age has gone up, as have 
wages in general. But it is doubtful that the proportions of better 
skilled and semi-skilled tradesmen will have increased in the inner city, 
even if full employment were available. The inner city attracts those who 
have few skills to offer on the urban market and provides a support community 
until the transition to the urban work force is effected. In general, the 
inner city has the lowest educational levels, the largest proportions of 
men in the craftsmen and labouring categories and the resulting lowest 
incomes. Thus, not only is the earning power of the employed worker at a 
· fairly low level, but the inner city also has sizeable numbers unemployed 
and many not in the labour force at all. 
Herbert Gans suggests a division of this low income population 
into two groups: 
A. The working class composed of semi-skilled and 
skilled blue collar workers, who are stable, if 
not affluent, and 
B. The lower class, composed of people who perform 
the unskilled labour and service functions in the 
society. 
As the need for unskilled labour decreases, it is all the more difficult 
for the lower classes to improve their condition. "Partly because of 
occupational instability? their lives are beset with social and emotional 
instability as well, anq it is among them that one finds the majority of 
the emotional problems and social evils that are associated with the low 
'' 
31 income population." 
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Thus the problem of poverty is not simply lack of economic 
potential: it is often a lack of access to important opportunities both 
for oneself and one's family. In these circumstances, although low 
incomes may make the inner city neighbourhood the only choice, that same inner 
city neighbourhood often provides a sense of familiarity, of psychological 
security, and of acceptance in the midst of the occupational and emotional 
instability described above. 
e) Social: Perhaps this aspect of the inner city character is 
mo~e obvious to the general public than the four factors discussed 
previously. Unfortunately, the problem of poverty is often part of the 
same image of the inner city as a social (pathological) problem. Thus, 
low income wage earners are generally not thought of by those unfamiliar with 
the constraints of the minimum wage, as being poor. But the more visible 
signs of behaviour, particularly behaviour deemed undesirable by the majority 
of the community, gives the image of social breakdown. Such behaviour, however, 
is usually confined to the skid rows of the inner city; in Winnipeg, Main 
Street, between Higgins and William. 
Social problems affecting individuals and families on the other 
hand tend to be distributed throughout the inner city. The recent Social 
Service Audit reported higher than average incidences for the inner city of 
several indices of social disorganization, including mental illness, illegitimacy, 
venereal disease, alcoholism, child neglect, domestic and criminal offences. 
31. Herbert J. Gatul, "Planning for the Elimination of Urban Poverty" 
in Frieden and l~rris, op. cit., pp. 42-51. 
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Such problem areas receive a great deal of attention from the Social 
Service Agencies, but they themselves confess to merely a 'band-aid' role. 
However, there is evidence to suggest that this 'band-aid' approach may 
be in the process of being replaced~ albeit haltingly as new forms of 
social planning interventions become active in Winnipeg. While agencies 
within the social welfare system discuss the need for reorganization of 
the 'delivery system' and recommend new ways of providing services, the papers 
in thi·s volume describe the organizational forms in which direct funding can 
be provided to enable groups of citizens to deal with the problems they 
themselves are experiencing. Other self-help organizations in the community 
are active in attempting to clarify the key issues and provide solutions 
to the range of social problems present in the inner city. 
Summary 
In these five sections an attempt has been made to look at some of 
the real problems associated with the inner city. Perhaps because of the 
emphasis on the problems, we commit the folly of designating the whole 
inner city area as a problem. This is certainly not the intention. As 
·David Ward points out, "we need to identify variations in the social and _ 
32 living conditions of low-income residential areas" in order to determine 
the source of strength and potential as well as identify areas of need. The 
concluding section of this essay will consider four indicators of development 
potential in Winnipeg's inner city. 
32. David Ward, op. cit., p. 293. 
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B. Potential 
1. Population: An earlier section commented on the diversity of 
population groupe located in the inner city, groups such as the aged, rural 
immigrants. immigrant groups including Italians and Portuguese, native 
peoples, single people of all ages, excluding aged, and families~ many of 
whom have lived in the area for a long time, and thus lend stability and 
continuity to the area. " ••• Stable, family-based working class people, 
economically deprived but without extensive dependence on professional 
33 
services and assistance, represent the vast majority of slum populations." 
Both the urban renewal reports and the Institute's survey of 
Ro©sevelt Park. a neighbourhood within Urban Renewal Area No. 2, indicate 
that~the percentage of long term residents is declining. Although in both 
surveys, some 60% of the population had lived less than five years at their 
present address, 70% indicated that they would like to remain in the area. 
Besides the incidence of transiency normally associated with large single 
male populations, there is considerable family mobility within the inner 
city. Our knowledge of this whole process is extremely limited at present, 
but other inner city studies have shown that "the people who can least afford 
34 to move do most of the moving." 
Despite the evidence of fewer long-term residents in the inner city 
and the tendency towards frequent intra-urban housing.shifts, the Institute, 
through its surveys and related activities, has been struck by the number 
of residents who feel very strongly about the inner city and what it has 
33. Fried and Levi~. op. cit., p. 293. 
34. Boyce, op. cit., p. 339. 
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to offer as an urban neighbourhood. Thus, within the population diversity, 
there are both those who see the inner city merely as a transitional 
community until they move on to some other part of the city, and those 
residents who identify with the area and are concerned enough to start 
taking initiatives towards its improvement. From a slightly different 
perspective, Milton Kitler emphasizes the importance of neighbourhood identity 
and the sense almost of the neighbourhood as liberator in those low income 
areas where residents feel they have little personal control over their 
own lives. 35 
2. Area Plans: Despite the fact that the inner city was considered a 
nu~ber one priority for renewal since the late 1950's and early 1960's no 
definite plans have yet been established. Residents have endured the 
frustrations of hearing official announcements about planning, but seeing 
little actual evidence of renewal. However, following the redevelopment of 
Lord Selkirk Park in the North End in 1966-1967, City Council adopted the 
Final General Report of Urban Renewal Area Number 2 in January 1968 as a 
suitable guide upon which to base future long-range planning. In the two 
year interval between January 1968 and January 1970, the City began negotiating 
for the removal of the Midland Railway from thearea, the Hellyer Task Force 
forcefully suggested new ways of renewing cities and the Federal Government 
proclaimed a "freeze" on certain urban renewal schemes, meanwhile promising 
to help the City with the purchase of the railway. The city had begun to 
look at new approaches to urban redevelopment and in January 1970, a new 
35. Milton Kotler, Neighbourhood Government, The Local Foundations of 
Political Life, (Indianapolis and New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1969). 
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approach was indeed adopted by Council, based on two principles. 1) Renewal 
actions must be oriented towards neighbourhood improvement programs, in which 
rehabilitative and preservation elements are emphasized, and redevelopment 
occurs on a selective basis. 2) Essential to the success of such a 
program is the endorsement of the principle of citizen participation through 
36 its planning and implementation stages. 
Although very little in the way of renewal planning or action has 
transpired since the adoption of this concept, it is known that the 
city presently favours an action area plan for the inner city. It is likely 
that the two principles enumerated above will be embodied in such planning. 
At the same time the federal government has recently announced amendments 
to the National Housing Act which would support neighbourhood improvement 
plans. While details of this plan are few the intent seems to be that of 
selective measures for neighbourhood renewal, again involving local residents 
in these efforts. 
Thus with the suggestions of new plans the inner city seems about 
to realize some of that potential assumed in this essay. 
3. Citizen Self-Help Groups: In recent years several self-help 
organizations have developed in Winnipeg focussing on issues of housing, 
health, welfare and employment and training. The Institute has been associated 
with some of these activities and they are reported on in this volume. Their 
significance with regard to the potential of inner city renewal lies in 
the experience gained by inner city residents in the process of developing 
36. City of Winnipeg, Department of Housing and Urban Renewal, Urban Renewal 
Area No. 2, Phase 1, Midland Railway, June 1970, p. 5. 
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new organizational forms, and in the planning, albeit on a very reduced 
scale, of certain prog~ams for their neighbourhood. In this sense a 
portion of this potential for renewal has already been realized. 
4. Local Government: The new unicity legislation makes legal provisions 
for citizens to share in the planning for neighbourhood improvement programs. 
Citizens can be involved both at the community committee and resident 
advisory group levels. In the case of Centennial Community Committee, of 
which the urban renewal Area No. 2 is a part, two of the local councillors 
are experienced in community organization andplanning. Citizen based 
planning initiatives are already underway in this community committee area, 
and ~th the probability of acquiring neighbourhood improvement grants 
(and their requirement for resident participation), the potential of this 
new instrument for citizen involvement in neighbourhood renewal may soon be 
realized. 
Conclusion 
Perhaps in comparison to the problems of the inner city discussed 
earlier, this brief comment on the potential for inner city renewal seems 
to be stretching the point. However, the four factors mentioned represen~ 
certain strengths to the inner city, and seem particularly relevant in 
light of the suggested formats for inner city renewal. In essence, the 
objective of the Ins1.:itute in its inner city work is summarized in the 
following comment by Roy Hadden: "As urban renewal passes from the stage 
of 'once-for-all' clearance schemes to the continuous process of improving 
the quality of existing physical fabrics, we shall need to pay much more 
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attention to adjusting our techniques of improvement to the variety of 
circumstances found in our cities. "37 
This essay has attempted to convey the idea that inner cities are 
multi-faceted areas, performing distinctive functions within the urban 
community for a population of diverse social characteristics and aspirations. 
While housing for the most part is old, the quality varies and the worst 
housing is usually in proximity to those areas used for non-residential 
purposes. The essay has looked at more than the physical problems of inner 
cities and in doing so has attempted to be sensitive (if somewhat simplistic), 
as c.-rell as theoretical, in examining the range of problem conditions in these 
areas. In both the analysis of inner city problems and the implementation 
of programs for their solution, a dialectic is required, therefore, not 
only between researchers and planners of many disciplines, but particularly 
between the residents of inner cities and those who would plan on their 
behalf. 
37. Roy Hadden, Review of Norman Dennis, People and Planning, Urban Studies, 
Vol. 7, No. 3, October 1970, pp. 316- 317. 
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ROOSEVELT PARK REDEVELOPMENT 
Lloyd Axworthy 
Roosevelt Park is a small district located in the middle of 
Urban Renewal Area II in downtown Winnipeg. The name cemes from a play-
ground centred in the area. The population is basically working people, 
with a large number of families and individuals on welfare. There is a 
high percentage of older people, mainly single, living in rooming houses. 
There is a mixture of population groups, with recent settlement by Portguese 
and Italians and Indian and Metis. The housing stock ranges from a few 
good units to many sub-standard units. The area has a high incidence of 
disease and social problems and is consequently served by many social 
agencies. 
The area has been designated for urban renewal for over twenty 
years, yet very little in the way of government action has been taken. The 
result is that the area has suffered not only from the difficulties inherent 
in its conditions as a declining neighbourhood, but also from the paralysis 
of not knowing what to expect in an area designated for renewal that 
never comes. As far back as 1949, the Gerson Report recommended that small 
scale rehabilitation and improvement could be introduced in Urban Renewal 
Area II, even without a major urban renewal plan. Successive reports 
supported the idea, but as of 1969 no action of any kind had been taken. And, 
in fact, public services and amenities such as streets, highways and boule-
vards had been allowed to deteriorate. It has been a community constantly 
under study, constantly talked about, and constantly ignored. 
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The Concept 
In the summer and fall of 1969, the Institute of Urban Studies 
planned a pilot project to test whether more effective methods of neigh-
bourhood renewal could be developed and implemented. General reconnaissance 
and discussion with residents was carried out in several parts of the area. 
Discussions were held with city and federal officials involved in renewal, 
members of social agencies and churches working in the inner city and with 
a range and variety of residents. The point of the discussions was to 
assess what the different government agencies and social organizations were 
doing, what the role of the Institute might be in developing new approaches 
to renewal and what response this would receive in the community. 
This preliminary reconnaissance indicated that there was an 
interest on the part of residents in rejuvenating the area, but they felt 
that there was no agency or organization interested in the job. The social 
agencies in the area tended to concentrate on specific issues or on problem 
families and were not available to work for general improvement and renewal. 
Also, there was a distrust of government generated by years of neglect. 
Another important fact gleaned from this initial assessment was the lack 
of information. Most people talked to had little knowledge of what was 
happening to the area, what resources or programs might be available to 
them to bring about change. 
From the survey it appeared that the most useful experiment would 
be to begin a pilot 8cheme in the Roosevelt Park area to test ways of 
undertaking community renewal. 
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The design of the project undertaken by the Institute began 
with the following pur~o~es: 
1) to test the possibility of having residents involved in the planning 
of their community; 
2) to test how private professionals and other community resources could 
be allied to projects of community-based planning; 
3) to test new organizational forms on the neighbourhood level for carrying 
out community purposes; 
4) to test ways of assessing user needs in planning; 
5) to test different a~proaches, in low-cost housing, ex~ining various 
techniques of financing, construction and rehabilitation; 
6) to test new methods of educational, social and economic activity of 
benefit to the community. 
In general, these elements were a composite testing of the ways that 
an inner city neighbourhood could initiate and carry out its own redevelopment, 
using a mixture of public and private resources. 
The process used in carrying out this project followed the 
guidelines of action research. The staff of the Institute would be involved 
with the community in the search for improvements, would observe, record, 
assess the process and share their information with residents, would 
present ideas and receive ideas back from residents, would work with residents 
on different strategies, would formulate and conduct different programs and 
generally support a scheme of community centered problem-solving. From this 
involvement would come an understanding of the process and the opportunity 
to introduce and try innovative techniques in planning, communicating, 
or building. It was a mutual experiment by university staff and neighbourhood 
people in testing the application of knowledge to practical problems, a 
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partnership in seeKing constructive change and understanding how and 
1 
why such change occurs. A good description of this mode of action 
research is supplied by Robin Marris. "By action research we mean the 
involvement of representatives of the group as actors in a situation 
whose dynamic we simultaneously undertake to study."2 
This indicates that, in fact, the project was testing another 
question unrelated to neighbourhood redevelopment - the role of the 
university in socially useful research. There is a continuous debate within 
the university and without over its place in the community. There is 
strong opinion that the university should confine itself to traditional 
roles of teaching and basic academic research. On the other hand, there 
is increasing discontent of many students, faculty and certainly non-academic 
people over the apparent irrelevancy of the university to many critical 
problems faced by the community. One answer is for the university to engage 
in community related research where it attempts to assist the community by 
3 
applying a thoughful approach to the solution of problems. From this 
can come both direct, tangible improvements and the kind of analysis and 
understanding useful in determining new policies and programs. So, in 
effect, the capacity of the university to perform this kind of function 
was a prime element in this first project undertaken by the Institute. 
1. See, Nevitt Sanford "Whatever Happened to Action Research". Journal of 
Social Issues. Vol. 26, No. 4, Autumn 1971. 
2. Marris, R., "The Role of the Business-Like Organization in the Technology 
of Social Change" in Social Innovation in the City ed. Richard 
Rosenbloom and Robin Marris,(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1970). 
3. See "Submission to Commission on the Rationalization of University Research' 
I.U.S. November, 1971. 
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First Steps 
The beginning of the project was to plan and design a strategy 
of entry into the area. Informal talks were begun with residents and 
groups in the area. At the same time, what statistical data and information was 
available on the area was compiled. Thirty-five University of Winnipeg 
students from a volunteer group of close to 100 were selected and given 
training in methods of community contact. This involved role playing, 
using VTR, discussing renewal and planning and trial field activities 
under supervision of trained community workers. The approach to be used by 
the students was that they were not to impose their ideas on how to 
renew the area, but to offer to assist residents who wanted to become 
involved in a renewal effort. 
At the same time, a group of private professional people was 
recruited to form a technical advisory group. This group included several 
architects, a planner, a geographer, an economist, a mortgage consultant, 
a banker, a builder, a lawyer, a government official and a social worker. 
The role of this group was to examine the various development possibilities 
in the Roosevelt Park area and then be in a position to assist and advise the 
residents. This group recruited 10 students from the environmental studies_ 
faculty at the University of Manitoba to begin a technical survey of land 
use and property ownership in the area. 
The technic11l group, as the project progressed, demonstrated a 
high degree of commitment to the project. Equally important, several have 
continued to act as advisors over the past two and a half years of work 
with citizens in the area and have made invaluable contributions. The 
motivation for their jlnvolvement seems twofold. First, a concern to do 
something for the community. Secondly, a chance to break out of the 
I 
' ' 
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conventional pattern of their professions and become involved in innovation 
and new thought. 4 
The work by this group points to a source of very useful skills. 
There are limitations of such a volunteer group as they are usually busy 
in their own careers. But, they can supply specialized assistance on a 
continuous basis when such assistance is required and appear pleased to do so. 
Community Survey 
Beginning in December and carrying through January and February, 
the students from the University of Winnipeg, under supervision of a 
community worker from the Institute and a volunteer social worker, undertook 
a door-to-door visit in the Roosevelt Park area. The purpose of these visits 
was to aake contact with the residents, gauge the feelings and interests 
of residents on the issue of renewal and acquire information. A questionnaire 
was prepared by two members of the technical advisory group, one a research 
officer with the Community Welfare Planning Council, the other a social 
worker with experience in the area. The questionnaire was designed to simply 
acquire basic information about the residents and to assess degrees of 
commitment to the area and interest in becoming involved in a community 
effort at renewal. n~e most important reason for the visits, however, was 
to make contact and explore with residents the possibility of a community 
renewal program. Part of this was achieved by guaranteeing each person 
interviewed that the information gathered would be shared and that they would 
be invited to a meeting to hear the results. 
4. A series of interviews undertaken by Angus Cranston, a student in the 
Masters course in Planning with the technical advisory group confirms 
these comments. See Angus Cranston. "The Role of the Technical Advisory 
Group", unpublished working paper, Institute of Urban Studies. 
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Informat~on gathered from the visits was useful in portraying 
characteristics of the area that had not been shown in previous studies. 
For example, it found that abOut 33% of the property was resident owned, 
that the fair degree of change in homes by residents was always in the 
general inner-city area, that much of the social and leisure activity was 
concentrated in the area. This suggested that there was greater community 
related action and attachment than was normally portrayed by previous studies, 
5 
which tended to emphasize the pathology of the area, not its strong points. 
These findings emphasized the possibility of community renewal action. 
Toward the end of February, as the students completed their visits 
anci as a number of return calls were made to residents who wanted to become 
involved in renewai programs, it became apparent that residents were in-
terested in coming together to take some action. Accordingly, it was 
decided that a meeting should be called in the area so members of the 
technical advisory group could supply information on the area and on proposed 
planning decisions that were being considered, such as the use of the Midland 
Railway site, the proposed new bridge across the CPR, the expansion of 
hospital facilities in the area. 
A meeting was scheduled for March 6th at Hugh John Macdonald 
School, a junior high school in the area. Students and field workers revisited 
families and a hand bill was delivered announcing the meeting. A group of 
residents played a ~jor role in planning the meeting. 
Close to 200 people attended the meeting, drawn from a potential 
1,200 households. The first part of the meeting involved a discussion of 
the reports presente~ by the technical advisors on the results of the survey, 
5. See - Survey Results - Institute of Urban Studies. Roosevelt Park 
Demonstration Project, an unpublished working paper. 
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the land use of the area, the possible planning decisions that were pending 
and some directions that a citizens' group could take. A strong sense of 
frustration was exPressed by many residents over the history of broken 
promises and unmet expectations, along with a willingness to do something. 
The posture taken by the IUS fieldworkers and technical advisory people was 
that something could be done, but only if the residents were willing to take 
the initiative. If there was this willingness, then the resources of IUS 
and the technical advisors would be available to help. The meeting concluded 
with a decision to form an ad hoc committee and some 30 to 40 people said 
they would be prepared to work on the committee. 
The People's Committee 
This began the next phase of development in Roosevelt Park. There 
was now the embryo of a residents' group prepared to take action. The 
make-up of this group was mixed. There were both landlords and tenants, 
local businessmen and housewives and members of different ethnic groups. 
The first meetings of this group, called the People's Committee, 
primarily dealt with specific issues in the area, i.e. the ultimate use of the 
Midland Railway property, the proposed Sherbrook - McGregor bridge, the 
lack of housing in the area, the poor recreation facilities, the problem 
of older people. These meetings were attended by 15 to 20 people and discussion 
ranged over many topics without any real decision on priorities or on 
development strateg;es. They met in a storefront building at 149 Isabel St. 
that was supplied by IUS. An additional task decided by the group was to 
print a community new$letter supplying information on the area. 
At the same "~:ime, a "brainstorming session" was held at the 
faculty of architectuxe of the University of Manitoba, organized by the 
architects on the technical group. The purpose was to involve a wide range 
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of students, professionals and residents in a discussion of possible 
planning strategies. Mapy ideas were discussed, some of which, notably 
a concept of in-fill housing and the redevelopment of the commercial 
strip, later became ideas promoted by the People's Committee. 
Following this, a series of home visits was organized in the 
area at which professionals from the technical group met with residents 
in their own homes to discuss needs, concerns and interests. This was an 
interesting, at times troublesome, but useful experiment. It began to 
break down many of the barriers that often exist between professionals 
and laymen, especially low-income laymen. In addition, newsletters were 
prepared in different languages, providing information on the area and 
experiments were tried using video tape as a means of providing information, 
especially to people who could not read or speak English with facility. 
The Apartment Move 
In early April, it was noticed by one of the IUS field-workers 
that the Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg was planning to 
demolish several buildings about 10 blocks from the Roosevelt Park area. 
This was brought to the attention of the People's Committee and they decided 
it offered an opportunity to take some explicit action to improve housing 
6 in the area. At the same meeting (April 27th) that this was discussed, 
a family of eight who lived in the area asked if the People's Committee 
could help them obtain immediate accommodation. 
6. A full report on this aspect of the apartment block moving is contained 
in a report by IUS staff members. See Lawrie Cherniack and Eric Barker, 
A Report on 610 Ross, Institute of Urban Studies Report on the Roosevelt 
Park Demonstration Area. 
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This highlighted the need for new housing in the area. The People's 
Committee decided at the meeting to ask Metro to delay awarding tenders on 
the buildings until the committee could look into moving them. At the 
following meeting, after discussions with the technical committee, the decision 
was taken to buy the buildings, move them into the area and renovate them 
for use as low-income housing. 
This decision to buy the apartment block was made because it 
seemed to answer some basic concerns of the area. The People's Committee 
had discussed what could be done to halt the attrition of housing stock in 
the area and to provide good accommodation for families. The apartment block 
represented a way of solving these problems, so they decided to proceed. 
Then ensued an intensive period of activity for the People's Committee. 
It involving extended negotiations with four levels of government, a decision 
to incorporate as a non-profit development company, the working out of the 
technical problems of financing and managing the apartment block that was 
to be moved and the actual moving, renovation of the bloCk and selection of 
tenants. Each of these activities revealed noteworthy aspects of how a 
citizens' group operates. 
(a) Government Negotiations: Meetings were held with Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation and Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation officials 
after Metro agreed to delay tenders. MHRC reports indicated it was not 
feasible to move the buildings. With the assistance of their technical 
advisors, the People's Committee prepared documents showing that it was 
feasible and the minister responsible for housing accepted their estimates. 
This demonstra~ed both the value and necessity of having experienced resource 
people available. 
ao~ 
The decision of the provincial government was delayed through 
late May and early June. Metro indicated that it could no longer wait 
and planned immediate demolition. Within 24 hours, the People's Committee 
organized a demonstration on the steps of the Legislature where a brief 
was presented to Municipal Affairs Minister Howard Pawley, minister 
responsible for housing, with full news coverage. A few days later, 
the cabinet agreed to a $45,000 dollar loan to cover land acquisition, 
moving and renovating costs. The formula for repaying the loan and the 
question of who would own the block, the People's Committee or the government, 
was left open. The experience showed how ill-prepared government is to deal 
with this kind of citizen development. Because such an initiative falls 
outside the frame of conventional practices, decisions had to be made on an 
ad hoc basis. Obviously a system of response and support for such ventures 
should be developed to overcome delays and to encourage further efforts 
at self-help. 
(b) Incorporation: An important step taken by the People's Committee was 
to become an incorporated body. This gave them the legal right to lend 
money, sign contracts, undertake obligations with limited liability to the 
individuals. At the same time, it imposed a degree of discipline on members 
of the group and ensured their commitment. 
The basis for incorporation, discussed over several meetings 
between the People's Committee and their lawyer, was as follows: A board 
of directors elected from the membership with a revolving chairmanship, 
membership in the People's Committee open to all area residents who attended 
7 
at least two meetings. 
7. VTR tape of discuosions leading to incorporation is available from IUS, 
as is a copy of the letters patent of incorporation. 
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The potential users of this device of incorporation are many and 
it can become a major technique for combining the necessary elements in 
neighbourhood improvement. It is a way of using an institution that has 
been highly successful in developing private enterprise for neighbourhood 
or community enterprise. It is a form of social technology that can be used 
to better manage our cities and provide the necessary legal instrument 
Which can give neighbourhoods more control over the planning and conduct 
of their affairs. 8 
(c) Moving and Renovating: Once approval was received by the provincial 
government and a piece of private land purchased (the city reft~ed to give 
city-owned land as they maintained that the land should not be used until a 
renewal plan had been developed), it was decided that only one of the structures 
should be moved - a 110-ton apartment block containing six suites. The 
other buildings had become unusable due to vandalism during the delay. 
Moving and renovating an apartment block involved the People's 
Committee in a number of complicated administrative and technical tasks -
securing building permits, arranging with streets and traffic for moving 
the building, preparing the site, etc. To help in this effort, the People's 
Committee hired a full-time architect, paid for by the Institute, but 
responsible to members of the committee. But, much of the work was done by 
the members themselves. 
The benefits of this activity were that the citizens in the group 
began to develop skills in management and administration and became aware 
of all the pitfalls, of rules and regulations that must be followed to take 
some form of action in a modern city. 
8. For a full discuosion of the use of neighbourhood corporations see Milton 
Kotle~ Neighbourhood Government, (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1969). 
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An added benefit occurredduring the period of renovation. Several 
neighbourhood people and students from.R. B. Russell Technical School 
volunteered to work on the renovation and appeared to gain satisfaction in 
doing so. It illustrates that community participation does not have to be 
limited to decision making. It can actually involve people in direct work 
of improvement, a variation on the old community barn-raising activities of 
rural communities. This kind of involvement is just as important and as 
beneficial as decision making and should be a basic point of any self-help 
program. 
Another area of major impor~ance discovered by the People's Committee 
is the problem of management and service of low-income housing. How are 
tenants selected, what are the relations between citizens groups and tenants, 
who performs repairs? This is an area of exploration still going on at 
610 Ross and one that is still not resolved. The first ambition of the 
People's Committee was to have a very democratic and open relationship with 
tenants. For example, the lease was a product of negotiation between the 
building committee and tenants. But, the People's Committee at this stage 
are becoming more emphatic in their management and less open in their tenant 
relations. 
The block was successfully moved in September of 1971 and an 
official opening held in December after renovations had been completed. 
The whole job, from decision by the People's Committee to acquire the block 
to the time people moved in, took 10 months. Six families are now in the 
block, p•ying monthly rent ranging from $70.00 to $90.00. 
The effect of this particular activity by the People's Committee 
was basically positive. It had a stimulating effect upon the community. 
It syabolized that improvement can happen in an area where little improvement 
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has occurred and that the authors of the improvement can be residents them-
selves. It had a positive educative effect on the People's Committee.. They 
learned a great deal, acquired skills and became a more identifiable group. 
On the other hand, as IUS staff assessments show, this venture also 
taxed their resources and prevented them from undertaking other ventures. 
It also engendered friction between members of the group, caused in part 
by the publicity and public attention focussed on the group and a few of 
its members. This conf1ict continued through the months after the ap~nt 
block move was over and ultimately involved the fieia worker from IUS. The 
group ultimately resolved the difficulties, although it took a fair degree 
of time and energy to do so. 
At the same t~e, it provided the chance to reduce the involvement 
of IUS staff in the project. In a series of meetings with the Institute, 
the People's Committee became independent from direct support, relying upon 
the Institute for resources only when required. The IUS role as a professional 
advisor has worked satisfactorily and makes the People's Committee one of the 
few groups that has cut the umbilical cord and survived without the services 
of a professional community worker. 
In all, the apartment block project was an accomplishment and a 
useful demonstration of what a citizens' corporation can do, given the right 
resources, even though faced with a number of serious handicaps. It also 
provided a good testing ground for learning about neighbourhood improvement 
techniques, the attitudes and actions of government and the potential of 
participation. 
Government Competition 
Simultaneous to their involvement with the apartment, the People's 
Committee was also engaged in a running skirmish with local government 
officials over the role of a citizen group in planning the area. 
The focus of the debate was the Midland Railway yard, a strip of 
open land, tracks and warehousing bisecting Urban Renewal Area II. In 1969, 
it appeared that they city would purchase the yard, thus opening important 
development possibilities and eliminating a major constraint on federal-
provincial involvement in renewal. At the same time, however, the Hellyer 
Task Force had recommended a halt to all renewal efforts and it appeared 
that federal assistance would be frozen. Thus the City of Winnipeg's 
planning officials were stYmied, even though urged to proceed with plans 
for acquisition. 
The People's Committee, after its formation, had begun promoting 
several development programs for the use of the Midland. They proposed 
the idea of using the warehousing sheds on the Midland pro~erty to provide 
a form of community mall for small stores and local services. They proposed 
a major senior citizens' housing project on the corner of Elgin Avenue and 
Isabel Street right across from the Midland. They spoke of new housing on 
the site of the Midland. 
The city was unresponsive to these ideas. First, they said that 
nothing should be done in the area until the question of the Midland had 
been resolved and until their planners had drawn up a master plan for the 
area. In effect, the area, according to the city, should stay frozen. 
Secondly, the city set up its own citizens group, which it claimed 
was the only legitimate spokesman for residents of Urban Renewal Area II. 
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The Citizen Steering Committee was made up of representatives of different 
groups involved in the inner city. The People's Committee had been asked 
to join, but had declined on grounds that this would limit their ability to 
act independently and reduce their ability to bargain and negotiate with 
the city. 9 They felt that they were being co-opted. 
A competitive relationship grew up between the two committees, 
aided and abetted by the community workers attached to each group. The 
claim of the People's Committee that they should be allowed to work in one 
neighbourhood within Urban Renewal Area II and make direct representation to 
city officials was opposed by both the Steering Committee and staff of the 
Urban Renewal Department of the City of Winnipeg. The argument was that the 
city did not accept the notion of having multiple groups operating in their 
area, each with their own access to government. It is an argument often 
used by government officials. What it does not recognize is that what might 
be a bureaucratic standard of control, dealing with only one spokesman, may 
in fact impose artificial parameters on citizen development and restrict the 
growth of a pluralism of organizations, each of which perform an important 
function. 
As mentioned in a previous essay, one of theprime ingredients in 
neighbourhood improvement or development is the creation of a number of 
community structures and organizations. Each of these fulfills a certain 
need and aids in the emergence of a more complex soc~al system that can per-
form a greater variety of tasks. 
9. See Kenneth Clark and Marian Hopkins, A Relevant ~ard Against Poverty, 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1969). They show th~t American CAP programs 
invariably tried to defeat or co-opt independent citizens' groups. 
Interestingly, the only ones able to survive this were those who had 
third party support, similar to IUS support of the People's Committee. 
The People's Committee pursued their independence by deciding to 
make an issue over the proposed Kinsmen Park. A local service club working 
with the city planning department and the Citizen Steering Committee 
proposed building a large-scale recreation complex on the Midland property. 
The People's Committee, looking at the proposal, felt that this was a poor 
use of the site. A large recreation complex would, in their opinion, not 
serve older people in the area, or families with young children, nor satisfy 
the need for housing. Their counter proposal was that the Midland be 
designed to include housing combined with smaller open spaces. 
They publicized their position throughout the area and organized 
a demonstration on the Midland Railway site attended by only about 25 people. 
It was not a particularly successful move. But the ensuing publicity was 
embarrassing tothe service club and a series of discussions were then initiated 
between the People's Committee and city officials. The result was that they 
gained recognition. Tacit admission was given by city officials that they 
would deal with different groups in the area. 
This conflict with the city and the other citizen group was an 
additional pressure on the fledgling committee and again occupied a good 
deal of time and effort. It is another illustration of how the attitude 
and approach of different government departments has a strong bearing on the 
actions of a citizen planning organization. Too often government officials 
take the view of operating according to what is convenient to them. They 
do not see their relationship with the citizen group as a useful partnership 
which is good for the area. More often, it is an attitude of pained 
indulgence, which leads to finding reasons for not working with or encouraging 
groups. There are some simple steps that would improve the relationships 
of groups to governments. Rather than worrying about the number of citizens 
groups, government should be more concerned about developing a framework 
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within which different groups can operate. Rather than insisting on one 
spokesman for a citizen movment, government should set forth criteria for 
performance, stability and effectiveness that grcu~s must meet to gain 
support. Rather than fixing on the "representative" nature of one group over 
another, government should be seeking to encourage pluralism, intervening 
to eo-ordinate the different groups when it is necessary and providing the 
mechanisms which they ean operate to make decisions. 
The style of government response to citizen groups should not 
follow the standard 19th century-early 20th century theories of public 
administration and government organization. These theories emphasize 
hierarchial structures, executive centered decision making, strict division 
between public and private sectors, the insularity of the civil servant, the 
notion of someone "speaking for" or "representing" the public. Now, the 
emphasis must be on specific tasks and responsibilities, combining, in 
collegial fashion, sovernment officials, private citizens and private resource 
groups such as universities. These combinations and the people who comprise 
10 them shift and change as the tasks alter. 
It will require, of course, a different form of government 
organization and a different type of public servant and politician. Yet, 
this approach is being seen by students of government and public administration 
as the way government must approach the problems of urban development. 
Michael Svirdorf, former director of the human renewal programming 
in New Haven, reflecting on the failure of that city to master the problem 
of urban redevelopment, even though it had all the finances it needed, used 
10. See paper by Frederic Thayer, "Participation and Liberal Democratic 
Government" prepared for Committee on Government Productivity, Government 
of Ontario. 
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the best architects and planners available and utilized the most modern 
techniques of urban ma~gement, concluded that the only answer was a form 
of power sharing. 
As he says: 
"Power sharing is a fine art, which no mayor has figured out how 
to do. And there just are no easy ways. It means, in some cases, creating 
community-based corporations and delegating authority to those corporations. 
It means maybe decentralizing your school system and delegating a measure 
of authority and control to a locally-based group. It means setting up 
economic development corporations and putting some of your wealth into those 
corporations. It means allowing new leaders from the new groups - in this 
case the black groups - to emerge as leaders; it means providing them with the 
instruments for the development of leadership11 • 11 
His comments make sense for Winnipeg and other Canadian cities. 
New Directions 
The activities of the People's Committee were not confined just to 
the apartment block or the Midland Railway. They also sponsored a repainting 
of one of the area's commercial building clusters. In response to need, 
they were active in recruiting a new doctor for this area. They undertook 
a study of residents Who were to be affected by the proposed Sherbrook -
McGregor bridge. And, they have started to work on a program to retain the 
central library building that the city has decided to move from the area. 
11. As quoted in Fred Pow1edge, Model City, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970), 
p. 332. 
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As of the writing of this report, the People's Committee has 
launched another housing program. They have acquired a $10,000 fund from 
the Winnipeg Foundation to be used to improve housing in the area. The plan 
is for the committee to acquire older homes or build new ones for area 
residents, using equity from the fund and Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporttion mortgages. Their ability to handle their program will determine 
their viability as an independent group and further establish the role that 
a self-help corporation can play in the inner city. 
Equally important, the experience with the inner city that the 
Institute acquired from its work with the People's Committee has enabled it 
to assist a number of other groups and develop several new initiatives in 
neighbourhood improvement. It was a seed-bed, out of which has grown a series 
of related developments. For example: 
• A rehabilitation company, employing 25 men under the Local 
Initiatives Program, is at work repairing older homes and training unemployed 
men in the construction skills; 
• An experimental in-fill housing program has been developed in 
conjunction with the Winnipeg House Builders. A group of area residents is 
involved in the project, helping with design, in return for an option to 
purchase the experimental low-income units; 
• A local church, St. Andrews, is developing a combined housing, 
multi-purpose social service complex on the site of a burned out church. A 
corporation involving both neighbourhood residents and church people will 
manage the project; 
• A health action committee, residents concerned about health problems, 
has been organized and is now involved in an educational and organizational 
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process. The committee bas established a health information and referral 
center in the area and is providing a necessary linkage between residents 
and health services. 
Aside from these efforts directly involving the Institute of Urban 
Studies, other agencies and groups have also been affected by the initial 
work in Roosevelt Park. There is now a more extensive range of organizing 
going on in that area, and many of the techniques and methods, such as the 
concept of non-profit corporations, the use of VTR as an organizing tool, are 
being utilized. 
There remain many unanswered questions. One major one is how the 
different citizen groups in the inner city will relate to and use the new 
system of city government that came into effect in Winnipeg on January 1, 
1972. This new system has a structure of decentralized decision making called 
community committees. The question is, does the community committee become 
the focal part of decision making at the community level with the citizen 
groups being absorbed into the resident advisory committees, or do the citizen 
groups retain their autonomy and use the community committee as a mechanism 
for co-ordination? This will have to be one of the major issues faced in 
the near future. 
Equally important will be the question of how the proposed neigh-
bourhood improvement program of the federal government will affect the operation 
of the People's Committee and other groups. The critical question here is 
whether such a program will establish administrative rules that will hamper 
the development of different kinds of self-help organizations in the inner 
city. The record of model city programs in the United States indicates that 
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the problem of working out mutually beneficial relationships between agencies 
of all three levels of government and citizen run corporations is very 
troublesome. 
If there is too great an emphasis placed on the idea of account-
ability or representation, which some news reports suggest may be the case, 
then this could stifle the pluralism of organizations and approaches that 
seem to be required. Such standards are not applied to business firms seeking 
loans and grants for economic development. There is no reason why they 
should be applied to citizen development corporations. 
On the other hand, the experience in Roosevelt Park suggests that 
there should be a rationalization of the approaches used by government in 
dealing with proposals from citizen groups. For example, in Winnipeg, if 
there were a joint municipal, provincial, federal, co-ordinating group which 
would handle development requests and work out the most effective forms of 
assistance, it might be aided by private citizens or other institutions in 
providing judgement on the use of the many and on the kind of help needed. 
This, in a small scale, is what is now being worked out with the housing funds 
set aside for the People's Committee by the Winnipeg Foundation. A trustee 
arrangement is being employed involving the foundation, the Institute of 
Urban Studies and private citizens. 
Conclusion 
The work in Roosevelt Park is by no means completed. Each day 
of activity in the area opens many new options for new enterprises. Some 
improvements have been brought about by the past two years of work. The 
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basis has been laid for more beneficial changes, but there are still many 
areas of work that remain. 
The experience thus far, however, has demonstrated the potential 
for a better approach to the improvement and revival of our inner city. It 
has shown that citizens can act in their own behalf, that the residents or 
neighbourhood citizens can make plans for the area, that there are many 
community resources available to assist in these pursuits and that new 
organizational forms for community renewal can be employed. 
What are most apparent are both the difficulty and importance of 
the task. The renewal of an inner city neighbourhood is not a simple job of 
bricks and mortar. It is a job of reshaping and energizing a human community 
to provide the mixture of resources that enables people to find answers 
to their problems. If the way to do that can be found, then a major step 
forward bas been made in helping Canadians manage and organize their affairs 
in this urban age. 
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A PAPER ON KINEW HOUSING INCORPORATED 
David G. Henderson 
An Introduction to Kinew 
Al. Kinew Housing Incorporated is a non-profit company under the 
1 Companies Act of the Province of Manitoba whose membership~ board of 
directors and personnel are persons of Indian ancestry dedicated to a 
2 
set of objectives designed to assist Manitobans of Indian ancestry with 
their transition from rural to urban communities. 
This report attempts to employ the methods of investigation 
research in order that what is commonly referred to as the "Kinew 
Experiment"3 might provide some useful information. Perhaps it will provide 
insight into at least one example of how Indian and Metis people in the 
city have begun to cope with the problems of urban living. 
Kinew's origin stems back to a study known as the Indian-Metis 
Urban Probe4 conducted in the Winnipeg area in the Spring of 1970 by the 
1. Established under Part III of the Companies Act of the Province of 
Manitoba as a corporation without Share Capital. 
2. A series of objectives set forth in Section 1 of the General By-laws 
of Kinew Housing Corporation adopted October 18th, 1970 and the 
Letters Patent. 
3. A term attributed to Mr. Jim Houston, Regional Supervisor of the 
Prairie Region, Central Mortage and Housing Corporation, Winnipeg, 
when Kinew was incorporated and seeking a loan under the National 
Housing Act. 
4. The Indian-Metis Urban Probe, "A Study by the Indian and Metis 
Friendship Centr~ and the Institute of Urban Studies", January 1971. 
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5 Indian and Metis Friendship Centre and the Institute of Urban Studies 
6 
at the University of W~nnipeg. That study.identified housing and the 
problems of adjustment to urban living as two crucial areas in which th2 
Indian and Metis people had been attempting to cope, despite severe 
7 disadvantages and limited resources. 
The Indian-Metis Urban Probe was designed to also find solutions 
to problems identified in the study through involving people of Indian 
ancestry in the discussion, planning and implementation of courses of action. 
A detailed description of the participation and subsequent progress made by 
members of the Indian and Metis community in developing a program to deal 
with the problem of providing adequate housing in a satisfactory neighbour-
S hood or community environment within the City of Winnipeg is the essential 
purpose of this paper. 
5. A non-profit corporation established under Part III of the Companies 
Act of the Province of Manitoba with objects which are only of a 
social, educational, fraternal or athletic nature and intended to 
provide opportunities for socialization, counselling and education for 
people of Indian ancestry. 
6. See Urban Issues, November 1971, Institute of Urban Studies, Vol. 1, 
issue 1. 
7. The Indian-Metis Urban Probe~·~· pp 8, 11, 12, and 13. 
8. As defined in the City of Winnipeg Act. Chapter 105, summer 1971. 
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A2. On July 14, 1970 a report was prepared for the Manitoba Metis 
9 Federation aftd the Indian and Metis Friendship Centre by the Institute. 
This report provided a focus for previous discussions among members of these 
organizations who had reviewed the Indian-Metis Probe findings and had 
begun to explore methods of ~sisting people. Several concerned individuals 
in the Indian - Metis community participated in further discussions to 
learn more about incorporation of a private company, potential resources 
both in organization and funds and the problems which might be inherent 
in any attempt to create a company owned and operated by people of Indian 
ancestry. At.this point, the Institute applied its practice of enlisting 
the voluntary services of pro£.essionals and individuals with specific 
expertise to assist people prepared to help themselves Who hadn't access 
to competent and sympathetic advice. 
The result was a conscious decison by 10 - 12 people from the 
Indian-Metis community to incorporate as a non-profit company, having learned 
the rudimentary mechanics, implications and responsibilities of such an 
enterprise. 10 Subsequent discussions on the by-laws of the new company and 
11 the drafting of the application for Letters Patent established the basis 
9. David G. Henderson: A Report to the Manitoba Metis Federation and 
the Indian-Metis Friendship Centre by the Institute of Urban Studies-
July 14, 1970 - dealing with creation of a housing company - an 
unpublished report. 
10. A memorandum of agreement setting forth the general terms of future 
by-laws drafted and agreed upon by founding members prior to adoption 
of the by-laws at the first membership meeting. 
11. Letters Patent issued under Part III of the Companies Act of the 
Province of Manitoba on August 28, 1970. 
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for the aims and objectives of this new company. They are generally defined 
as follows: 
(1) To provide reasonably-good housing in satisfactory areas 
12 
of the urban community for families of Indian ancestry and thus assist 
them in the transition from rural or reserve communities. 
(2) To plan and provide a community-relations program to assist 
the tenants in adopting to a new home, a new community and the wide range 
of services available to all members of society. 
(3) To help ~licit administrative and leadership skills of persons 
of Indian ancestry through participation in, and employment by, the Company, 
thus.developing a orocess of self-government and self-determination. 
A3. A full board of ten directors was established at the October 18, 
1970 annual meeting of Kinew. During the three months prior to the annual 
meeting a small group of activists, leaders and staff in the Indian-Metis 
Friendship Centre, along with Institute staff and interested resource individuals 
met to dete~ine programs that might best attain Kinew's objectives and define 
the kinds of resources needed to implement ~e programs. 
It was during this period that the small group of volunteer resource 
people showed how an organization might be created and maintained, the 
procedure for gaining access to housing finance, various methods of purchasing 
housing and the implications of general legal and financial requirements in 
operating a company. Members of the study group were also introduced to 
several officials of CMHC, various departments of government and private firms 
12. Letters Patent extend authority to all of Manitoba thus providing for 
future expansion to urban centres other than the City of Winnipeg. 
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to obtain first-hand knowledge of various methods of operation in the housing 
field. This included study of co-operative housing, limited dividend 
housing, public housing and other concepts of organization and financing 
for housing. 
Essentially, this preliminary study allowed the founders of the 
new company to draft its proposed by-laws, make application to CMHC for 
a housing loan and form a committee structure related to program activities 
prior to the first full meeting of the membership and the election of its 
first Board of Directors. As pointed out by J. s. MCNiven, in theory, 
the organization of a program committee or a board should take place before 
incorporation or the assurance of funds. 13 However, the prior study and 
organizational work undertaken with the "know how'' rather than "push" 
provided by the advisors, together with an assurance by CMHC to loan the 
company housing funds, gave the membershi~ and board an importance and 
authority which attracted thinking and concerned Metis and Indian people 
to the housing program. This experience demonstrated again the weakness 
of that theory and, as stated by Mr. McNiven, "the prior formation of 
a board might well have resulted in a different, and less effective group 
of leaders. "14 
13. J.D. McNiven: An Evaluation of Kinew Housing Incorporated, prepared 
':-
for the Institute of Urban Studies, University of Winnipeg, September 16, 
1971, p. 12. 
14. J.D. McNiven: ~· cit. 
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Kinew is an example of how the inherent resources and potential 
of a dedicated group of leaders from the ranks of a minoritv and less-
advantaged group can be enhanced and made productive when the skills, 
knowledge and unselfish concern of others are employed as yet-another 
resource in the development of self-determination. 
A4. As earlier indicated, Kinew began operations with a program 
developed prior to establishment of the Board. That program of development 
was based upon a set of aims and objectives, confirmation of a potential 
source of financing, an assessment of the demands which would likely be 
made upon the directorship and an inventory of resources upon which the 
company could draw. 
Kinew wisely responded to the suggestion that the overall objectives 
would best be realized if its programs were based on the principle of staged 
development. This implied the concept of defining realistic and attainaole 
programs which, if successful, would produce a sense of accomplishment and 
encouragement to proceed further. 
Experience in the first twenty months of operation has demonstrated 
the wisdom of this approach. The development of the Kinew program has b~en 
characterized by achievement and resolution to proceed, thus encouraging 
the development of the current program and providing insight into possibilities 
for further growth and experimentation. 
During the first three months, Kinew operated on a committee basis 
with various directors undertaking management and work loan responsibilities 
for a specific section of the program. Despite the fact that no salaried staff 
could not yet be e~gaged, the directors made progress with the acquisition of 
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the first five dwelling units and the selection of qualifying tenants. 
They were also able to assess the characteristics of the managerial and 
community relations work which would have to be developed. Equally as 
important, the directors, through involvement in the workings of the 
company, obtained some insight into the need for an office location, the 
limitations upon expansion of its housing stock if full time managerial 
staff were not made available, the economics of establishing rentals within 
the means of its potential clientele and the value of resource people with 
expertise in areas not yet fully understood by the directors. 
The result was an effort to tap all potential resources and obtain 
financial assistance in the form of grants, which would allow the rental 
and equipping of office space, the hiring of a full-time office secretary 
and a manager and, evenutally a community-relations worker. The company 
was successful in this and the historical account of Kinew's further progress 
is recorded elsewhere. 15 However, it might be noted that Kinew now ownh, 
as of June 1972, over fifty occupied single-family dwellings, and operates 
out of a well-equipped office staffed by a full-time secretary and two 
managers who split managerial and community relations assignments. 
The work of the directorship of the company has undergone changes. 
There is now greater concentration on policy making~ evaluation, and general 
overseeing of the operations of the company as its personnel becomes more 
experienced and procedures are stabilized. 
15. A series of three papers written by David G. Henderson, Research Associate 
at the Institute of Urban StudieB and known as "A Report on the Kinew 
Housing Incorporated Experiment, (Time Period: June to December 1970)", 
A Second Report on the "Kinew Rousing Experiment'i (July 30, 1971), 
and two unpublished papers entitled "Kinew Rousing Incorporated" (January 
1972) and to be produced in forthcoming Institute of Urban Studies 
publications. 
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B. The Achievements of the Kinew Program 
Bl. It does not suffice, however, to merely refer to numbers of 
dwellings owned by Kinew and the number of staff now engaged in its office. 
The following attempt to provide some details and facts about the Kinew 
program will hopefully prove of value to those who might ultimately benefit 
from the Kinew experience. 
Kinew has purchased over 50 single-family dwellings as a private 
corporation operating within the housing market. It has tried to acquire 
dwellings which have three or more bedrooms with adequate basement or 
storage space. In addition, recognizing amortization, property tax and 
general maintenance cost factors relative to the full recovery rentals which 
must be assessed. Kinew, after consultation with CMHC officials, has attempted 
to not exceed an average purchase price of $13,000. In actual fact, 
Kinew has managed to review all multiple listings provided by the real 
estate industry, inspect homes meeting their general criteria, place offers 
to purchase on ideal properties and purchase dwellings ranging from $11,000 
to $14,500 after adjustments. The numbers of bedrooms range from three to 
six, the majority of ·units being four bedroom dwellings. 
The self-imposed limitation on the average purchase price to be. 
paid for relatively-large houses, together with a requirement that all 
be located in stable neighbourhoods with recreation, school and shopping 
facilities relatively close at hand, has resulted in the majority of units 
being two or two-and-ene-half storey structures. In Winnipeg, the majority 
of dwellings meeting 1Chese characteristics are in areas adjacent to the inner 
city and were conetfucted during the 1920-1930 period. The average age of 
!ii\
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the dwellings purchased is about 45 years and, while the majority had 
been modernized by previous owners, Kinew' s offers to purchase have taken 
into account the need to improve electrical and heating systems. The 
original $360,000 CMHC loan under Section 16 of the National Housing Act 
provided for the acquisition of properties and minor rehabilitation of 
units purchased. Photos of a number of typical Kinew housing units are 
shown on Plate A. 
Following the purehase of the first 27 units, a map was prepared 
showing their locations as well as the previous location of the Kinew 
tenants. Data and photos were compiled recording the characteristics of 
the dwellings and neighbourhood qualities of both the former and new locations 
of residences. Plate B depicts the locating of Kinew housing units as 
well as the prior locat:i.on of residence of the tenant. It shows that all 
housing units acquired to date are located outside areas which have been 
16 designated urban redevelopment or rehabilitation areas. Generally 
speaking, the units tend to form clusters in three or four "grey" areas 
17 
of the city. The clustering pattern fosters mutual support and 
socialization by Kinew staff. However, Kinew continues to uphold its policy 
of seeking housing ~n various sectors of the city. 
16. The Metropolitan Winnipeg Development Plan, adopted as Schedule 'A' 
of By-law No. 1117 of the Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, 
Plate 14. 
17. A term more commcm.ly known as the "zone of transition", discussed in 
"Urban Land Use Planning", University of Illinois Press, 1965. p.28. 
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The management of Kinew has recently been organized so that 
community relations work with tenants and their communities is a staff 
function. In the earlier stages of its development, Kinew relied upon 
the voluntary services of one of its directors trained to council tenants 
and assist them in adjusting to a new neighbourhood. Kinew has determined 
that it cannot assume an "agency., role. Therefore, it has designed its 
community relations role to maintain contact with the tenants, act as 
liaison with agencies which have clients requiring Kinew housing or who 
can assist Kinew tenants with a particular problem and contact neighbourhood 
organizations to ease the process. This program is relatively new but 
at the second annual meeting of the company, it was reported that efforts 
were being made to develop a Kinew Tenant Association to develop social 
18 
contact and self-improvement discussions. The same report observed that 
the children of the tenants have benefited to the extent that they are 
proud to invite their friends home, their attendance at school and grades 
appear to be improving and they are involved in various programs available 
in local community centres. 
The development of staff to manage the various functions of 
the company, finance, office operations, personnel, property acquisition, 
tenant selection, property maintenance and community relations work, has 
been slow but sure. The experience gained by Kinew as it developed to a 
scale beyond the capacity of volunteered services of dedicated directors 
has been characteriz:ed by success and some failure. However, a grant by 
18. Minutes of the S:econd Annual Meeting of Kinew, November 13, 1971. 
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CMHC under Part V of the National Housing Act enabled it to employ a full-
19 time staff of Indian ancestry. The present staff of three full-time 
employees is sufficiently organized and experienced to consider further 
20 
expansion of the Kinew Housing stock. Kinew has always been hesitant 
to over reach the capacity of its membership as well as its staff, a 
policy which has appeared to pay off in the long run. 
The process of incorporation, organization, funding, managing 
and staffing a new company is no easy assignment for anyone. Members of 
the board of directors of Kinew originally lacked exposure to the concept 
and practicalities of creating and guiding a new business venture. How-
ever, they have combined dedication with knowledge and advice volunteered 
by people with legal, planning, management, real estate and financial 
expertise. They have managed to consider opinions and suggestions about 
methodology and approach without losing any sense of self-determination 
and autonomy. This basic characteristic has, in turn, developed confidence 
and rapport, not only within Kinew but also with those who influence 
decisions about financial assistance and community support. J.D. McNiven 
has dealt with the role of resource people in the organization of Kinew. 
And, the policy of Kinew to use all available human and financial resources 
21 
continues to be a key element in the company's development. 
19. CMHC approved an application for a grant under Part V of the National 
Housing Act in_ the amount of $19,000 for purposes of acquiring and 
furnishing leasea office space, employment of a full time secretary 
and a full time manager. 
20. J.D. McNiven ~· cit. pp. 21-28. 
21. J.D. McNiven: ~· 
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Kinew Housing Incorporated has been successful in the technical 
sense. It has also acted as a vehicle for limited social change within 
the Indian and Metis community by its efforts to provide a better quality 
of life for families who individually hadn't access to an improved living 
environment. Kinew has achieved its present level of accomplishment in 
a systematic, responsible and devoted manner, earning recognition by the 
government and private sectors as a good corporate citizen. This recognition 
has taken the form of moral and financial support by CMHC, the Winnipeg 
Foundation, volunteer resource people and, above all, members of the 
Indian-Metis community. 
B2 A great deal of emphasis has been given to the role of resource 
people in the Kinew Program. J. D. McNiven stressed the degree of dependence 
the Kinew program has had on outside experts who shared a common dedication 
to a successful enterprise. He has summarized in detail the work and method 
22 
of operation of a number of resource people. He emphasizes, quite correctly, 
that this is not to slight the dedicated work of the directors, for time 
has proved the effectiveness of the combination. 
Without exception, all participants in the resource role have 
been requested to work with the directors and staff. This is a proven and 
desirable approach for the expert up to his neck in work and those who 
recog~ize their own limitations in certain areas. The professionals sensed 
the sincere need for their services and the opportunity for contributing 
22. Minutes of Second Annual Meeting of Kinew- November 13, 1971. 
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something extra of value to their fellow human beings and the community 
at large. The Kinew membership was able to relate and communicate without 
the feeling that outsiders were intervening and manipulating their decisions. 
The inherent danger in a founding organization with well-meaning resource 
people is that they may be unable to relate to and assist the participants 
due to a mistrust of their motives or their inability to communicate, 
or both. This did not occur in the Kinew situation. 
The resource people who have worked with Kinew have seen their 
function as being primarily educational. They have taken the attitude 
that they are recognized by Kinew as an important element in their program, 
that their primary task is to help participants understand the way the 
system works, to develop alternative methods of overcoming problems and 
to assess various options available prior to making decisions. At no time 
has any resource person quarrelled with or criticized the actions of the 
Kinew directors, although there have been some good-natured reproaches 
directed to participants who ignored time-proven procedures. 
With the growth of the Kinew program and the subsequent necessity 
to engage specialized services, it was only natural that the relationships 
developed during many hours of voluntary association would be recognized. 
While it cannot be documented, there is sufficient evidence that such resource 
people or their firms do not assess the full fees to which they are entitled 
for services far and above that to be normally expected. Certainly all 
who accepted the invitation to assist in the organization and implementation 
of the Kinew program did so without question of remuneration and with full 
realization that personal, out-of-pocket expenses would never be claimed 
or recovered. 
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During the initial three months of discussions about the Kinew 
program and the first six months of operation, many hours of effort were 
put in by '~rious resource people representing ~ny profess1ons and expertise. 
In addition, the secretarial work, office supplies and facilities were provided 
without cost prior to establishment of the Kinew office in March of 1971. 
There is no record of what this represented in tfme and value, but a review 
of the available documents and some knowledge of what was involved would 
justify an estimate of 340 to 400 hours, representing a cost of $6,200 to 
$7,400. Resource people continue to function, a number of whom now recover 
part of their time and their expenses. 
Kinew has obviously benefited from the existence and, fortunately, 
the correct use of resource people. Its president has acknow-
23 ledged this fact. The resource people have also benefited through 
association with the members and staff of Kinew, through a better under-
standing of some of the needs and problems of the Indian-Metis community 
and from a sense of satisfaction derived from the accomplishments of 
Kinew. There is no dollar sign which can measure these benefits. 
B3. The resour~e people chose not to push but rather equip the 
directorship for the functions they were to perform. Fortunately, the 
majority of the Indian and Metis people who participated in discussions 
prior to establishment of Kinew were people with some experience as directors 
23. J.D. MeNiven ~· cit. pp. 16 and 17. 
I, 
I 
i i 
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or staff of existing fraternal or philanthropic organizations. They 
represented people who had more or less "made it", despite limited 
oppor:~nity for complet~~~ of their ~econdary education. Mauy kn•w the ways 
of government and had some concept of the workings of the civil service 
\· 
and crown corporations. The lesser.;,experienced soon learned. 
While those Who have participated in the directorship of the 
company might be described as the upper middle class of the Indian-Metis 
community, few could afford to volunteer the time required to make the pro-
ject a success. However, the majority did make time with some sacrifice, 
with wages lost, expenses incurred and employment in jeopardy. During 
the first nine months, there were extreme demands upon the directorship 
both in decision making and the handling of various management functions. 
The board had adopted a committee structure with a director responsible 
for a specific function. This meant only a few directors had to put in 
extraordinary effort and allowed other directors with prior employment 
commitments to carry on under less pressure. 
In these early months, which witnessed incorporation, securing 
of a CMBC loan, the establishment of the board, the adoption of by-laws, 
acquisition and occupancy of the first five dwellings and development of 
the resource group, it is interesting to note that none of the original 
10 directors found it necessary to resign. It was no1t: until this had been 
accomplished and the decision made to expand and employ a full-time manager 
that the board membership began to change. The firs~ two resignations 
were caused by job commitments at a time when the prospects for securing 
a grant for hiring of a manager was in doubt. When funds were made available, 
two members of the board were asked to assume the management role due to 
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the poor quality of respondents to the advertised ~osition, the general 
capabilities of the individuals concerned and the fact that, as directors, 
. 24 
they had developed tha management experience required. 
The employment of a full-time secretary and two managers by July, 
1971, permitted the board to revert to an instrument for general policy, dis-
cussing the staffing of the office, developing a continuing program for 
Kinew and considering the proper kind of publicity. By September, 1971, 
the membership of the board had been brought up to full strength with 
the addition of two persons who had been active member~and two tenants. The 
total number of units acquired and occupied then was 17. 
The records of the company and the observations of various resource 
people will confirm that the board, for the most part, continues to be 
dedicated to the improvement of housing for families of Indian ancestry. A 
high level of co-o~eration and harmony has characterized the board, which 
has frequently been subject to many pressures and frustrations. It is to 
their credit that they were not hesitant in calling upon resource .people 
for guidance at critical points in their progress. The board has resisted 
the temptation to assume a social agency role by working in co-operation with 
others better equipped for this purpose. It has wisely slowed its pace 
when resources and capacity were not available and it has initiated an 
25 
evaluation program to provide an objective view of Kinew's progress. 
24. J. D. McNiven E)!· ..£.!!.· p. 2. 
25 • J. D. McNi ven: 2:2.. ill· 
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Recently, Kinew has applied for and received an additional CMHC 
housing loan of $375,000. Also, it has taken steps to assure continuation 
of its management and ~ODINnity relations ~apac:lty. At the se .0nd annual 
meeting, the directorship again experienced resignations of founding members 
and the election of new ones, some of whom are tenants of Kinew's 27 
dwellings. The directors reported precisely and frankly to the membership, 
which had been expanded by invitations to all tenants to participate. The 
minutes of the annual meeting reflect the successes and shortcomings of 
Kinew during its first year of operation. The directors proposed ways of 
improving and expanding the company and more fully realizing its original 
objectives. 
The membership of the board of directors is quite different than 
that originally established. Housewives, individuals who have gone through 
the process of moving into the city from the country or reserves and others 
coping with limited education and economic opportunity are now working with 
some of the more experienced directors. Kinew has thus been successful in 
maintaining continuity in its membership, and addi~ new people by providing 
an honorarium is more than offset by the participation of new members with 
new points of view, an appreciation of Kinew's value and a desire to resolve 
the serious housing problem experienced by their people. 
B4. As suggested earlier, a commitment by the Kinew directorship 
plus equally dedicated resource people has been the basic ingredient of 
Kinews progress. On~ measure of that progress is the housing stock actually 
acquired and occupied. 
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As pointed out earlier, Kinew has acquired properties subject 
to several restrictive criteria, most of which are self imposed. There 
i~ no one who would~'t like a brand new middle-class home on a large lot 
and in an area in which family, friends and congenial neighbours are close 
by. This ideal is denied many who have limited means or whose recent mig-
ration to the city ~r between sectors of the city has placed them in a 
new and unfamiliar environment. This ideal is more remote when they must 
contend with negative attitudes of some sections of society Kinew has 
recognized the principle that it would be more effective to acquire more 
housing units of a satisfactory standard at a reasonably low price than 
to acquire more expensive and higher quality units and reducing the number 
of families which can benefit from the program. Kinew is also aware 
that tenants in any location will feel the pressure of "keeping up with 
the Joneses" if placed in a district far beyond their means. Similarly, 
the costs of property maintenance and taxation must be recovered in the rents, 
necessitating selection of units in locations Where utilities are paid for 
and taxes are relatively low. 
Kinew has ~emonstrated that the co-operative actions of a number 
of leaders or potential leaders of a sector of society characterized by 
economic, social and educational disadvantages can begin to find answers 
to specific physical problems faced by its membership. While established 
Indian and Metis organizations struggle to improve the economic, social 
and education opportunities for their people, the plight of people of 
Indian ancestry in the city and on the reserve is not generally appreciated 
by society. The fact that these people have severe problems is recognized, 
but the average person has not had personal contact wj~th an Indian or 
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Metis family. It suffices to say that, except in the limited instances 
where Indian and Metis families have made it, the initial urban residency 
of the aver~ge Indian and Metis family is substandard and is often expensive 
rental housing in deficient and substandard neighbourhoods. Thus families 
are denied a fair chance to maintain human dignity and pride in their homes 
and the opportunity for happy, safe and enriching community life. 
Kinew, however, is very much aware that its efforts to place families 
in various established neighbourhoods which provide recreational, educational 
and social programs for its residents exposes the Indian or Metis family to 
scrutiny by the uninformed and perhaps the intolerant. It is for this 
reason that Kinew is currently giving higher priority to the community 
relations function of its staff. Somehow, liaison and moral support has to 
be provided to both the tenants and the leaders of the communities in which 
they locate. To date, the transition has been relatively smooth with only 
minor difficulties experienced. 
At the same time, the "grey" areas in which Ki.new is acquiring 
housing are characterized by older homes, changing population characteristics, 
a degree of conversion to suites and rooming houses and signs of the pressures 
of urban growth. Such areas provide housing for people of Greek, East 
Indian, Portguese and Italian origin. The actions of Kinew represent, in 
fact, another source of change in population characteristics for these 
neighbourhoods. Its program contributes to the complexity of the problems 
faced by the community in accepting and accommodating new residents with 
different customs and values. The exact effect upon the ability of the 
neighbourhood to maintain its standards of community f;acility and participation 
has not been measured. Any inability on the part of Kinew, its tenants and 
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others in the community to acceptance within the community might ultimately 
prove costly. However, this is true in many circumstances, not only in 
locating Indian and Metis families in neighbourhoods not prevtously inhabited 
by them, but also with the migration of other families of various backgrounds 
and characteristics formerly foreign to a neighbourhood. 
BS The evaluation program undertaken by the Institute of Urban 
Studies on behalf of Kinew has dealt with the general organization and 
26 
management of the Company. A supplementary evaluation concerned itself 
with the personnel functions and use of staff resources. An assessment 
of tenant selection, characteristics and performance will be the subject 
of the third stage of the program and will begin within the next few months. 
Kinew directors have quite rightly held back this aspect of evaluation to 
protect the tenants from undue exposure to interviews, which they view with 
suspicion and resentment. Premature attempts at evaluation of the program 
and its influence upon the tenants might prove damaging. In any event, many 
Kinew tenants have only occupied premises during the last six months and 
their concerns and problems are being communicated by directors who are 
themselves tenants and who maintain contact through the community relations 
program. 
26. Contant, Gates and McNiven: "Job Analysis and Projection for Kinew 
Housing Incorporated", October 5, 1971, unpublished. 
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It must be pointed out that Kinew, while not ignoring its objective 
of assisting families making the transition to the urban scene, was initially 
careful to Belect applicants who w~re known to the directors and who could 
be expected to adjust more readily than others. This reflects the previously 
described concern of Kinew for the question of community acceptance of 
27 
families in the trial period. Also, the lndian-Metis Probe revealed that 
73% of Winnipeg lndian-Metis households and incomes were considerably 
below the $5,000 per annum level, thereby putting the required initial 
rental fee of $145 per month well beyond the reach of most families. Therefore, 
until Kinew could increase housing stock and bring the average rental down, 
it was inevitable that families selected in the earlier period of development 
would be limited to those already paying $145.00 or more for substandard or 
overcrowded housing. A number of families receiving public support were 
also selected, if referred by an agency prepared to pay rental on a Kinew 
unit of more satisfactory situation and service. Kinew does not officiclly 
accept responsibility for families on full public assistance unless requested 
to do so for sound sociological reasons and where public housing does not 
appear to be the answer for a particular family. Also, while Kinew would 
like to help all families of native ancestry who have little or no income, 
live in substandard conditions and possess special social problems, it 
cannot intentionally accept such applicants as yet. 
27. lndian-Metis Urban Probe, ££.· cit., pp. 4, 5, and 9. 
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The general charactistics of families served by Kinew can be 
described as follows: 
• 
• 
• 
The parents average 23-35 years of age; 
The family size average is 5 to 8 persons, with one family 
of 11 including one parent; 
The families have lived in substandard or overcrowded 
conditions; 
The head of the household is employed full time or seasonally 
and has been in the labour force for some years; 
The average education level of parents is between Grades 9 
and 11; 
Many wives have a higher education than their husbands and 
are emploved as lab technicians, stenographers, nurses and so on; 
The majority of families have lived in the central city for 
2 to 5 years at two or three locations during that period; 
The family incomes are primarily in the $3,600 to $4,500 per 
annum range, but a number are in the $6,000 to $7,000 range; 
The reasons for seeking Kinew housing are usually related 
to the desire to raise families in better areas and with 
improved opportunities for privacy. 
These characteristics are not unlike those identified in the 
Indian-Metis Urban Probe interviews with 184 Indian and Metis families 
scattered throughout Winnipeg. However, the Kinew residents' family income 
and opportunity to adapt to urban living are generally higher than average. 
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They are disadvantaged people who have been barred from decent housing in 
adequate neighbourhoods for economic, social and ethnic reasons. 
In recent months, Kinew has been assured funding to carry on 
management aDd community relations. Thus, the procedure for receiving and 
reviewing applications will broaden the contact with the Indian and Metis 
population requiring satisfactory housing and having the means to afford the 
rental. The initial publicity given Kinew had been intentionally restricted 
for fear of increasing expectations when the supply of units was limited or 
non-existent. The Kinew operation now is reasonably well known and accepted. 
Therefore, the Kinew office now receives applications from many sources and 
assigns dwellings to qualifying families, families not as vell known to the 
directors as in the earlier stages of development. 
It is premature to attempt to correctly assess the influence of 
the Kinew program upon its tenants. Tne proposed third-stage evaluation 
may reveal much in this regard. However, there are signs that most tenants 
take great pride in their homes, desire to learn more about home economics 
and family management and experience personal well-being. It is known that 
children perform better in school, participate in community recreation programs 
and adapt to their new surroundings. 
Families of Indian and Metis background bring very positive values 
to a community. At the same time, they are part of a larger community which, 
because of its particular values, attitudes and customs, sometimes constitutes 
a problem for the fam..'l.ly developing new relationships and a new way of life. 
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These, plus other factors over which Kinew has no control, such as employ-
ment, family income, personal and marital problems, intolerance, abuse ar~ 
so on, continue to constitute barriers to a satisfactory level of living for 
families of Indian ancestry. 
This is not uncommon to disadvantaged sectors of society. But 
the interest and participation of Kinew tenants indicates that an adequate 
fsmdly environment is appreciated and ought to be made av·a:Llable to many 
more families. There are obvious indications that Kinew tenants find them-
selves in a better position to tackle other problems which face the family 
when satisfactory living conditions are achieved. 
Kinew has been successful in obtaining a grant under the Federal 
Incentives Winter Program to hire eight men to perform px·operty maintens!1r::<; 
work which Kinew would normally have to contract out. Thiu has allrn'l'ed 
Kinew to employ at least four resident of Kinew housing. This is consistf':nt 
with the objective of providing training and employment opportunities. Tt:e 
by-product is a greater insight into and an understanding of the Kinew 
program by those it employs and by those with whom they associate. 
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c. The Cost Benefits Aspects of the Program 
The $360,000 borrowed under Section 16 of the National Housing 
Act is to be. repaid over a period of 35 years at a rate of $2,335.04 per 
month starting on a date yet to be established. This includes principle 
and interest at the rate of 7 1/4! per annum. The agreement requires Kinew 
to execute a real property mortgage for each property in favour of Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation to include all monies advan=ed by CMHC, 
legal fees, insurance fees, disbursements and accrued inte~est. Kinew was 
required to pay from its monies the costs of sttrveyors' ce:ttificates. 
maintenance of fire insurance, legal fees for searches of titles and so on. 
Kinew has agreed to not sell or otherwise dispose of any m'Jrtgaged premises, 
except with the consent of CMHC and subject to the applicable loans being 
repaid. A schedule of approved rents and the provision of an approved 
operating, maintenance and tax payment was agreed to as a pre-condition of 
buying units. 
The equity provided by Kinew was, in effect, "sweat" equity 
representing the volunteer efforts of its directors and the resource people 
associated with Kinew. No doubt considerable ingenuity by CMHC assisted 
Kinew to meet its ultimate commitment to repay the loan as agreed, particularly 
in the first few months of operation. 
To date, Kinew has been meeting its commitments and the record 
of the tenants in making monthly rental payments has been good. Kinew has 
found that its rentals, which ran~e between $120 and $145 per month, are 
recovering the estimated costs, with only one or two properties currently 
in deficit. 
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The $29,000 grant under Part V of the NationfJ Housing Act for 
office, managerial and community relations costs is budget-controlled and 
being employed efficiently. An accounting of this fund is made from 
time to time for the information of both Kinew and CMHC. 
A $10,000 grant to Kinew for acquiring needed fixtures and applian-
ances in newly acquired premises has been employed efficiently, resulting in 
maintenance of the lowest possible rentals and relief to individual 
families lacking spare capital or credit. 
To date, there have been no monies granted to Kinew by any 
government department or agency for purposes of rent subsidy. 
The resources of Kinew during its first sixteen months of 
operation as a company might be estimated as follows: 
KINEW "SWEAT" EQUITY 
Volunteer resources (time and costs) -
Directors' resources, including 
volunteered management duties 
(approximately 3,840 hours) at 
$2.50 per hr. -
sub-total 
GRANTS AND LOANS 
LOAN 
CMHC management and community 
relations grunt actually expended -
Winnipeg Foundation (appliances) -
sub-total 
CMHC (secut·ed in mortgages) 
and expended to date on 28 units 
(one unit t~ be sold) -
sub-total 
TOTAL MONIES IN PROGRAM ............... 
$7,200 
$9,600 
$22,000 
$10,000 
$350,000 
$16,800 
$32,000 
$350,000 
$398,800 
i 
'i 
I: 
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Approximates the normAl 57. equitv po!=!ition required hv the E>xpended 
Section ln loan. The continued volunte>er sunport of resource people and 
directors over the next vear or two, together with accrued value> in 
propertv holdings, will no doubt maintain the equitv of Kinew at that 
required level. 
For the monies advanced the program to date, Y.inew has title 
to 28 dwellings purchased and rehabilitated at a cost of anproximatelv 
~350,000. One dwelling proven to be inadequate mav he sold or rehahilit~tea. 
Twenty-seven families have been leased premises and, in general, theii 
performance has been good. The benefits of the Kinew nrogram hevond 
having served 27 families cannot be measured in terms of dollars and 
cents. However, these families are benefitin~ to varvinP. rlegrees in a 
personal and social sense from life in a more satisfactorv living condition. 
There is also no doubt that leadership skills in the Yinew directorsri~ 
have been sharpened and potential leaders have been encouraged to become 
involved. An interesting bv-product is the narticination of original and 
existing directors in programs subsequentlv develoPed in the 1ndian and 
~1etis communi tv. 
The progress and experience of f:inew will continue to he evaluated 
and the knowledge gained will be made available to otherq. Howeve>r, on the 
basis of the known, it is clear that Vinew has qualified as a hcnafide, 
low-cost housing companv servicing a narticular need in thP comrnunitv 
without public suhsidv. Had Kinew not come into heing, the costs to the 
communitv in its attem~ts to handle the problems associated with 27 families 
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living in overcrowded or substandard conditions would likely have been 
considerable. The costs of the Kinew program will be shown to be 
exceeded by the benefits gained, if this has not already been demonstrated. 
n. The Real Significance of Kinew 
There is no doubt that all the investigation, discussion and 
shear determination which were essential ingredients in Ct'e.sting the 
Kinew program would have been for nought had there not been a sympathetic 
and positive reception from senior CMHC officials in its Prairie Regie~ 
office. The proposal to CMHC represented a new departure for the corpora-
tion. Families who individually had little or no equity, relatively low 
incomes and no experience in approaching mortgage colJl?ani·~s or CMHC for 
a housing loan, stood little or no chance of acceptance. They would 
be informed that other housing programs would best meet their needs, such 
as public housing for which they might be eligible. Kinew demonstrated 
that a self-help group operating within the format of a corporate body 
could achieve what individuals could not on a personal or ad hoc committee 
basis. 
Recently, several Indian and Metis people-wanting to buy homes 
within their means have turned to Kinew for advice and moral support in 
making applications for housing loans, the selection of solicitors or the 
making of offers to purchase. Kinew has responded and, in effect, has 
acted as a resource to individuals normally not i~elined to enter into 
such legal procedures. Admittedly, this latter group represents families 
who have achieved a reasonably s~tisfactory income and a degree of stability 
qualifying them for conventional mortgage monies. 
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The Kinew experiment has been duly noted and carefully observed 
by officials in CMHC and a number of departments of the federal government. 
Similarly, other Indian organizations have observed the Kinew approach 
and have Lnitiated programs for various purposes including housing. 
The Canative Rousing Company in Edmonton traces its basic 
concept to the Kinew model and similar corporations throughout Canada 
have learned of the Kinew approach through senior officials of CMHC, 
the federal government and Indian or Metis organizations. The frequency 
of applications by new housing corporations representing p~ople of native 
ancestry and other self-help organizations is growing since Kinew 
"broke the ice". The result is serious consideration in h:lgh places of new 
provisions in the National Housing Act, as well as other f~deral programs 
whic-..h will use the Kinew type of program and provide policy as a basis for 
review of similar proposals across Canada. 
There is no doubt that organizations such as Kinew will function 
well and develop faster than Kinew. However, the fact remains that the 
directors of Kinew and its staff pioneered the field and overcame many 
frustrations and problems which have benefited Kinew and sowed the seeds 
for policy which was to ultimately benefit those that followed. Kinew 
did not end up as an experiment in isolation, but rather as an important 
link in a chain of new approaches and concepts for people who didn't qualify 
for federal housing assistance. 
'The Kinew action might be yet another factor to be studied by those 
concerned with the process of urbanization. The impact of rura:L-urban 
migration on the capacity of older but relatively stable residetltial areas 
to accomodate low-cost and public housing, special categories c,f families 
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and new concepts of communal and hostel accommodation requires careful 
study if we .are to understand its implications in urban change. The. growth 
of private programs such·as Kinew may well accelerate the need for such 
study. 
The Kinew program, while relatively new and faced with many 
unresolved problems, has demonstrated the capacity of a self-help group 
suffering several disadvantages to: 
Identify the nature of a problem; explore ways of coping ''ith a 
particular problem; utilize volunteer resources and expertise; propose 
unic:;.ue and well-supported proposals for consideration by Cl'.C"lC and f~deral 
off:i.cials; organize and operate a non-profit company; develop liaison with 
various agencies better equipped to service its membership; shar~ its 
experience with other; and assume a responsible approach to the neighbou~·~ 
hoods in which they locate their tenants. 
The Kinew experiment has demonstrated that families with limited 
experience in urban living and lacking many of the attributes possessed by 
other sectors in society can secure rental housing in satisfactory living 
situationswithoutpublic subsidies. What's more, Kinew's achievements 
were realized through programs available to all sectors of society. 
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THE IN-FILL EXPERIMENTAL HOUSING PROJECT - PHASE I 
Eric Barker 
The involvement of the Institute of Urban Studies with this 
project began in February of 1971. At that time, the Winnipeg House 
Builder's Association contacted the Institute about the proposed Mark VIII 
project aimed at building housing for ownership in the inner city area. 
The "Mark" series denotes an experimental housing project sanctioned and 
supported by the then National House Builder's Association, now called 
the Housing and Urban Development Association of Canada, or HUDAC. The 
intent of these "Mark" projects had been, upto that time~ to test the 
structural mechanical and material aspects of house construction. 
The idea for this project began at a local house builder's mezting 
in June 1970, where a film of the Mark VI project in Kitchener, Ontario, 
was shown. This presentation sparked another meeting with Metro councillors 
and planning staff, who supported a pilot project in Winnipeg. They 
suggested urban development area two would be an appropriate district for 
the housing because some residents would be displaced by proposed con-
struction of an overpass. A committee was struck to study the project's 
feasibility. It proposed a project of at least two buildings with a minimum 
of three units per building, aiming at a total of 12 housing units for sale. 
This was approved by the committee and application was made to the national 
association in February of 1971 for a "Mark" desigmLtion, which they then 
received. The approved concept called for eight to 12 housing units, 
preferably in two buildings, to be built in the core of Winnipeg for persons 
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of an income less than $6,000 a year - available for home ownership. 
It was in February of 1971, after this approval, that the Winnipeg 
House Builder's Associat~on contacted the Institute about the proposed 
Mark VIII Project. A meeting was held and an Institute staff member was 
invited to attend a meeting of the Mark VIII committee. This committee 
was made up of local house builders, contractors, material manufacturers' 
representatives and government officials. The committee had several sub-
committees, each responsible for a different phase of the project. 
This initial meeting of the Mark VIII committee was to chart the 
course of the project and gain some understanding of the area. It was 
evident at this meeting that the members felt the primary purpose of the 
experiment was in the social field ~~th the structural and materials 
matters considered secondary. At this time, the project ~as conceived as 
two or three buildings of a row-house type to be built on "cleared land". 
The Institute staff gave the committee a brief description of the area 
physically and socially. It was evident from this discussion that there 
was much to be learned by members ofthe committee in dealing with an inner 
city renewal area. 
The committee members knew little about the area's land availability 
and costs, its population characteristics, what citizens' groups there 
were in the public housing. They shared the general notion that the area 
was completely deteriorated. 
At this meeting, several sites were discussed, including the burned-
out St. Andrew's Church site at Elgin and Ellen and ~he school site on the 
corner of Notre Dame and Sherbrook. Initial consideration was given to 
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selecting large sites, ·but those were rejected as being untypical of 
the area. After weeks of discussion and site visits, Institute staff 
helped the committee look for lots representative of the area. They are 
single or double vacant lots, with or without lane, shallow or deep, 
scattered throughout the area. Thus, through an assessment of the existing 
situation, the concept was to develop housing units suited to small sites 
available between existing houses. 
Thus, the initial relationship with the house builders was one 
of educating them about the area. This role reversed in the later 
stages of the project as they educated Institute staff about the limitations 
in putting the package together. 
The house builders then contacted the department of housing and 
urban renewal of the City of Winnipeg in an effort to obtain some of the 
vacant land held by the city in urban renewal aeea two. This process extended 
over the summer and into early winter withtherequest finally being turned 
down. The city officials gave as their reasons: 
The imminent but long deferred Sherbrook Street overpass; the 
imminent purchase of the Midland Railway propertyby the city; the vague 
need for north-south throughways in the area; and the fact that there was 
no comprehensive plan for the area. 
During these negotiationss the city suggested they would make land 
available in urban renewal area one north of the CPR yards, or in urban 
renewal area three (Point Douglas). Institute staff strongly recommended 
remaining in urban renewal area two because: 
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(a) Urban renewal area one was in a stage of social chaos and 
had a 10% ownership figure. The best approach regarding this area was to 
build around it, eventually working into it. The cause of this chaos was 
the Lord Selkirk Park development, built as urban renewal, with total 
clearance, with an all new public housing replacement; 
(b) Point Douglas has a 80% ownership ratio, was a stable area 
and was the focus of Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation (MHRC) and 
its programs; 
(c) Urban rene~al area two had a 30% to 40% ownership ratio, had 
been neglected and could use the assistance to turn the tide of transient 
residents; 
(d) The Institute staff in the area had established a relationship 
with residents which could be tied into the project at a later stage. 
The house builders accepted this advice and turned their attention 
again to urban renewal area two. 
At this point, early in the summer of 1971, Institute staff did 
an initial survey of a few residents about new housing. The house builders 
expected, and were mistakenly promised~ concrete information about residents' 
preferences in housing types and layout. The information gained was negligible. 
But the resident contacts formed the base of a new group to be formed. The 
Citizen Steering Committee was holding an information display in a local 
hall and Institute staff assisted by creating another display. It was a 
lettered poster which explained the project, asking people to take the cards 
provided and send them in to the house builders, postage free, to show their 
interest. The house builders r~ceived no cards and the display had little 
impact. 
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Meetings were arranged between the house builders and the Board 
of Directors of the People's Committee, Inc. They turned out to be little 
more than information meetings. The house builders at that time had 
nothing concrete to offer and the People's Committee was restructuring. 
Through the contacts made in the initial housing survey, Institute staff 
began to help form a group of residents who were interested in new housing 
in their own area. The intent of this group, later to be known as the 
Self-Help Housing Group, was to act as a resident advisory group to the 
house builders or any other developer in the area. This group moved quickly 
towards developing its own project separate from the house builders because: 
• the house builders wanted to gain land before 
going any further; 
• the group didn't trust the house builders and 
the questioned the quality of suburban housing, 
thinking they could build and design a better house 
themselves; 
• the house builders had nothing concrete to offer, so 
the group wanted to establish quickly if a project 
was found feasible. 
Over these same summer months, Institute staff looked at the 
problem of developing housing on limited sites independently of the house 
builders, anticipating future development. This e~tensive programming and 
design work culminated in the preparation of a design study report in 
early September on the feasibility of infill housing in urban renewal area 
two. 
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From September to December of 1971, the house builders suspended 
general activity and concentrated on attempting to obtain lots owned by 
the city. At the same time, the Self-Help HOusing Group worked with CMHC 
on developing its own proposal. The unicity elections, held in late 
September, suspended city involvement for months. Institute staff submitted 
the infill housing report to the house builders for perusal and assisted 
th~ in locating viable vacant property owned by the city. Specific lots 
were chosen and a request submitted. 
In early December of 1971~ after their request for city property 
had been turned down, the house builders decided to hire a private real 
estete firm to acquire private property in the area. It was decided that 
the Institute would prepare a written agreement with the house builders 
describing its role and services in any project. The Institute pledged to 
work with them in earnest. The Mark VIII committee reorganized and set up 
weekly luncheons to get the show on the road. At the initial meeting. a 
written agreement was submitted to the committee to be studied. And, it 
was agreed that one of the Institute staff would be sociological chairman 
and, therefore, a working member of and voice on the Mark VIII committee. 
The first step was land acquisition. There was initial discussion 
about residents or Institute staff helping the private firm approach resident 
owner's of vacant property. The intent here was to inform the residents 
and community about the nature of the project-and to avoid the rumor mill 
distorting facts. This was rejected in favour of the realtor approaching 
the resident or non-resident owner on behalf of the house builders, using 
a holding company as a front to prevent speculation. The Institute 
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staff would inform the community of the purchases after the land was optioned 
to avoid price escalation. Available land was documented and its owners 
put into two categories. The first group would be approached and if all 
the necessary land was procured, the second group would not. The intent 
was to minimize offers in the area to keep prices down and leave the way 
open for other groups that might want land. 
Each lot in a group was rated against a set of evaluation criteria. 
The intent of these criteria was to encourage the selection of a variety of 
sites in order to make the most of the experiment. These criteria were: 
(a) lot type, with or without a lane; 
(b) lot size; 
(e) lot location, in a good or poor area; 
(d) adjacent lot development, to allow for the possible creation 
of pockets of housing; 
(e) future development plans, such as bridges or roads; 
(f) development, in some cases of working relationships with 
resident owners of property. 
Each group had lots exibiting these criteria and they were arranged 
in order of priority, from highest to lowest. The agent would approach 
a resident owner, in order of priority, with an offer to option the property 
at a fixed price. The owner would be offered a $100 retainer in cash as 
payment for theoption, which would be defaulted if the option was not 
acted upon. The options were made conditional upon receipt of a building 
permit and for a period of 60 to 90 days. Once initial offers were made 
and option time limitations established, a tentative timetable was drawn up for 
the preliminary design and zoning stage of the project. 
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It soon became apparent that it was not a question of getting 
lots to fit the criteria, but simply getting lots at all. The cost of a 
single vacant lot was about $3,000 and often the owner had an adjacent 
property with a house on it which he wished to sell as a package. Several 
of these properties were duplexes or triplexes, which made CMHC financing 
impossible under present rules for rental properties. The attitude generally 
of the vendors was one of speculation, waiting with assurance until the 
city would buy their land. 
As land acquisition progressed, the Institute staff, with 
oc:asional assistance by the design chairman, began refining many of the 
design ideas proposed in the preliminary report. The concepts of developing 
units over cars at the rear of a lot or of putting units over one another 
were discarded as being, at this time, too expensive and complicated. The 
committee was committed to housing built on the ground, with attendant 
ownership, as opposed to a condominium or co-operative arrangement. The 
rationale behind this argument was that it had not really been tested in 
the Winnipeg market place and should be.avoided until proved. It required 
more mutual responsibility, would result in highe.r legal costs, and would 
probably further confuse area residents. The approach was t~ develop a 
simple unit which would adapt to the various lot types and sizes in a variety 
of ways, instead of using different unit types for each situation. The pre-
liminary design was taken from an earlier idea, with a simple rec:cangular 
unit backed up against an identical unit, or separat~d at the opposite end of 
the lot. A dimension was added in that the basement was pulled half out of the 
ground and made usable as extra bedroom or living area. The problem with 
the unit was its inflexibility, as only small, two-bedroom units were possible 
on a narrow site. The much larger, three-bedroom unit required a wide site. 
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Because of these and other problems, further study was done and 
a simple 9 2~-storey, L-shaped unit was developed. This was a basic, three-
bedroom unit ~~ose size was determined simply by extending the wings of 
the L. The unit had one short wing ~nd one l~rge wing. On a narrow, deep 
lot, the unit was placed with its short wing across the lot. On a wide, 
shallow lot~ the long wing went across the lot. In this way, the one unit 
adapted to both. lot types and any si~e var.iation. The '!~ivaey of the unit, 
relative to other units on the lot and adjacent ho~ses on the street, 
was enhanced because windows e~uldr if required, be li~ited to the two 
inside faces of the Lo The shape of the unit embraced the yard area, 
making it more privnte and providing many alternative ni'.:ing possibilities. 
T"llus, when building these units on scattered sites in , , r:ommunity, they 
could be placed in a variety of ways, avoiding repetiti¢,n and box app~arance. 
The interior of the unit ~orked well, giving two wind~- walls rather than 
one. The revised design was presented to the committee in early February and 
accepted ae a more viable approach. 
It was appar~nt at this ttme that the members of the Mark VIII 
committee were giving spATe time to this project and that Institute staff 
wexeacting innearly a full-time, co-ordinating role. Without this help, it was 
questionable how far the project would have progressed on the basis of 
weekly luncheons. There was also great inconsistency of commitment by 
members - 3ome spending much time, others hardly any at all. A full-time, 
paid co-ordinator would hsve been a great help, as the project moved in 
spurts of activity and then slackened. 
It was necessary to establish a relationship with a resident 
advieory group when the preliminary design stage had been reached. Because 
of the e~ftness of the project's development from December to January 1972, 
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there hadn't been time to work with a resident group. There was also the 
pressure of option time limitations dependent on zoning, which meant the 
unit design and siting had to be resolved in order to submit for zoning 
variation. It was anticipated this process could take up to two or three 
months, if not more. If land hadn't been optioned, the time limitations 
wouldn't have been nearly as severe, and a group of residents could have 
formed, worked with slowly and brought through the programming and pre-
liminary design stage. But, word of the pending development would have 
leaked out and vacant land prices would have risen all the more. Ideally, a 
developer should be committed well in advance of land acquisition to allow 
a period of research and resident programming. 
From December to January of 1972, it became evident that the 
proposal which the Self-Help Group had been awaiting approval of from 
the Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation, was severely distorted and 
not likely of quick approval. For these reasons, Institute staff contacted 
the group suggesting it become the "client" for the house builder's project 
with a view to having first option on the new units. As a result of these 
meetings, they agreed to act in an advisory role with no commitment, but 
wishes to continue to press the government for a decision as an alternative. 
The Builders made a brief presentationto the Centennial Community 
Committee as information in mid-February. It was accepted as such with no· 
discussion. In late February, prior to the application for zoning variation, 
a publicity and information meeting was held for councillors of the Centennial 
Community Committee and members of the City's Environment Committee. There 
was about 50% attendance and the reaction was generally favourable. 
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It Was suggested at this time that possibly the simplest method 
of getting the project going would be to pass a by-law establishing specific 
sites to be developed in a specific manner, for experimental purposes. In 
this way, the numerous zoning and building by-law variations required could 
be avoided. The required zoning variations would have to be processed 
through standard channels. 
This meant that a submission of detailed site pl~,s, lot sub-
division, elevations and sections of the proposed unit would have to be made 
to the City Planning Department. Here the report on the required variations 
would be prepared and submitted to The Environment Committee. The Env..trontrr:z:nt 
Committee refers the application for zoning variations and the Planning 
Department's report to the Centennial Conmunity Committee. The committee 
tables the application at a regular monthly meeting. A nate for public 
hearing is established, usually within two weeks signs are posted on the property 
and the hearing is advertised. At the public hearing, any representation for 
or against the variations are heard. The community committee councillors 
then vote on the issue, defeating or passing it. If defeated, an appeal 
may be made to the Envinonment Committee and then to the city council. If 
passed, the required variations are permitted and building permit issued. 
The total process can take upwards of two to three months. 
The first sites submitted for zoning variations involved two 
properties: a single 33 by 78 foot lot with no lane on Pacific Avenue, 
just east of Sherbrook Street and a double 37 by 78 foot (74 by 78 foot) 
lot on Alexander Avenue, east of Isabel Street, again with no lane. The latter 
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property is considered to be in a poor area and the former in a fair 
area. After siting discussions were held with the Self-Help Housing 
Group, a different plan was devised for each lot. Each would be considered 
a single vacant property, rather than a single or double lot. The first 
preference was laid out on the fair site, as some members of the group 
could see living there. The second and third preferences were placed on the 
other sites because none of the group wanted to live in that part of the area. 
It was decided not to repeat a site and unit layout, but test a variety of 
types. The other lot type, with a lane, has not yet been submitted. In 
this case, three units on 132 foot deep sites would be developed or two 
units on 112 foot deep sites. The 132 foot deep lot has a substandard house 
located at the front. The new unit in rear would be built before the existing 
house was wrecked. In this way, construction of new housing units could 
proceed in stages, with the resident of the old house conceivably moving 
into the new, minimizing unheaval. 
In discussion with the resident self-help group, there seemed to be 
several areas for experimentation within the unit. The bedroom wing upstairs 
could be used as one room, or two private bed-nooks with a common area to 
two-separate bedrooms. Each family had a different preference. Some 
through the basement could be used for bedrooms, while others suggested 
it be used for a storage area, or a rentable bed-sitting area. 
From late January to mid-April, seven meetings were held with a 
Self-Help Housing Group to determine the unit design and draft a proposed 
agreement with the house builders. The group was presented with the first 
preliminary design and it was compared with the revised design. The group 
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preferred the revised design and continued, in subsequent meetings, to 
discuss it in detail. The president of the Winnipeg House Builder's 
Association and chairman of the l~rk VIII Project, was invited to a meeting 
in late February to answer questions about the project. The majority of 
the questions hinged on the cost of the unit, how it would be purchased~ the 
cash down payment or "sweat 11 equity. After this meeting, the group, wi1:h the 
help of Institute staff, drew up a tentative working agreement with the 
house builders. This was submitted and revised by the house builders and 
returned for further discussion. A basic element in the agreement was that 
the involvement and work undertaken by the Self Help Group would be 
considered as part of the equity. 
Institute staff submitted a request for research funds for the 
Mark VIII project as the committee was preparing an application for a 
research grant from CMHC. The research would consist of: 
Assembling background information on the area and the basis for design 
decisions made; recording the reaction of the resident group to the design 
and alterations made; and, a user study of the new units when built and 
reaction of the community to the project. 
The basic point made was that the experiment must be continued after 
construction to test hypotheses made earlier. 
At this point, it would be valuable to mention the changing role of 
Institute staff. It became one of almost a cartilage between the house 
builders and the resident group, acting for both and being careful to avoid 
involvement. Most of the concern of the staff was with the integrity and 
rights of the resident group's involvement in the project. This liaison role 
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was possible because the project was beneficial to both sides. What was 
required was clarification and information distribution. In this way, 
the interests of both·parties were retained and an understanding gained, 
although they seldom met. 
To finance the extraordinary cost of the project above and beyond 
construction, the Mark VIII committee submitted a research grant application 
to CMHC for the sum of $47,280. The financing of the unit construction would 
be 95% CMHC, under assorted home ownership provisions, with the house 
purchaser putting up the 5% equity. One of the requirements of this 
financing is an income of under $6,000 and the interest rate charged depends 
on income and the number of children. The mortgage would be held by CMHC. 
Any extraordinary land costs incurred by the House Builders in purchasing 
non-vacant land would be covered by the research grant. 
An interesting aspect of this projects was the problem of how to 
give title of ownership to two or three parties living on the same lot with 
one unit at the front and one at the rear. The typical unit siting has the 
units back-to-back, one facing the street, the other facing the rear of the 
lot. There are two parking spots at the front of the lot, where there is 
no lane, and a common access for both units along one side. The rear owner 
has title to the rear half of the lot and one parking spot. The front owner 
divides his ownership into two parcels, one parcel is that part of the lot 
occupied by his house. yard and car and the second portion is the common 
sidewalk. The front owner then gives the rear owner full easement and right 
of access over this strip. In this way, both occupants own all of the lot 
between them and the rear occupant is not land locked. This concept was 
approved in principle by the Winnipeg Land Titles Office. 
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An additional phase of the project is theinnovative use of materials 
Some of the ideas suggested include: a pre-cast basement, a wood basement, 
a chimneyless furnace, a furnace in the attic, steel studs of a minimum 
dimension, plastic plumbing, a 24 inch module construction system to minimize 
structural members and movable interior partitions. 
The building component aspect of the experiment has not been stressed, 
but suggests same space savings and space modulation possible in a small, 
low-cost units. 
An Institute staff member accompanied the co-chairman of the project 
to a meeting of the technical research committee of HUDAC in Toronto to 
present the design. It received encouragement and approval as a concept. 
The Mark VIII project, then, offered insights into a variety of 
technical and procedural matters in dealing with new forms of urban develop-
ment. Aside from the design aspects, the committee learned how to work 
with government, resident advisory groups, private interests and citizens, 
individually and collectively, of an inr!er city area. 
These disparate groups, in turn, learned about the legalities of 
housing, financing and the complexities of acquiring or attempting to 
acquire, scattered parcels of land. Most important, however, was the 
experience of reconciling new design techniques with the already complex, even 
tortuous, process of urban rehabilitation under existing regulations. If 
there is to be a further application of in-fill housing or any form of 
housing innovation in the downtown area, then there will have to be a simpler 
procedure on the government side. The lag in time caused by existing 
procedures would defeat most efforts by individual developers. Thus, whatever 
other benefits will ultimately flow from this project, one lesson is already 
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clear - - if there is to be innovation, then government will have to 
eliminate many existing hurdles. and acquire a sense of experimentation 
themselves. 
Introduction 
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EXPERnmNTS IN COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
.Jocelyne O'Hara 
In this time of serious social and physical decline in our 
urban centers, it has become imperative that efficient and effective 
use be made of communication systems. Examination and experimentation 
apply particularly to the question of how to use advanced technologies 
to improve the ability of people to know and understand themselves and 
the city they live in. The existing media does not offer the opportunity 
to community groups and individuals of being fully informed about and more 
involved in the issues which interest and affect them and their neigh-
bourhoods. And, the emergence of cable television (CATV), which provide 
new opportunities for improved information flow and community involvement, 
have not been fully explored. 
In recent years, several factors have led to a favorable climate 
for experimenting with communication tools and systems. Government has 
leaned heavily on formats which permit citizen participation in policy 
initiation and implementation. Such involvement depends upon a good two-
way information flow. Citizen groups have developed new models of their 
own to ensure a strong voice in dealing with governme~t policy making. 
Neighbourhood development corporations, community renewal corporations, 
citizen committees constituted to deal with specific ~roblems are being 
set up in all major cities. Research by various institutes, departments 
and agencies provided data on how poorly citizens were informed of decisions 
which affected them directly and which areas of the population were most 
1 
consiatently neglected. 
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Community communication changes occurred due mainly to techno-
logical factors ••• the emergence of videotape equipment and cable tele-
vision. In no way has the potential of these two factors been met in 
terms of their ability to improve a community's awareness of itself, its 
neighbour and the social, economic and political structures which affect 
it directly. These two factors are isolated from other rapidly evolving 
communication technology because of special characteristics. 
Videotape equipment has been perfected over the last decade into 
a portable, half-inch design capable of being operated by anyone with a 
minimum of training. It is marketed at a cost within reach of most 
institutions and groups. It has become standard equipment in many audio-
visual departments in universities, colleges, high schools and has been 
accepted as a training and therapeutic tool in hospitals, clinics, business 
and several social agencies. Since videotape equipment is now available 
in most communities, arrangements to borrow the equipment can be made. 
The community television concept is presently seen as the prime 
means of giving citizens access to the media. CATV systems are mushrooming 
in communities across the continent. Community television is the public 
use of CATV systems. 
Besides picking up, amplifying and distribu~ing entire schedules 
of broadcasting stations, CATV systems also transmit directly over the 
cable system on one or more empty channels. This latter practice is 
community television. 
1. See, Government of Manitoba; "Proposals for Urban Reorganization in 
the Greater Winnipeg Area11 , December, 1970, p. 10. 
See also, Neighbourhood Satisfaction Survey and Demonstration Project, 
Institute of Urban Studies, 1970. 
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In early 1970, the Institute of Urban Studies became interested 
in videotape recording equipment as a method of furthering community 
development organizing. The use of VTR equipment in community development 
was well illustrated in the '60's by the National Film Board on Fogo Island 
in Newfoundland. 
Most universities were procuring videotape equipment for their 
audio-visual departments in the late '60's and early '70's, but its use 
was primarily academic ••• taping lectures, special university events, 
theatre, recording films or television programs. Subsequent to a research 
program where needs were identified and documented in the largest urban 
renewal area in Winnipeg, the Institute adopted an action-xesearch format 
for, its involvement in the area. A development corporation, People's 
'/1 
Committee for a Better Neighbourhood Inc., was set up in the area with the 
help of IUS research and community development teams. The corporation's 
aim was to play an active role in the planning and supervision of urban 
renewal and rehabilitation in its area. 
The University of Winnipeg, the NFB and other local institutions 
provided the citizens and Institute staff with VTR equipment to document 
an analysis of conditions in the area and to record any meetings held with 
local and provincial governments. 
The use of VTR served as an extension of the community development 
process, helping the committee communicate with other groups of people 
in the area, airing a variety of ideas on redevelopment of the area arid 
recording response. A videotape record of their bid for and success in 
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moving into urban renewal area two an apartment block scheduled for 
demolition, thus initiating the concept of neighbourhood ownership, has 
been extremely useful and informative. Videotape's unique capability 
of reviewing previous events in a matter of minutes proved invaluable in 
group dynamics as well as in instances when the group taped it's encounters 
with government officials and other people in the area. An edited tape 
of the People's Committee activities, interests and ideas has been viewed 
by the different levels of government and a variety of groups in the city. 
Communication between groups in the Roosevelt Park area of urban 
ren~al area two was greatly improved by the use of video tape. People 
became more aware of themselves, their commUnity and their governments 
with the use of the equipment. The steps of the legislatur~, the meeting 
hallJ the streets in Roosevelt Park all became television s~udios which 
the citizens managed. Several months later, another group in Lord Selkirk 
Park, a low cost housing development, began experimenting with videotape 
equipment provided by People's Opportunity Service and the University of 
Manitoba. Their initial purpose was ,to prepare a tape on the conditions 
of the park which were in need of improvement. Efforts continue to be 
made to establish a closed-circuit television system in the housing 
development. 
Throughout the summer of 1970, experimentation with VTR and 16 m.m. 
film took place. Students, hired for the summ~r on a grant from the 
Winnipeg Foundation~ made tapes and films on youth, the a6ed and the Main 
Street transient population. These v~sual aids became tools withtVhich to 
involve a greater number of people in the discussion and elucidation of 
respective groups. 
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The two major 16 m.m. films, one on youth and the other on the 
aged, have been edited, sound scripted and are being distributed with the 
help of the National Film Board. The film on youth has wen an award in 
Montreal. 
This exercise has provided the Institute with valuable insight 
into the potential of film as a medium of community development and one 
which can be used at a reasonable cost by relatively inexp~rienced film 
makers. 
During this same summer. the Institute was introd~.aced to some 
residents of a middle class suburban community who had become alarmed 
at a number of community problems. 
VTR equipment was loaned by the IUS to be used by the residents 
of l~tndsor Park as a community organizing tool. Its purpo~;e;;s were to 
gather information on the area, to help identify the needs and to stimulate 
participation in a social action process within the wider community context. 
IUS consultants suggested that the citizens invite people who were taped 
to view the film and thereby involve a greater number of people. Other 
than being extremely useful in collecting information, this capacity for 
showing a film almost immediately to those filmed is a primary reason 
I 
I that VTR is also a community organizing tool. It can enlist people by 
i 
offering a two-directional flow of information which provides greater 
community cohesion and organization. On several occaAions persons filmed 
were invited to view the tapes made, but, due to technical problems 
inherent in the equipment at the time, these meetings were not as successful 
u anticipated. 
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But, the tapes were instrumental in identifying and resolving 
some of the recreational problems. Due in large part to the discussions 
resulting from the viewing of tapes on swimming pool and local park con-
ditions, effective changes were made the following summer to the satis-
faction of the community at large. 
The bilingual issues in the education system in St. Boniface, 
where Windsor Park is located, had been creating conflict among several 
groups. This was due chiefly to an inadequate exchange of information 
related to the implementation of provincial Bill 113 on French language 
instruction. The group in Windsor Park arranged to videotape a series 
of school board public seminars on the question, using both French and 
English film crews and ending up with one French and one English tape. 
Requests to view these tapes were overwhelming and indicated the community's 
response to the implementation of Bill 113. 
As a result of the above experience and information gathered, 
the IUS approached the Winnipeg Foundation to obtain financial backing 
for a project intended to improve community communication through the 
medium of community television. The objectives of the project were to 
instruct community people in the use· of VTR equipment and in the preparation 
of programs, to investigate the technical, financial and organizational-
requirements of a community television system, to explore the possibility 
of forming a community communication corporation or a charter board and to 
conduct a seminar and a series of workshops on community television. 
During the initial six month stage of the project, IUS research 
staff compiled available information on the legal and financial implications 
o£ community televinion via cable. First hand information was obtained 
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from several cities in the country where experiments in community television 
were being attempted. On the technical aide, further experimentation with 
various types of videotape recorders was made. Institutions, agencies and 
government were approached to assess the technical resources of the city. 
The information gathered was put in several forms, such as newspapers? reports, 
and tapes. Simultaneously, IUS staff met on several occasions with 
the cable companies outlining proposals, sharing information and discussing 
met~ode of using the channel designated by the Canadian Radio and Television 
Commission for community television. Position papers on cable television 
pot~ntial were prepared by the Institute for the provincial government 
at their request and a brief was sent to the CRTC for thei~ hearings on 
the future of CATV in Canada. 
A major conference on community television, held at the University 
of Winnipeg in May 1971, brought togethert as hoped, a cross-section of 
the community and service groups, federal, provincial and municipal institut-
ions, labour and business. 
The main goal of the conference was to bring people to a level of 
awareness of community communication system$ so that they might: 
(a) understand the dyn4Jrlcs of communication; 
(b) understand the implications of community television; 
(c) understand the legal, financial and program problems involved 
with cable; 
(d) become interested and participate in fu~ure smaller work groups 
dealing with community cable communicat~Lons; 
I: 
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(e) begin thinking about an alternative to establishing a community 
communications corporation to make c~nity television a self-sufficient, 
citizen run project. 
The conference went a long way towards achieving the goals of the 
communications project as a whole. It brought together the representatives 
of many groups, kept them together for two days, submitted them to an almost 
overwhelming amount of information and then gave them direction, impetus 
and a chance to discuss among themselves the entire concept. The Institute 
of Urban Studies tied together the various goals on the second day, which 
was, in fact, the crux of the whole conference. 
In the end, the delegates decided to set up an ad hoc committee 
•·hich would answer specific questions posed by the conference, look into 
all facets of community TV and report back to another conference composed of 
those present plus others in the community who would be encouraged to come. 
Twenty-seven people volunteered to sit on the committee. Thus, it became 
evident that, provided certain controllable preconditions were present, groups 
wishing to get involved in the concept of community TV need not take several 
years to reach the level of awareness necessary to take action. 
The conference was a success in that many people became interested 
in and began talking about community TV. And even more important, perhaps, 
is that the media operators became more responsive to the users and began 
2 
seeking out the users of these systems rather than remaining passive. 
The ad hoc committee met at a minimum of onc:e every two weeks from 
May to October. They were handed the broadest of ma!tdates by the conference 
2. See J. Cassidy and J. O'Hara, Report on the First Phase of the Communication! 
Television Project, Institute of Urban Studies, J~ly 22, 1971. 
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delegates, one of unlimited scope in investigating the fiscal. legal and 
social aspects of community television and its implications for Winnipeg. 
w~ile undertaking routine development work with people involved 
with or interested in community television, the cable companies with whom 
they met and exchanged ideas and members of the provincial and federal 
governments, the ad hoc committee gained further information on ~ ~ity 
television could become a reality in Winnipeg. The membership of the 
committee was expanded during the course of its tenure and literature on 
community television and the workings of the ad aoc committee was distri-
buted to an ever increasing number of people. 
In some respects it can be said that the Ad Hoc Committee provided 
the bridge between the Institute of Urban Studies, under whose auspices i~ 
was created, and a more formal community. 
This group of citizens from the community worked alongside the 
Institute in presenting information to the Winnipeg community and in secu~i~g 
a grant for an experimental project in community communication. 
In mid-October, the Ad Hoc Committee prepared a second community 
television conference at which time a community communications council was 
formed and 11 persons were elected to its board. 
While the Ad Hoc Committee was seeking answers to some of the 
questions on community television being raised across the country, the Institute 
continued experimenting with varied forms of equipment and usage. A series 
of tapes were made on zoning by-laws, urban planning renewal schemes, 
housing revitalization and recreation and groups were invited to borrow 
them. 
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Aided by a grant from the Opportunities for Youth Program, 
12 students worked with videotape equipment under the supervision of IUS 
staff. They helped.people from various parts of the city tape and edit 
some concern or interest they felt should be exposed. Besides the community 
work involved in producing such tapes, the students also undertook 
experiments in video theatre. 
The workshops operated during the summer, training some 300 
community people in the use and theory of videotape equipment. 
From the outset of the Institute's interest in communication 
and especially in community television, talks were held ~ith local cable 
operators. Technicians from the cable companies, the Institute and the 
National Film Board made tests on the reliability of bali-inch and one-
inch VTR on cable. And, through the efforts of the cabl~ ·companies, Red 
River Community College and the Institute, segments of a summer street 
festival, Get Together '71, were videotaped and shown on the community 
cable channel. 
During the summer, the Institute had also been involved in examining 
the new legislation which would amalgamate seven adjacent cities to the 
city of Winnipeg. It became evident through surveys, discussion and 
observation, that the unicity concept and its implications were not under-
stood by many people. 
At the end of the summer, the Institute had VTR equipment, 300 
community people trained in its use, information on and an increased 
understanding of the unicity concept, a realization that the mass media 
was not capable of providing exposure to all candidates in the unicity 
''~·~-------------------------------------------------------------------
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elections and, above all, a desire to experiment with community television 
to demonstrate to the citizens of Winnipeg that the concept was socially 
valid. 
Following meetings with provincial government officials and their 
acceptance of a proposal for such an experiment, the Ad Hoc Committee and 
IUS received a grant of $22,300 to undertake coverage of unicity elections. 
To quote an article on community television and the unicity project 
by Heather Robertson in the January 1971 issue of MacLean's magazine: 
"The most ambitious experiment (in Canada) has -caken place in 
Winnipeg The program ran three hours a night on cable Channel 9 from 
September 15 to October 15 ••• The program was, to say the least, extra-
ordinary. All 150-odd candidates appeared, two and three at a time, 
sitting in a row in a dim studio, confronting an interviewer too amazed 
to ask questions. Some mumbled statements from bits of paper, showing ua 
their bald spots; others lapsed into incoherence or total silence. One 
person read a statement in Italian for 25 minutes; someone else did the 
same in Ukranian. Man-in-the street interviews were Groucho Marx things 
full of tilters, nonsense and shouted directi.ons from the producer. If 
you could stand the boredom it was vintage 1954 CBC. The people who produced 
it are apologetic about it, promising to do better nE!Xt time. This would 
be a mistake. In one evening of watching, I learned 1.nore about local 
politicians than I had' in a lifetime of watching CBC." 
The unicity project helped identify some community and local issues 
which are too often passed over for major election campaign issues. 
Simultaneously, the unicity experiment enabled a large number of people 
to become informed and aware of issues at the neighbourhood level. It 
became evident that various levels of government could make use of such a 
.• '-
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communication system to communicate with citizens. On the other hand, 
citizens could react to issues that concerned them and indicate their 
concerns to candidates and government officials. 
The project showed that people other than professionals could 
inexpensively produce programs for cable television, that production and 
planning could be handled by volunteers, that the concept of a community 
television system using portable videotape equipment can become a useful 
3 
and exciting form of community involvement. 
Many questions, however, remain unanswered: the issue of cable 
television control and access; the question of availability and co-
ordination of necessary equipment; the question of how to change television 
viewing habits in program target areas; and, above all, the question of 
financial resources. They all point to a further need to investigate and 
develop the community communication system concept and its implementation. 
With the unicity project having generated an impetus for citizens 
to utilize communication networks, Winnipeg Community Communication 
Incorporated provided continuing information through a number of publications 
and training workshops on the use of communication media and videotape. 
It has made its skills and expertise available to sueh groups as Cultural 
Horizons, a group of artists and craftsmen touring ~itoba schools, the 
Health Action Committee and a number of Winnipeg's community committees. 
It is currently working on a series of 26 AM radio programs to be broad-
cast in the next year. Its membership is increasing every month and it 
promises to perform a valuable role in preparing the public to use the 
communication media, which has been monopolized for too long. 
3. See J. Cassidy and J. O'Hara, Report On An Experiment In Con~unity 
Communications, Institute of Urban Studies, 1972. 
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While gaining practical experience in the use of videotape and 
• ·.,r . •' 
cable television systems, which it constantly evaluated, the Institute 
'' ' 
continued its research into the ~ontrol, access and co-ordinated use of 
communication syst~. Major papers were written on possible governmental 
policy for a public c~ication system. Field research was undertaken 
on the feasibility of creating an urban forum which would pool the range 
. . .. ·. · ... -.. ., . . 
of communication tools to pr~id~ a government - citizen information exchange. 
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'IBE UNIVERSITY AS INNOVATOR IN THE URBAN COMMUNITY 
Lloyd Axworthy 
During the early years of prairie settlement in both Canada 
and the United States, the university played an important role in 
assisting farm communities to grow, prosper and deal effectively with 
the probleas of rural life. The land grant universities in the United 
States and the agriculture college system in Canada were active in 
training, research and community service. They were cloeely tied to the 
f&mer and were able to communicate his concerns to govermment, examine his 
difficulties, search for solutions and provide education in various aspects 
of farming, management and resource development. They translated basic 
research in the biological sciences into practical application and were 
able to help organize farm groups and protest movements. 1be university 
then, far from being insular, was an active agent in bringing about 
beneficial change. 1 
The same opportunity for active community involvement exists 
in the new frontier of urban Canada. It is a different kind of frontier; 
1110re complex, more difficult to understand. But it too has many problems 
to be addressed and the university can play an important part in helping 
chart new directions for the urban community. 
A demonstration of how the university can play a useful role in 
the urban community is the activity of the Institute ~f Urban Studies of 
1. For a discussion of the role played by these inst~tutions, as well 
as a broader discussion of the process of change and the institutional 
linkages necessary for innovation, see Ronald G. Havelock, ~lanning 
for Innovation, (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Institute of Social Research, 
University of Michigan, 1971), particularly Chapte~ 7. 
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the University of Winnipeg. Though less than three years old, it has 
shown how a university based urban centre can search for answers to 
urban problems and provide a source of ideas, advice, support and guidance 
. 2 
fer the urban community. 
The Institute was established in the summer of 1969 on an initial 
grant from CMHC. It emerged from the urban character of the new University 
of Winnipeg, which had previously been United College, a downtown arts, 
science and theological faculty in the University of Manitoba system. The 
man.d~te for the Institute was simple and clear. It was to he a centre for 
3 
appl:f;ed problem solving. 
! 
The Institute was assembled as a relatively autonor..c.Js unit within 
> 
the tlu.versity. It was responsible to a separate advisory board set up 
by thie University Beard of Regents. This board comprised ,Jf faculty, 
I 
admiri,f.stration, students, board members, government representatives and 
\ 
repreoentatives from the general community. The board was to advise on policy 
2. Henry Steele Commager notes the proliferation of special semi-autonomous, 
problem oriented institutes as being the latest sign of creative evolution 
of the university as a social institution. They are designed to meet 
the program of controlling revolutionary change in a peaceful way. See 
Henry Steele Commager, "The University and the Community of Learning" in 
The Uni7ersity in the American Future, Thomas St:roup, ed., (Lexington: 
University of Kentucky Press, 1965), pp. 82-83. 
3. Robert Weaver, former Secretary to the Department: of Housing and Urban 
Development in the United States, points to the v·alue of the downtown 
urban university or college as the place where students can be trained 
to understand urban life and where centers of research and action 
can develop partnerships between government, business, and the university. 
As he says, ·~ of the medieval universities began as schools clustered 
about the cathedral which was the intellectual and cultural center of 
the medieval town. Today the university has become such a center for the 
modern city. As the cities gave birth to universities so the universities 
have spawned the ideas and the energies which have enriched the city. 
Robert Weaver, The Urban Complex, (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 
1968)' p.l8. 
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and help establish guidelines and priorities for Institute projects. On 
matters of personnel and management, the Institute was responsible to the 
president of the university. 
Unlike many university research centres, the Institute was not 
designed to be another clearing-house for academic research ventures. 
It was to have its own staff who could hold, though not necessarily, joint 
appointments in one of the university departments. This freed the Institute 
from the traditional constraints of academic research and enabled it to 
enlist the kind of staff not normally found on universit~ faculties. 
Community organizers and journalists are a couple of examples. 
As explained in other papers, the focus of the Institute was on 
action research projects in planning, housing and communicattons. These 
do not explain, however, the full range of Institute activities as it has 
become more involved in various aspects of the life of the city. 
The kind of work undertaken by the Institute, though difficult 
to separate, may be categorized as follows: 
Catalyst and Advocate: The Institute has been called upon to initiate 
programs of change. This can be done simply by presenting new ideas, 
helping groups synthesize their ~~ thought~, undertaking preliminarv 
investigations to pinpoint possible strategies for improvement, helping 
organize groups, explaining project proposals to government or other 
funding agencies and helping draft proposals. This requires a source of 
multiple skills. The community worker must combine with the planner or 
housing expert and economist to help develop a proposal. 
: 
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It also requires the university centre to take risks and beco~E 
involved in advocate positions. It cannot be the detached observer, 
but must be an active participant. This is often not understood by or 
acceptable to many in the university as it can plunge the university into 
controversy. But the university cannot help change unless it is involl.red ,, 
nor can it seek to understand and analyze the process of change. To 
develop useful formulations of how to solve urban problems, the role of 
detached observer often won't work. Therefore, to provide prescriptions 
for change that can be applied by the community, the university research 
team can and should be part of innovative act1vity. 4 
Resource Base and Linkage: This involves supplying skills to various 
groups, organizing professionals to give assistance, id~ntifving possible 
areas of support or connecting groups to government. This applies not 
just to groups with whom there is direct relationship, but with different 
organizations throughout the city. There is a serious need for better 
links between the users of service and the providers of services. Programs 
of government agencies, services of social agencies are often not used by 
different groups in the community either because the groups don 1 t know they 
exist or how to make use of them. Thus, a third party organization 
such as a university centre can bring together users and suppliers. 
4. For a fuller analysis of issues related to innovative research and the 
search for new methods of social research, see George W. Fairweather, 
Methods for Experimental Social Innovation, (New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1967). 
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Program Management: This involves helping groups to actually put together 
programs, such as the housing program of The People's Committee. Staff 
sometimes takes on resPonsibilities of co-ordination and management and 
are under the supervision of the community groups. 
Training: The Institute provides a place where professionals, community 
people and students can ac:ouire skills and knowledge not .!Available in 
other agencies. A professional planner can learn about social planning. 
Students can learn how to work with people with backgrounds and interests 
different from their own. Community people learn how to deal with governThen-:: 
agencies and professionals. 
One obvious need in the present urban situation is a different 
type of professional, coming out of a different kind of training. The urban 
centre provides the student, the practitioner, the neighbourhood worker 
with the place to develop new skills and an undertaking of the connections 
5 between different disciplines and professional skills. 
Policy Analysis and Evaluation: The Institute evaluates and monitors the 
different programs, seeks an analysis of the events and attempts to 
test basic propositions. Policy analyses are drawn from the findings. These 
are then WTitten and communicated to other agencies or government departments 
5. For a discussion of the need for training of new types of urban policy 
professionals, and practitioners, see Yehezkel Dror, "Urban Metro Policy 
and Urban Education" in Planning Urban Education. Dennis L. Roberts, ed., 
(Englewood-Cliffs, N.J.: Educational Technology Publication, 1972). 
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through reports, papers, monthly newsletters or speeches and addresses. 
In this way, the Institute acts as an alternative source of 
policy ideas and provides a counterweight to proposals and ideas generated 
by the civil service or lobby groupe. One of the serious dangers in contem-
porary policy making is that a monopoly can be achieved by a small cluster of 
influential administrators and their associates in related private organiza-
tions. Thus, the university has a responsibility to provide competing, or 
at least different definitions of what constitutes problems and the solutions 
6 that might be employed. 
In addition to activities directly related to proiects, the 
Institute also undertakes an educational role. It sponsors conferences 
and symposia, gives lectures to a variety of community groups, schools 
and universities, professional associations and conventions. It provides 
an outlet for students in the university to become involved in field ~ork 
and provides research opportunities for faculty. It has also produced radio 
and television programs and experimented with film making. 
This brief categorization of activity shows that the Instttute 
is engaged in a diverse approach to solving urban problems. It seeks to 
experiment, organize, teach, evaluate and communicate. In addition to pro-
viding policy papers to government, it has sought to involve private business 
in urban issues. It has been able to do many things that other social agencies, 
private institutes, government departments and conventional university centres 
cannot. 
6. For a discussion of these dangers, see Emmette Redford, Democracy in 
the Administrative State, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1969). 
And, Marcia Guttentage, "The Insolence of Office" in Journal of Social 
Issues, Summer 1970, Vol. XXVI. 
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Central to its functioning is its place in the universitv. It 
could not operate as well from any other context. From the university 
it ~an draw a range of resources -- faculty, students, library and computer. 
It can operate on little overhead because it shares in university maintenance, 
financial administration, personnel services. It acquires a legitimacy from 
its university base as well as a degree of independence. 
There are, of course, several handicaps. 
Finance: The Institute operation is financed on a yearly grant basis and 
on a project contract basis. This creates both uncertainty in planning 
and discontinuity in staff. Until this kind of work is accepted as a 
legitimate function of the university, equally useful as teaching sociology 
to freshmen or traditional academic research, then this kind of university -
based centre will not be able to realize its full potential. If there is to 
be a useful university involvement in the community, then it must be on 
more than an ad hoc basis. Financing of these kinds of centres should be 
part of the general expenditure of the university. 
Acceptability: For many, the community role of a university is unsettling. 
Many members of the academic profession find it threatening. It challenges 
conventional canons of research. It does not fit traditional patterns of 
university administration and it cuts across discipline lines. Thus, many 
treat it as an appendage, not as an integral part of the organization. 
This tendency can change, however, as more members of the teaching 
profession see this kind of community contact as essential, providing many 
options in educatiortal experience, and as many of the more traditional 
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methods of social research are shown to be outmoded in today's social 
7 temper. The existence of a multi-disciplined, problem-solvin~ cent·re 
within the university, but working i.n the community, enriches the university. 
It brings into the university setting a new variety of people and concerns 
and presents the academic community with a new set of research interests. 
For different reasons, government officials and political people 
find the university role in urban affairs threatening. It provides an 
alternative source of information and ideas, thus breaking the monopoly 
often enjoyed by government planners. There is also the trad::l.tional 
disdain of the "practical" doer towards the "idealist::l.c" thinker. This ca:;, 
never be totally overcome. But it can be shown to be wro1·Lg through 
accomplishment. 
There are other sources of opposition. Workers in social a~encies 
sometimes resent someone other than a social worker deali~g with low-income 
problems. There is the radical leftist who sees this kind of operation as 
a government-funded conspiracy to dupe the poor into accepting the system. 
There is the conservative who doesn't believe universities should be in the 
business of helping to create change. 
Yet, with all the difficulties and the opposition, there still 
remains the central fact that the universitv can contribute something unique 
to the urban community. 
7. For an examination of how conventional methods of research often 
distort findings and instill bias, see Elizabeth Herzog, "Social Stereo-
types and Social Research", Journal of Social Issues, (Summer 1970, Vol. 
XXIV). 
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It can bring to the urban situation a sense of independence, a 
rich storehouse of resources and a tradition of thoughtful innovation 
and change. It is not tied~own, as government bodies often are with 
administrative responsibilities or political constraints. It has research 
and advisory skills that social agencies can't provide. It can communicate 
and translate the ideas, concepts and proposals of different community 
groups that they may not be able to exPress. It is not bound by the profit 
8 
motive as are private business and consultants. 
At the same time, it can work with many of the other institutions 
in the community, enlisting their co-operation and providing skills and 
services they lack. The university centre can supplv research to social 
agencies, undertake projects for government, provide business with information 
and ideas and, most of all, serve neighbourhoods and cot~Jnities. 
The modern university, through a community research and service 
arm, can become a contributor in the search for ways to manage the city 
and bring a sense of humanism to those solutions. 
Just as in the days of the early prairie pioneers, when the 
agricultural colleges acted as important elements in the rural community, 
the urban university can help those living in cities -- find im?rovements 
in their way of life. 
8. To quote Commager, "(the university) is next to government itself the 
chief servant of society, the chief instrument of social change", 
Commager, op. cit., p. 79. 
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RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES IN PARTICIPATION AND PLANNING 
David Vincent 
The Institute of Urban Studies is part of a much larger move-
ment of social scientists who are concerned more with changing society 
than merely seeking to understand it. This movement reflects a deoarture 
from the more traditional perspective of the social scientist as outside 
observer examining a society in which he, as a researcher, is not involved. 
Using several disciplines and types of research organization, these 
social scientists inevitably accept the desirability of intervention and, 
1 in so doing, depart from the pattern of academic research. In some 
instances, regrettably, there has been a rejection of one by the other, 
rather than an awareness of the interdependency of the twc positions. 
The interventionist or action researcher can provide a "cutting edge" 
for the theories and methods of the more academic social scientists. The 
excitement and the challenge of the "field" notwithstanding, the former 
have intellectual, as well as a political (in the sense of creating positive 
change), responsibility to sustain. Acknowledging that a reciprocal, 
2 
sharing relationship must exist between theory, methods and observations , 
the Institute will have to go beyond the initial organization of its data 
to actively test and/or create new theoretical schemes relevant to the 
empirical information opened to us for our involvement. 
1. Herbert J. Gans 9 "Social Science for Social Policy", in The Use and 
Abuse of Social Science, Irving Louis Horwitz. ed. (New Jersey: 
Transaction Book!!, 1971), pp. 13-33. 
2. Norman K. Denzirt, "Politics and Promises: The Values of Social 
Science", in Th~ Values of Social Science, ed. Norman K. Denzin, 
(New Brunswic~ 9 N.J.: Transaction Books, Aldine Publishing Co., 1970), 
pp. 1-21. 
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For the moment, however, the Institute has concentrated upon an 
action program in Winnipeg's inner city and to some extent other districts 
and suburbs. As reported in this publication, an overriding theme has 
been that of testing methods for neighbourhood and community efforts at 
self-help and self-responsibility in development. This essay reports on 
three techniques used by the Institute in pursuing this objective: action 
research, analysis of urban communities and evaluative research. 
The discussion of these three research perspectives which follow 
therefore is based upon an acknowledgement of two factors, viz., that: 
- the Institute has pursued an interventionist role in 
Winnipeg's urban communitites; 
- this role has focussed upon methods for community efforts 
at self-help and self-responsibility for develop~ent. 
I. Action Research 
The perspective and techniques of the Institute have been organized 
for planned change, the planning, however, being the responsibility of 
citizen-based organizations and not exclusively that of planning experts. 
Thus, an earlier section of this report provided examples of community 
action which have initiated certain changes in the city. Action research 
is one technique which has made possible community problem solving and, in 
the short life-span of the Institute, this research methodology has received 
uost attention. Action research aims not only to discover facts, but to 
help in altering certain conditions experienced by the community as un-
satisfactory. Action research thus involves a level of action and a level 
of analysis. 
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The analytic understanding of the problem at hand involves a 
aeriea of steps, including the analysis of all the facts, the study of 
any parallel programs elsewhere dealing with similar factors and an under-
standing of the emotional (social) climate one might expect at different 
levels of action. In the area of action, the practical preparation of a 
group of citizens is often involved. Besides training the group to function 
as a group, training in action research methode is also imperative. The 
group is also encouraged to involve other people directly in their own needs, 
bas~d on their awn points of view and grouped around their own leaders. 
"Action research is thus the framework within which a perpetual interchange 
takea place between theory and practice."3 
Thus, the organization adopting action research strategy has to 
be aware of the inherent dilemmas, such as the tendency to over-emphasize 
eithar the service-practical or the research side of the agenda. A note 
of caution is also addressed to action research organizations in Richard 
Hauser's comment that action research as a method is meant especially for 
the ordinary citizen in his attempts to undertake constructive social change. 
The main features of the action research model in use by the 
Institute are: 4 
analysis; 
fact finding; 
3. Richard Hauser, "Unpublished paper on Surveys", Centre for Group 
Studies, London, England. 
4. For a discussion of action research based on the Kurt Lewin model, see 
Nevitt Sanford, "Whatever Happened to Action Research". The Journal 
of Social Iasues, Volume 26, no. 4, August 1970, pp. 3-23. 
planning; 
execution; 
evaluation. 
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Stated in this fashion, the five steps appear to be both clearly 
defined and sequential and, thus, approximate the normally accepted process 
of problem solving. However, in actuality, the sequence of events in the 
field is often less clearly defined, as a result of several activities 
going on simultaneously and the requirement of the citizens' group to be 
able to react quickly to new opportunities and circumstances. Thus, for 
example, the People's Committee engaged in the planning of the apartment bloc~ 
relocation in response to a notice of governmental initiatives in their 
community. 
It is possible, however, to examine three major components of 
this action-research model: 
the community survey; 
the formation and support of citizen-based organizations: 
the analysis of the total process by the Institute. 
1. The Community Survey: 
In the four community surveys conducted with the assistance of 
the Institute - Roosevelt Park, Indian-Metis Urban Probe, Health and the 
Italian Social Action Committee - an important distinction can be made 
between the Roosevelt Park survey and the other three. The former was a 
community survey conducted by the Institute of Urban Studies with the 
assistance of technical experts and using university students as interviewers. 
In comparison, the other three surveys were more community self-surveys, 
with the population being studied providing both the interviewers and the 
liaison organization for the community and the Institute. 
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(a) Roosevelt Park: The Institute's initial involvement in 
Winnipeg took place in this neighbourhood. A lot of time and effort was 
expended in making contacts in the community and conducting the survey. 
Following the completion of the survey and the tabulation and analysis of 
the results, the field staff called a community meeting to discuss these 
findings with citizens and to determine what action citizens wished to 
take. In discussing this subject, Nevitt Sanford remarks that "research 
muat ••• serve the purposes of its subjects. The subject is the client, 
and reporting to him is an aetion."5 As a result of this reporting action, 
the citizens of Roosevelt Park formed a steering committee flto co-ordinntr:! 
the activities and involvement of the neighbourhood people with the 
resources (such as IUS) available to them."6 In this case, therefore, 
the community survey, conducted by the Institute, preceeded the formation 
of the citizens' group in the project area. 
(b) Indian-Metis Urban Probe: As reported earlier 
the Institute and the Indian-Metis Friendship Centre jointly sponsored 
a survey of the problems faced by persons of Indian ancestry in Winnipeg. 
The Institute assisted with the design and supervision of the survey, while 
the Indian-Metis Friendship Centre provided the interviewing team. Thus 
1 
the Indian-Metis Urban Probe differed from the Roosevelt Park survey in 
5. Ibid., p. 14. 
6. Ralph R. Kuropatwa, "The Roosevelt Park Project: Short-Form Evaluation". 
Institute of Urban Studies, March 1971, p. 10. 
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three respects: 
The Institute did not conduct the research; 
Community representatives carried out the interviewing; 
For the most part, existing leadership in the Indian-Metis 
community formed the core of the citizen-based organization. 
(c) Health: In this area of concern, the Institute has more 
nearly aprroximated the five features of the action research model outlined 
above. Considerable time was spent by the Institute on analysis before 
a small group of citizens concerned about health problems in central 
Winnipeg was contacted and trained as interviewers. The survey instrument 
was designed in consultation with the interviewing team and modified several 
times throughout the data collection phase. Thus, the Institute staff and 
1 
the health interviewing team established the sort of rec~procity referred 
to by Goering and Cummins. In an article entitled "Intervention Research 
and the Survey Process", the authors refer to the desirability of reciprocity 
between researcher and interviewer as being" ••• an interaction with the 
reciprocal effect of sensitizing the interviewers to research strategies 
7 
and the researchers to community problems and issues". In return, a 
personal style of organization evolves, developing an awareness on both 
sides, rather than simply efficiency of organizatiott. 
In the health survey, the interviewing team1 and citizens who had 
been contacted later formed the Health Action Committee to provide a 
community focus for subsequent survey and planning initiatives. In essence, 
therefore, the interviewing team became the core of the citizen-based 
organization concerned with health issues. 
7. John H. Goering and Harvin Cummins, "Intervention Research and the 
Survey Process", Journal of Social Issues, Volume 26, No. 4, August 1970, 
pp. 49-55. 
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' (d) Italian Social Action Committee: The survey conducted on 
the problems of immigrant adjustment to the urban environment was sponsored 
by this committee, which had been formed as s result of an Institute research 
8 project in south Winnipeg. The committee received a grant from the 
federal governaent, hired two Italian university students as summer research 
staff and, with asub-committee which included two Institute staff, supervised 
the community survey. The Italian Social Action Committee has not as yet 
reacted to the survey findings. But, a group of young Italians, including 
members of the committee, set up an Italian Information and Referral Service 
to deal with some of the problems encountered during the survey. 
The Institute, therefore, besides initiating community surveys 
of its awn, also assists citizens' groups in the design and administratio~ 
of surveys. In return, the Institute gains both data on the part1.cular 
area or concern being investigated as well as first-hand observation and 
knowledge of the process of community self help. 
2. The Formation and Support of Citizen-Based Organizations: As outlined 
in the preceeding section, there is an important relationship between 
the community survey (or fact finding) and the development of a citizens' 
group to pursue the particular concerns and problems illuminated by the 
survey. The papers on the People's Committee for a Better Neighbourhood 
Incorporated and Kinew Housing Incorporated both explain the processes 
of group formation and the planning and execution of specific programs. 
The Health Action Committee has completed its interviewing concerning health 
8. David Vincent, An Analysis of Four Social Planning Interventions in the 
Fort Rouge Area of Winnipeg. Institute of Urban Studies, June 1971. 
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problems in the community and~ following a period of preliminary 
planning, has opened a store-front to provide information and referral 
services and to continue to work for improved health facilities in the 
area. The Italian Social Action Committee is apparently at a standstill, 
although the students' action program continues successfully. 
The importance of the citizen planning organization has been 
dealt with in detail by Lloyd Axworthy earlier in the repo~t. Therefore 
it is necessary at this point merely to note tll.at Instittut~ staff performed 
community organization, survey preparationt supervision ~f data collection 
and analysis and as resource persons for citizen groups. 
3. _Analysis of the Intervention Process: The previous two points refer 
more to the level of action than they do to the level of analysis. However, 
at this stage, it is possible to balance the two demands and the analysis 
of these action-research projects usually incorporates an assessment of 
the following points: 
- the community problem being tackled; 
- the citizens' group and community representation in 
planning issues; 
- the programs and/or projects planned by the new citizen-
based organizations; 
- and the role of the Institute in the intervention process. 
The Institute places a major emphasis on the assessment of the 
whole intervention process, from initial contacts in the community through 
the survey and its findings to the community organization phases and 
the programs and continuing life of the citizens' group. This assessment, 
-------·--------------------------------
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therefore, either by Institute staff or by a faculty member of the 
university, represents the evaluation of Nevitt Sanford's action research 
model. 
Summary 
Through the action research technique, therefore, in testing 
participation and planning in a variety or projects over a period of three 
years, some of the themes identified for more detailed analysis and 
resea,rch include: 
The nature of the inner city area; the capacity of people to 
take responsibility for community problem solving; their readiness for 
change; techniques and style of organizing; forms of community structure~ 
evaluation and assessment to be used; the role of professionals and outside 
agencies; and the nature of the relations between governments and community. 
The model used has been that of action research, including in 
its methodology community surveys, analysis of recorded information, field 
and semiparticipant observations, the use of videotape replay equipment and 
case studies. 
Action research, therefore, is as much research as the research of 
conventional disciplines and is designed for those who want to learn about 
change and innovation by actually initiating or being a part of change and 
observing and analyzing the process. 
II. Analysis of Urban Communities 
The second of the two research methods suited to citizen efforts 
at community planning goes under the general heading of "analysis of urban 
communities". This reflects the particular Institute purpose in this instance ••• 
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exploratory analysis of three urban neighbourhoods in order to assess both 
the urban process in older areas and the potential for community action by 
residents of these areas. Each of the three studies adopted a specific 
approaCh to the analysis of its community. The first was intensive field 
work in the neighbourhood, the second a community survey and the third 
involvement with citizens, special interest groups and social planning 
programs in the community. A brief description of each project follows: 
(1) Urban Observatory: The term "urban observatory" r..aa a specific 
9 
meaning as developed by Robert c. Wood. However, in the context of 
the Institute, the term refers to the field study of a neighbourhood with 
the aim of conveying some idea of the character and needs of the community to 
the Institute for further assessment. 
This investigation was carried out by Institute field staff, with 
the assistance of students from Environmental Studies, in a residential 
area of downtown Winnipeg. Using published data, field observations and 
interviews with knowledgeable community people, the Institute staff 
prepared a detailed description of a neighbourhood recommended previously 
for residential rehabilitation. 
In profiling a neighbourhood, this work is important in gaining 
preliminary soundings of communities, including the pt,tential for 
community action, and as a source of detailed information on the nature of 
central city residential areas. 
9. Stephen B. Sweeney and James c. Charlesworth, eds.~ Governing Urban 
Society: New Scientific Approaches. Monograph 1 in a series sponsored 
by the American Academy of Political and Social Science, Part V, 
"Developing an Urban Research Capability" , pp. 209-· 250, Philadelphia, 
May 1967. 
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(2) 10 Urban Neighbourhood Satisfactions: The area chosen for study 
was contiguous to the previous field study in west central Winnipe~. 
A major objective of this research was also to determine the -climate for 
community action. However, the neighbourhood satisfaction study differed 
from the urban observatory in three main respects: 
(a) the neighbourhood satisfactions survey was contracted 
out to a graduate student to conduct; 
(b) the study bad clear objectives and a precise research 
design; 
(e) and a community agency - the Age and Opportunity Bureau -
I 
was ~~oneerned about the lack of senior citizens' response to social 
i prog~ams in the area, supported the idea of the study and provided 
j 
volw\teer interviewers. 
The report states the major objectives of the study as follows: 
to describe selected popu.la.tion characteristics of the area; 
to determine the favourable and unfavourable attitudes of the 
residents towards selected environmental conditions; 
to ascertain the extent to which population characteristics 
were associated with favourable and unfavourable attitudes towards 
selected environmental conditions; 
11 to develop directions for community actio~ in the area. 
Both of these community studies provided the Institute with 
data on particular neighbourhoods and populations, the one by way of 
10. Grace N. Parasuik, Final Report of Satisfactions in an Urban 
Neighbourhood, submitted to the Institute of Urban Studies, 
April, 1971. 
11. Ibid.' p. 3. 
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field observation and published data, the other by way of community survey. 
In addition, both studies indicated the degree to which citizens might 
be interested in involving themselves in community activity to improve 
neighbourhood conditions. 
(3) 12 Social Planning in Fort Rouge:- The research proposal submitted 
to the Institute had three objectives: 
(a) to demonstrate techniques of developing community profiles 
that go beyond the analysis of demographic, socio-economic and land use 
data to include the analysis of the perceptions, concerns and possibly 
conflicting goals and objectives of the population and int~rest groups in 
Fort Rouge; 
(b) to analyze the nature-of the interventions that have occurred 
and their relationship to Fort Rouge; 
(c) to assess the most effective means by which government and 
private resources can be made available to an urban neighbourhood. 13 
The research design was an ambitious undertaking for the limited 
resources of the contracted-out project. Seven population groups were 
identified, excluding a household population sample. Five planning 
interventions were also identified, the apartment developers and four 
social planning activities. 
12. David Vincent, .2E.• cit. 
13. David Vincent, "A Research Proposal for an Explanatory Study of Social 
Planning, and Urban Change in the Fort Rouge Area of Metropolitian 
Winnipeg" Institute of Urban Studies, University of Winnipeg, 
December 1970, p.3. 
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In the early stages of the research 9 considerable time was spent 
with mothers' allowance groupe in the area and with a group of Italians, 
as a result of which the Italian Social Action Committee was formed. 
Throughout the study period, the two research staff acted as resource 
people to the four social planning interventions under study. A natural 
consequence of that involvement was a concentration upon the second ob-
jective -- to analyze the nature of the interventions that have occurred 
and their relationship to the Fort Rouge community. The importance of the 
apartment developments is under study at the present time. 
Despite the action of participating as resource personnel to 
special interest groupe and to social agencies, the study vas not included 
under the previous section on action research, even though it spawned one 
of the four projects. As a research project~ it had no involvement with 
a group of citizens who were representative of Fort Rouge as a community. 
The research staff was mainly involved with several special interest 
groups, although they had planned to call a community workshop where 
these issues could have been discussed. 
The study, therefore, falls under the heading Analysis of 
Urban Communities because of its portrayal of Fort Rouge as a community~ 
its knowledge of several important population groups and its detailed 
analysis of four major social planning contributions to a specific urban 
neighbourhood. Thus, these three analysis of urban communities, while 
somewhat more exploratory and even academic in nature, still reflect the 
Institute's primary interest in testing methods for neighbourhood and 
community self-help and self-responsibility for development, whether they 
be inner city areas, neighbourhoods in decline or communities in the 
process of growth and development. 
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III Evaluative Research 
The word evaluation is very much in vogue today. Social agencies, 
private funding bodies and government departments require evaluative 
information that will assist them in decisions about how scarce resources 
for social planning can best be allocated. This demand for evaluation is 
particularly urgent in innovative programs whose directors are called 
14 
upon to prove (often with public scrutiny ) the value or worth of their 
program and also the extent to which the objectives of the program were 
reached. Thus, two basic elements of evuluation are the definition of 
social value and the determination of its attainment. Accor:·ding to 
Suchman, these "constitute the basic conceptual and methodological components 
15 
of evaluative research". Given these two aspects of evalt!.ation, therefore., 
evaluative research "can range from a general, impressionistic appraisal 
16 
of a program to a carefully designed experiment." 
Thus, in the conduct of evaluative research, great care must be 
exercised, not only in the clarity of program definition, but also in 
the procedures of fact-finding about t.he results of the planning activity. 
The focus of evaluative research, for the most part, has been in 
program evaluation. The Institute, with its priority on action research, 
has initiated evaluations of some of its work. These include Roosevelt 
Park and the People's Committee for a Better Neighbourhood, Inc., the 
14. Carol H. Weiss, "The Politicization of Evaluation Research," Journal 
of Social Issues, Volume 26, No. 4, 1970, pp. 57-68. 
15. Edward A. Suchman, "Principles and Practice of Evaluative Research", in 
John T. Doby, ed. An Introduction to Social Research, 2nd edition, 
Appleton, Century, Croft, New York, 1967, pp. 327-351. 
16. Howard E. Freeman and Clarence c. Sherwood. Social Research and Social 
Policy, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliff, N.J. 1970. 
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Indian-Metie Urban Probe and Kinew Housing Incorporated, as well as 
evaluations of community programs designed by other planners (eg. Fort 
Rouge). These reports, while neither "impressionistic appraisals" or 
"carefully designed experiments" were based on detailed analysis of available 
data, interviews with participants and residents of the areas and observation 
of the planning activity during the often fairly lengthy period of evaluation. 
Despite the importance of program evaluation and the opportunity 
it affords the Institute to develop criteria and 3ethods for assessing 
the effectiveness of community programs, including the effectiveness of 
various aspects of citizen participation, the major focus of the Institute's 
evaluation research is ultimately with the principles of planned social 
action~ particularly that undertaken by citizen-based organizations. This 
publication, therefore, with its initial analysis of citizen participation 
and planning in Winnipeg's inner city and its discussion of single stimulus 
attempts at citizen-based planning, is a first step toward this larger 
research goal. 
This essay has briefly discussed three research techniques used 
by the Institute in testing citizen efforts at self-help and self-
responsibility for development. Several reports have been produced on 
aspects of substantive policy areas, such as housing ~nd health, as well 
as on the response of citizen-based planning to these areas. At best 
these reports highlight data and insights about peopl~ and problems in 
inner city areas. The challenge, therefore, facing the Institute is to 
build new theoretical schemes upon the data and insights afforded by the 
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participation of residents in both the research and planning phases of 
the work. 
Two factors at the present time serve to make this challenge 
all the more interesting and exciting; the political structure of Winnipeg's 
urban neighbourhoods created by the new unicity legislation and the need 
to continually shape the interaction between theory. methods and observations 
acknowledged in the introduction of this paper. 
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"THE ROLE OF THE RES01JR.CE GROUP IN CITI::::EN PLANNING" 
David G. Henderson, M.ARCH, (cp), M.T.P.I.C. 
Al. There are many arguments in favour of "self-help" groups doing 
their own thing. There is a considerable body of literature on the self-
help movement, which has developed rapidly over the last decade. This 
material describes various efforts of people at a particular disadvantage 
coming together with others in similar circumstances. 
The aim of such associations is to pool the expe~ience and knowledge 
of members to develop methods of documenting the problem, to inform the 
government and community of the scope and nature of their problem and 
raise funds to operate corrective programs. The membership is motivated 
by the hope that such communal efforts ~~1! xeault i~ relief frcm and possibly 
elimination of their particular disadvantage. 
The range and numbers of self-help causes appear to vary according 
to the characteristics of social and economic standards of a region. In 
Greater Winnipeg, there have always been chartered or incorporated fraternal 
or philanthropic organizations devoted to development of social outlets 
and a variety of social services for members or the community at large. 
Co-operatives and sev~ral non-profit or limited companies have also operated 
in the Winnipeg area for several years, primarily for the purpose of providing 
housing, health cat·e and special educational facilities for people who can't 
ordinarily afford it. In general, however, the beneficiaries of such programs 
do not participate :l~n the founding and operation of these organizations. 
The skills and dedication inherent in the creation and continuance of most 
of these organizations can generally be traced to community minded citizens 
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who represent a more articulate and advantaged sector of society. 
Winnipeg has witnessed the development of the self-help movement 
in the last five years in particular. Here, self-help groups are organized 
by individuals or groups who are restricted by a number of factors: limited 
opportunity for formal education; limited skills and employment prospects; 
physical handicaps; substandard housing and living conditions; discrimination 
due to race; criminal records and marital status; age; and problems related 
to mental or physical disability suffered by members of their families. 
The principle characteristic of such groups is involvement and 
part:icipation of the disadvantaged in the founding, organizing, funding aud 
operating of the organization related to their needs. They» or members of 
thei~ families, personally benefit from the success and accomplishments of 
the organization's efforts. Elected officials tend to implement programs 
to reduce the specific problems when such organizations have successfully 
pricked the social conscience of the community. There is less inclination 
to deal with the causal factors, which are normally very complex and difficult 
for citizens and their elected representatives alike to understand. 
The growth of the numerous self-help organizations in Winnipeg 
has been assisted in part by a relatively limited number of people with 
professional skills or specific expertise which they have volunteered willingly. 
The principle motivation of such individuals has been a sincere desire to 
assist persons who want to help themselves but lack knowledge of the system 
and the alternative courses of action open to them. The great majority of 
such volunteers, be they in private practice, employees in a firm, housewives, 
retired, students, civil servants or employees of social agencies, respond 
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to an invitation from the various self-help groups rather than intervene 
in the activities of the self-help group. Where such services are requested, 
the results usually prove beneficial and rewarding. 
There have been instances when resource people engaged by community 
social service agencies or social activist and community participation 
organizations have virtually invited themselves under the guise of volunteering. 
Also 9 they have often identified a particular problem and have volunteered 
to organize those affected. The results have not always been good and often 
the best of intentions have produced inactivity and frustration for all 
concerned. Perhaps the motives of such organizations have been to carve out 
a domaine and establish the,reputation of the organization volunteering 
assiatance. The self-help groups are normally astute enough to recognize 
the vaiues, principles and motivations of those ~ho volunteer and react 
accordingly. 
Winnipeg has been fortunate in that volunteer professionals accept 
out-of-pocket expense when their aid is requested by a self-·help group. 
While one might tend to refer to thesepeople as a resource group, they are 
no such thing. They are individuals who respond to their own social conscience. 
To date, there have been no ad hoc or formal attempts at organization of 
such people on a community-wide basis. Any contact between them is as a 
result of involvement in a particular program at the same place or at the 
same time. A number of such people may serve a common program and are perhaps 
referred to as the resource group. But, they are essentially individuals 
associated with a program. In fact, these advisors have never been known to 
attempt to organize or meet as a separate group except socially. They 
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remain individuals with a common motivation. and a mutual concern. They 
are by nature busy people, involved in many types of community activity and 
thus not inclined to lose the freedom and individuality necessary to volunteer 
activity within the self-help concept. 
There is a growing awareness of the role of resource people in 
the self-help movement. Chiefly, this is due to certain self-help groups 
achieving notable success through effective use of knowledge and advice 
solicited from outsiders with skills and expertise not available within. 
Recent discussions concerning the conscious and formal organization of 
the resource group concept may or may not have merit. This paper, therefcr2. 
attempts to present observations, criteria, characteristics and a general 
philosophy which could be considered prior to any formal attempts to 
es·tablish community resource groups. 
2. (a) Experience in Greater Winnipeg, at least, indicates that there are 
many persons willing to volunteer services if given an opportunity and if 
reasonably assured that they can be effective. What is required is recognition 
of the fact that the disadvantaged know their problems and can formulate 
policies to correct them. if given half a chance. But, it must also be 
recognized that these same people are less equipped to implement and administer 
the programs necessary to realize their objectives. And, it's here where 
the person with special training is most useful. 
2. (b) Specific examples of the experience referred to above have been 
documented. Of special significance is Kinew Housing Incorporated. 
---~~·····~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Kinew Housing Incorporated represents an experiment in the 
Greater Winnipeg area in which one sector of society, the Indian and Metis 
community, utilized the mechanism of the incorporated non-profit company to 
accomplish what was generally denied them as individuals. In June of 1970, 
it was abundantly clear to the Indian and Metis community that decent 
housing in satisfactory residential districts was largely denied people of 
Indian ancestry, whether they could afford it or not. There was need to 
find a process of overcoming the barriers created by landlords who discrimi:1ate 
against Indian or Metis families. There was also the desire to demonstrate 
that native people could, indeed, respond to a decent living environment, 
bec,~me good citizens in any community and cope with the problems of urban 
living if given the opportunity. 
Kinew falls into the category of a self-help, n~n~profit company 
operating under by-laws adopted at its inaugural meeting. Its membership 
is open to Manitobans of Indian ancentry. The company has a directorship of 
10 who are responsible for policy matters and general administration. 
The structure of Kinew is not unlike that of any other private 
non-profit company. It has a membership, an elected board of directors and 
an administrative staff. It is the policy of the company to engage stsff 
who are also Indian or Metis, a concept still rare in Canada. However, the 
area of innovation in the structure of the company is the role of a group 
of people not of Indian ancestry who perform a voluntary resource function. 
The company directors, based on their experience prior to 
incorporation, recognized the importanceofmany individuals with specific 
professional experience and other expertise unavailable inthe lndian and 
Metis community. Not only did the directors find that others were prepared 
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to volunteer their skills in a genuine effort to assist, but they also 
recognized the great learning potential for both themselves and their 
employees. 
Due to the need to perform several integrated functions in acquiring, 
leasing and managing dwellings for people of Indian ancestry, the company 
created specific departments each to be the responsibility of a director 
working with one or two other directors. 
The functions performed included finance, by-laws and legal docu-
menta; property acquisition; tenant selection and counselli1tg; personnel 
and general management; and public relations. Therefore the structure under 
which the company operates is as follows: 
Membership. 
Indian & Metis 
families 
elects 
i 
....-S-t_a_f_f __ ,-1 
Board of Directors 
15 Directors 
Community 
Relations 
Committee 
Finance & 
Personnel 
Committee 
DECISION-
MAKING 
) 
Individual 
Resource 
People 
AND ADVICE 
IMPLEMENTATION 
FORMAL ----) ~ INFORMAL 
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Because the resource arm has been so important to the capacity 
of the company to perform, the following observation has to be made. The 
directors were originally involved in the policy-making areas as well as 
the implementation and administration of its programs, but they lacked the 
background and experience required. Their efforts to learn and perform 
represented areas of inefficiency and delays not normally acceptable in a 
private company. However, this was minimized by education and guidance 
pro7ided by resource people dedicated to the principle that self-help 
groups must be assured the capacity to be autonomous. 
It could be argued that the self-help group can best articulate 
and formulate policies for its constituents. However, tc accept additional 
responsibilities for which they are not adequately equipped and which can 
ouly make excessive demands on their time and energy might not only con-
stitute a waste but, more harmful, a deterent to developing the company. 
The preceeding organization chart, which is not dissimilar to that 
of other self-help groups in Winnipeg, places the resource role outside 
the formal organization and leaves both overall and detailed decision-making 
within the realm of the membership. 
A similar observation is derived from experience with a group of 
some 20 self-help organizations which attempted to establish a form of 
federation and participate jointly in the development of a community housing 
council. The Institute of Urban Studies, CMHC and a number of social 
agencies were represented in the resource group component and attempted to 
assemble themselves as a resource group. 
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Essentially, the structure of the organization was as 
follows: 
I S.H. ] I S.H. 
2 
II s. H-11 s. H. 
I 
II S.H.I1 S.H. 
! '\ 
FORMAL ----) ._,_ I:NFORMAL 
columittee 
I 
Representatives 
I 
Council 
i Comli:dttee 
Resource Group 
DECISION-MAKING ADVISORY 
& 
IMPLEMENTATION 
In this case, the resource groups were admittedly interlopers 
and it was clearly established that policy-making and implementation of 
programs should be conducted by the self-help groups. The rezource groups 
were quickly placed in a periphery position, available to the council or 
committees as requested. There was great care taken by both the self-help 
membership and the resource groups to avoid any resource group controlling 
or unduly influencing the affairs of the council. Both the council members 
and the resource people were frustratedandlost interest because of the 
inability of self-help members to effectively capitalize on the t;kills of 
the resource group available to them. 
I 
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The previous examples represent differing bases for self-help 
organization and participation. A further example, the People's Committee 
for a Better Neighbourhood Incorporated~ involved a process which has been 
described as "c011111unity centred problem solving". This program tested the 
notion of "anticipatory planning". The Institute attempted to assist 
a particular community to organize itself to encourage residents to assume 
the initiatives in planning. An effort was made to conc~1trate all available 
resources, including a pool of volunteered expertise, to bring together all 
the relevant components considered essential for immedia~~. limited and 
tangible goals. In this regard, a number of willing and c:apable business 
people and academics were brought together within a rathe~ formal structure 
known as the resource team. An attempt was made to co-ordi1:1ate the multi-
discipline team and define specific study programs or functions within 
a sub-committee structure under a resource group chairman. Under this 
approach, the opportunity of the resource team to relate to and work ~~th 
the community to be served was severely restricted. Thus,there was little 
mutual understanding. Those motivated by a personal desire to serve 
people were frustrated and left the project when it became apparent the resource 
group wouldn't function effectively. Subsequently the original resource 
pool concept was abandoned in favour of contact by the People's Committee 
with individual resource people as problems and needs arise. 
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Therefore the People's Committee experience represented a 
shift in the organization chart, illustrated as follows: 
ORIGINAL 
rl COMHUNITY l FORMAL INFORMAL 
I 
I 
Organizing I Directors J Committee 1 
• 
Salaried 
Community 
Organizers 
Policy and • 
- -
-
Resource 
--- :mpleDM>nt:tiol 
Group Advisory • 
1 
I I I 
Committee Committee Committee 
r-1 
I 
SUBSEQUENT 
COMHUNITY l 
I I I 
SALARIED 
COMMUNITY 
ORGANIZERS 
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DIRECTORS 
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I 
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INFORNAL 
INDIVIDUAL 
RESOURCE 
PEOPLE 
ADVISORY 
On the other h~nd, the Institute of Urban Studies has been 
involved in a minor resource capacity with other groups, including a 
number of senior citizens who incorporated as a non-profit company to pr9vide 
housing for the elderly. This group of senior citizens responded to the 
challenge to express their needs, rather than simply waiting for others to 
do it. The individuals involved represented a real cross-section of the 
community. Because of their years of accumulated experience, they could 
not be said to be typical of the self-help group. They had within their age 
group a great range of expertise, perhaps overlookeduntil pointed out by the 
resource grople assi~ting them. It is apparent that the company they created 
will have the resource group built into its directorship, membership or 
staff, whether the advisors are drawn from the group or from volunteers 
in the community. The fear of employing resource people and involving them 
in the affairs of the company does not exist in this self-help group. It 
lacks the suspicion and prejudice towards non-~mbers so prevalent in the 
more disadvantaged sectors of society. 
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The general organizational structure of such self-help groups is 
illustrated as follows: 
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2. (c) Because self-help groups are formed in recognition of a common 
need or existing inadequacies shared by a number of people, initial efforts 
are usually directed at identifying everyone in the community who might also 
be in the same circumstance. The founding group tends to feel that the 
effectiveness of any ultimate organization will be enhanced if it can 
represent a sector of society and act as a strong voice for that group. In 
a sense, there is early recognition of the potential for power and its 
use in influencing government and the community in creating programs to 
reduce inequalities suffered by that group. 
Several self-help groups have foundered through mistrust and misuse 
of resource groups. The methods of implementing policies deter~ined in the 
early stages were not adequately explored and developed. 
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Experience to date leads to the obvious conclusion that such 
organizations would benefit immeasurably if they were able to overcome 
basic suspicions and recognize the true value of the volunteer resource 
group in establishing programs. Not only would tasks be undertaken and 
completed in a more effective manner, but the founders of the self-help 
corporation could concentrate on matters more suited to them, such as 
policy-making and promotion of the objectives of the corporation. 
This mistrust of volunteers stems from a general apprehension by 
self-help groups that they will lose control or become subservient to the 
upper-middle class if they allow outsiders to become too involved in 
their operations. As defined by a delegate at a 1970 conference of 
self•help groups in Winnipeg, the qualifications of resource people should 
experience in the conditions common to the group, a similar level of 
education and, above all, the same income and life style. A lawyer and veteran 
of volunteered services pointed out that there are people with a higher 
education, more experience, and better living standards who are concerned 
for others less fortunate. They are quite prepared, if asked, to volunteer 
to help less equipped people implement their own policies and achieve their 
own objectives in the most economical and efficient manner. He asked, "~by 
try and do in six months what a professional could do for you in six hours?". 
Certain self-help groups have experienced unfortunate relations with 
professionals and volunteers. Naturally they then feel threatened by 
people better equipped than themselves. Volunteered services can be inter-
preted as an attempt by The Establishment to control their efforts. They 
appear to feel that, with rare exception, outsiders will employ positions 
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of trust to impose themselves on the self-help group movement. There are 
citizens within the Winnipeg community who have been able to properly 
perceive the self-help groups, bridge the barriers and prove to be Renuine 
friends and allies. There are probably many more of equal calibre who, 
by nature, will not impose themselves upon a group and thus wait to be asked. 
As a result their talents are lost to worthwhile ventures. 
There are others who, undoubtedly, are motivated by other reasons. 
Their contributions are not any less valuable, but are often related to 
development of personal status or recognition. Sometimes their own 
priorities tend to define their roles and this is unfortunate, particularly 
if two or more resource components with similar motives collide. In such 
circumstances, the possible benefits of their participation are wasted or 
harm the self-help group they would serve. 
The list of barriers to effective use of resource people include 
other factors not related to motivation or ease in offering one's services. 
They are as ·follows: 
a) Failure of members or executive of a self-help group to recognize or admit 
their limitations in organization, finance, public relations, personnel 
supervision and conduct of a meeting; 
b) Failure by potential advisors to recognize or admit their limitation 
to communicate their knowledge, listen to discussion which to them 
seems trivial and irrelevant and to understand the limitations of those 
they would serve; 
c) Lack of a clear definition and understanding of the role of the 
resource person and the place of that role in the organization of the 
self-help group; 
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d) The tendency of certain resource people to become other than 
professionally involved and, thus, lose objectivity and effectiveness; 
e) The reluctance of professionals to question the training and discipline 
of their profession when new methods and concepts are warranted or 
when the actions of individuals in their profession are clearly 
detrimental to the well-being and programs of the disadvantaged; 
f) A failure by resource people associated with a self-help group to 
participate in some form of research design, whether stated or 
merely in the mind of the resource participant; 
g) The tendency for communications between self-help groups and resource 
people to inadvertently break down due to failure to recognize when 
and what information should be exchanged. 
h) The tendency of resource people to be inordinately restrained to 
avoid appearing too involved in unduly influencin~ the discussions of 
self-help groups, relegating themselves to a detached or periphery 
role in the program. 
3. The Effective Role of Resource Groups 
3. (a) There is another component which constitutes a vital ingredient 
if a self-help organization or the concept of the self-help movement is 
to work. It is government. 
Experience with self-help groups in the Greater Winnipeg area 
indicates that the will to bring about change and improvements for a specific 
sector of society, whether coupled with the assistance of resource people 
or not, is not sufficient. In all instances, the involvement of government 
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or its various agencies has been critical to the achievement of the proposed 
programs. This involvement is essential if the following are to be 
realized: 
1. Development of liaison between the self-help group and 
the proper government departments and agencies so that the objectives 
and programs of each be understood and co-ordinated; 
2. The provision of funds to equip the self-help group to 
operate through grants for office space, secretarial services, equipment 
or general operating costs; 
3. The adoption of legislation required to deal with problems 
outlined by self-help groups; 
4. The application of various government programs to those of 
self-help groups acting in the interests of people excluded from such 
programs individually. 
Many self-help groups have lacked adequate financial resources 
for operating funds required to support public educational programs, 
production of briefs and general research of their program. Some groups, 
because they fear the involvement of governments in the policy-making and 
implementation of their projects, avoid asking government for organizational 
and operating funds, This reluctance may again stem from a fear of loss 
of self-determination or from some observation of government assistance 
experienced by other self-help groups. There may well be some basis for 
these fears. But, there is also no doubt that serious attempts must be 
made by all concerned to deal with all the factors in creating self-help 
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groups. And, government is one of those principal factors. 
There must be a coalition of self-help leadership, private 
resource people and government if the self-help movement in Winnipe~ is 
to produce benefits for its membership and the community. Despite the 
difficulties inherent in such a concept, it must be attempted. The 
initiative for any serious effort to combine the knowledge of the problem 
represented in the self-help membership, the expertise and guidance of 
the volunteer resource people and the capacity to facilitate change represented 
by government must come from the leaders of the self-help movement. 
The failure of leaders in the various self-help groups to utilize 
the resources of volunteer professionals and government often results 
in a failure to produce the necessary capacity to realize the objectives 
and implement the programs developed by the self-help group. This in 
turn generates general disillusionment within the membership. The ex-
pectations developed in early meetings and discussions are left in the air. 
No visible signs of progress quickly dull the initial enthusiasm. Very 
often, the leadership of such a group continues to claim that it re-
presents a particular sector of the community. But, in fact, it has long 
ago lost the interest and support of those it claims to represent. 
Governments have watched the coming and going of many self-help groups which 
have withered on the vine without sufficient human and financial resources. 
On the other hand, certain self-help groups have been able to 
develop some understanding of the role and programs of government, have 
made effective use of volunteered expertise, have established goals within 
their capabilities and have acquired a responsible corporate iden~ity. 
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The results of such efforts have proved effec~ive for they, in turn, 
have been recognized by government and their proposals given serious 
attention. 
It is interesting to note that in Winnipeg, those self-help groups 
which develop beyond the ad hoc stage with the effective use of resource 
people achieve a corporate identity and make the greatest gains and 
impact. Kinew Housing Company, Inc., the People's Committee, the Senior 
Citizens' Housing Corporation and others give weight to this observation. 
Government departments, government agencies and volunteer 
resource people tend to respond to groups with the corporate status which 
indicates a degree of stability and accountability. In contrast, the 
ad hoc group without this "respectability" is often sympathized with. 
But when the commitment of funds or the dedication of personal time is 
involved, questions arise about whom it represents and for how long? 
It is within the context of some form of community coalition 
that the volunteer resource person has the greatest potential for service, 
It carefully conceived such a coalition could provide: 
The basis for co-ordination of resource group efforts; the 
education and development of individuals who might qualify for the resource 
person role; the allocation of and proper management of funds required to 
meet out of pocket expenses incurred by volunteers; the exchange of experience 
gained through use of various methods and techniques in working with 
self-help groups; 
The training or better equipping of individuals inclined to accept 
a resource person role; the introduction of individuals involved in a 
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self-help cause to potential resource people; and the co-ordination of 
various governments and agencies which will be in contact with self-
help groups. 
Having briefly suggested that there is much to be gained by 
community acceptance of some form of coalition of government, resource 
people and self-help interests, it is obligatory to indicate what criteria 
should be employed. 
Bl. The Need for a Formal Organization of Resource Groups 
During the last few years, a number of agencies have used their 
offices to recruit individual resource people in response to requests from 
self-help groups they serve. The result has been a clear demonstration of 
the importance of such resource people in the implementation of various 
programs. The number of resource people involved has been relatively small, 
with several serving more than one agency. 
Recent events and trends indicate that the value of the resource 
people is generally recognized in the community. The result is an ever-
increasing demand for their services because of the proliferation of self-
help group activities. 
This is intensified by three specific activities of governments 
which, by their nature, create further demands upon the community to 
produce volunteer resource services. Reference is made here to: 
a) Various incentive programs of the federal government now provide 
funds to various groups to support programs and hire people previously un-
employed. Considerable advice and guidance is required by groups employing 
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those programs for they lack experience in the or~anization, mana~ement, 
legal and financing aspects of such programs. 
b) The City of Winnipeg Act has created a community committee structure 
with emphasis on citizen participation and the effective use of sub-
committee and resident advisory groups to which citizens volunteer their 
skills. 
c) Municipal and federal governments are creating task forces and testing 
l 
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concepts involving public discussion of issues which have been studied by 
indiv~duals from various disciplines. 
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' Therefore, the opportunities for involvement of resource people 
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in almost any area of interest are growing. A simple projection of this 
trend indicates that there will be increasing attempts at assembling a 
variety of entities to assure efficient mobilization and utilization of 
relatively large concentrations of resource people. There is no doubt that 
governments will be obliged to provide funds, support services and possibly 
office or meeting space to these volunteer resource groups. 
It's equally predictable that a great number of citizens with 
specific interests and expertise will agree to serve the committee structure 
of the various organizations created in response to government programs 
and incentives. They will perform their commitments within the time re-
quired of them as well as within the limitations of the structure. The 
motives of such people will prove to be betterment of the total community, 
although their involvement might, in some cases, be prompted by protection 
of the interests of their employer or the organization they represent. 
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It would appear, as well, that the mushrooming self-help 
movement must continue to have access to volunteer resource people who 
serve most effectively outside the context of a formal organization 
structure. The individual resource person must continue to operate with a 
sense of personal choice within only the restraints and commitments 
he alone establishes. 
In order for these needs to be met, it is suggested that there 
ought to be some agreeable method of twinning self-help groups with resource 
people. 
One method might be the establishment of community resource centres 
managed and operated by non-resource people. These centres might be 
located in various areas of the city and managed by salaried or volunteer 
secretarial and research personnel. 
Their purpose would be to identify community residents who would 
be prepared to volunteer their services to citizens and various groups. 
This would include those who are known from past experience, but also those 
who are not inclined to step forward. 
In addition, the community resource centres might conduct training 
and orientation programs for potential volunteers, possibly by issuing 
experienced resource people. 
This identification, orientation and introduction of resource 
people to the self-help groups would, in effect, represent a central 
clearing house operation. 
Similarly, potential and existing self-help ~roups could identify 
a location or centre where resource expertise ~an be acquired. The same 
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centres could also discipline the participants to the role of the 
resource person, describe potentially effective uses of resource people, 
define the nature of the services required by a specific group and 
introduce the group to appropriate individuals selected from the pool of 
resource people. 
The community resource centres could provide meeting and coun-
selling rooms, bases for survey and research work required, secretarial 
and reproduction facilities and distribution points for VTR, film, 
newsletter and other informational tools to be employed by the various 
groups in the area. Similarly, the resource centres could serve as points 
of contact for volunteers with a variety of expertise, thus opening 
discussion of programs and issues on a multi-discipline basis. 
The opportunity would exist for co-ordination of store-front 
lawyers, doctors, planners, community organizers, accountants, engineers 
and others all operating with autonomy, but sharing common objectives. 
In the past, several self-help groups have approached various 
funding sources for specific programs with little or limited success. 
There may be some basis for anticipating a greater degree of support for 
self-help group development if funds could be directed to an incorporated 
community resource centre. Such funds would facilitate organization and 
operating expenses not related to specific projects, which might be funded 
elsewhere. In other words, various groups, firms, professions, individuals 
and institutions might be encouraged to fund a community resource centre 
program which co-ordinates the distribution of operating funds within the 
total self-help movement. 
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Whether the concept of a community resource centre corporation 
is developed or the present self-help group and resource people method of 
combining is continued, there will always be the need for some form of 
outlet for professionals and others with specific expertise to work with 
people in need of assistance. While the many opportunities for citizen 
involvement in organized committees, councils and boards will grow in 
numbers and complexity, others will still benefit from participation in 
specific aspects of self-help movement problems. It represents an opportunity 
to provide personal service in a close relationship with different people. 
No longer do individuals who work with groups on specific problems 
have to operate with an almost apologetic attitude. The term "do ~woder" 
and all it implies does not apply to the individual resource person 
operating quietly and effectively in action programs for the benefit of 
others. The value of such people is recognized and respected. 
There is some evidence that governments, while they might be 
bothered by the concept of self-help groups, do recognize the role, motives 
and values of individual resource people associated with a particular 
group. This recognition is due in no small measure to the fact that the 
briefs and proposals submitted to government by various self-help groups 
are articulate, practical, well-documented and represent, in part, feasible 
alternative approaches to a problem. They recognize that resource people 
can succeed in building a bridge over the wide gulf separating government 
from people who suffer many problems government has yet to define and 
resolve. Conversely, astute government officials look to certain self-help 
groups to describe a problem and a potential method o: dealing ~~th it. 
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something the officials may know should be attempted but which may be 
inappropriate for them to broach. 
Creation of a community resource centre corporation in Winnipeg 
could well justify the support of government as well as business and 
private sectors. 
Cl. The City of Winnipeg is at that point in time where interest in 
citizen involvement and citizen participation in community and self-help 
programs is at its highest and the potentialisunlimited. There will be many 
discussions about how community resident advisory groups will be supplied 
with resources required for its effective operation. The same discussions 
may or may not take into consideration the problem of providing volunteer 
resource expertise to individual groups of citizens with problems not of 
community-wide concern. However, on the basis of limited experience to 
date, the highly structured community resident advisory group concept 
will require considerable volunteer efforts by many qualified individuals 
interested in the total community and its improvement. On the other hand, 
there is a growing need for the personal relationship of individual groups 
with specific and complex problems and volunteers. 
Winnipeg has the opportunity to develop a community resource program 
which will accommodate two distinct types of voluntary service, one involving 
individuals prepared to volunteer their time and expertise to the community 
and the other involving individuals preferring to voluntarily assist groups 
needing their help. 
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THE ROLE OF THE PROFESSIONAL IN DEALING WITH RESIDENTS 
Eric Barker 
Introduction 
Much is heard today about citizen participation. The focus for 
much of this discussion has been the issue of urban renewal. But this 
participation does not just happen, nor is it a simple issue. One of the 
components necessary to this process is the professional -- whether he 
be an architect, lawyer, financier or government official. 
The following are notes of one such professional who has worked 
with citizens over a two year period in assisting them to give what they 
want,, express themselves and participate. 
Definition of Role and Background 
Before beginning to discuss what part I have played in citizen 
planning, I'll briefly sketch in my background. 
My training is as an architect, having graduated from the University 
of }~nitoba in 1969 and moved directly into a local architectural firm 
for one year. I then helped organize and plan a street festival in downtown 
Winnipeg. Upon completing the festival, I was seeking employment. Through 
a local firm. I heard of a temporary job described cryptically as "helping 
some group of people move an apartment building and put it on a new 
foundation". With little sense of altruistic destiny, I found myself in a 
unique position for an architect. Over the past 1~ years since August of 1970. 
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I have been working as an advisor for a variety of citizens' groups and 
developers in Urban Renewal Area Two. This is an inner city, lower income 
residential area immediately south of the vast CPR yards and west of Main 
Street. My role has been to help people define what they want to do, how 
to go about it and what might be done. Through this experience we might 
be able to determine how people can plan for themselves or be involved 
in this process. And, more practically, what. might be done physically in 
an inner city renewal area. 
Context 
As an architect, I was a member of an advisory team of the 
Institute of Urban Studies. the daily working group included myself and 
a community organizer. The role of the community organizer was to help 
form and strengthen a group, assisting it in any way possible. Others 
involved were planning and research people working out of the Institute and 
local professionals who would give advice and counsel. The working team 
would meet periodically to assess the various projects. 
The context within which I have worked should beunderstood. 
My work has concentrated in the part of Urban Renewal Area Two known as 
Roosevelt Park -- an area bounded by William Avenue on the south, TecumSeh 
Avenue on the west, the CPR yards on the north and Princess Street on the 
east. I have gained what understanding I have of the area through poring 
over innumerable reports and, more importantly, through working in the 
community and knowing people there. Even with this experience, I can't 
claim to understand or know the community simply because I was not brought 
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up there. I do have an intellectual understanding of certain facts and 
I have subjective impressions and perhaps some feeling for the area. 
This inability to really know or have an instinct for what makes an area 
tick is important to recognize. 
The following is a collage of characteristics which gives an 
impression of the area: 
- about 2,500 people live there; 
- no predominant ethnic groups, strong influx of Portuguese and 
native peoples, phenomenon of group ethnic movement; 
- 33% to 40% of households resident-owned, these resident 
owners often are older couples having lived here for several years; 
- 25% of household residents are single persons, generally 
elderly living in a room with a family, in a boarding house or apartment/ 
hotel; 
- area chosen for low rent and access to downtown; 
-housing 60 to 80 years old, small two-storey frame houses on 
small lots; 
- high incidence of large families unable to find other accommo-
dation because of prohibitive rents and intolerance of landlords; 
- 30% of households on some sort of government financial 
assistance; 
- a staging area for immigrants, people from country, families 
in some sort of difficulty; 
- much accommodation is shared. 
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Definition of Planning and Participation 
1. What i$ the planning process? 
The planning process itself must be understood before one 
can define some participation in this process. In principle, this 
process simply involves: 
process? 
(a) collecting data; 
(b) stating a problem; 
(c) stating goals or objectives in solving this problem; 
(d) collecting data on the limitations of the problem; 
(e) research on problem requirements; 
(f) postulating a solution and testing it against the 
goals and the prevailing limitations. 
2. What is participation and how does it fit into this planning 
Participation means simply that the people who will be affected 
by planning should have a say in what is planned. This involves working 
with the planner to collect data, state the problem, state the objectives 
and work out a solution. But the question is how? 
People for centuries have left the responsibility for the develop-
ment of the physical environment with the builder. But, today, people are 
generally more aware, there are many alternatives, convention is not nearly 
as strong and there are other variables to consider. What this really 
amounts to is that the planner and designer need help to plan environments. 
It is a matter of the designer learning to ask for h~tp and the residents 
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learning to be able to help. Thus, if we relate participation to the 
planning process, the areas for involvement are evident: 
(a) data to isolate problem; 
(b) statement of problem; 
(c) data on how to solve problem and its limitations; 
(d) statement of goals and objectives; 
(e) development of ownership and management structure; 
(f) development of specific solution to problem within 
certain objectives. 
In each of the above stages of development, the basic principle 
is to work with residents on these problems. Thus, it is not s·imply 
askip.g them what they think (although this is the first step), but trying 
to clarify the dynamics of the situation for them and working with them 
on these problems. It is a difficult process. Often the resident initially 
doesn't care or know enough to contribute. Have you ever been asked what 
you want or need? It is also a lot to ask of someone to come to meetings 
frequently to talk about large issues. It is easy to get people to express 
dissatisfaction over a specific issue like a new bridge, a road or house 
wrecking. But, this is a small part of the participation process. It is 
really a matter of developing a habit of discussion and organization not 
based on inflammatory issues, but based on developing their own issues --
taking an offensive rather than only a defensive sta~ce. 
The basis for studying resident participation in a lower income 
inner city renewal area is that we have made decisions for people unable 
to determine their own destiny in the market-place. Because of their 
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employment, income, ethnic origin, family situation or any other number 
of factors, they had no other choice. Thus, these people must be involved 
in future development in order to make it work as there is no safeguard 
of market acceptability. They cannot move out even if they don't like it. 
There is a variety of participation norms which will give some 
idea of their range and where more work must be done. My relationship 
as part of an advisory team to these different norms have varied. I will 
try to explain what these were generally and what the intent was. 
Relationship 
(a) Daily 
We began by working with a resident group, helping them move an apartment 
building onto a new foundation. This demanded that we work out of their 
office in the area on a daily basis. Through this experience, I was able 
to learn something about the community and group dynamics. 
(b) Sporadic Advisory Role 
In order to expand our scope, we then began to work out of a separate 
office on the fringe of the area. This allowed one to work with a number of 
different groups in the area on a request basis. 
(c) Catalyst 
This involves being a co-ordinator and information source to people on 
small issues. Perhaps it could be described as being the impetus to get 
things going. 
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Participation Norms 
(a) General Interest Group 
A group of residents formed and forged perhaps around one issue or project 
but with a continuity to allow it to embrace various issues in a connnunity. 
This is the most difficult group to develop and assist as its focus becomes, 
by definition, divided. 
(b) Specific Interest Group 
A group of residents formed around one issue or project with its focus on 
that one subject and which disbands after completion. This group is much 
easier to work with as it has a specific goal and focus. 
(c) Local Developers 
Thi~ is an interesting group as they are residents and wish to put money 
back into the community to better it but who also wish to make a buck. It 
is a healthy sort of situation in which you know where everyone stands. 
(d) Non-Local Developers 
This is a case of developers, knowing nothing about the area, wishing to 
"help the poor people" and at the same time "make a buck". 
The Degrees of Resident Involvement 
Citizen participation can have many forms and achieve varying 
degrees of involvement. The following is a breakdown of some of these 
methods of involvement. 
(a) Solutions shown to residents for "approval" 
This is the least degree of participation. Beautiful, misrepresentative 
sketches are shown tQ an uninitiated group of people to see if they like them. 
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Since none of the people understand them, the reaction is not disapproving, 
therefore approval is assumed. 
(b) Typical "Architect-Client" Relationship 
This is a more intense form, with initial meetings held with residents to 
define the problem and its requirements. This is the most creative part 
of the process. After this point, the architect disappears and develops 
ideas which are shown to the group over a period of time. The problem 
here is that too little time is spent in the initial "problem definition'' 
stage and a physical solution, not clearly understandable, is presented 
too quickly to the residents. The process here, again, is one of the 
residents reacting to material shown to them. 
(c) Resident "Plug-in" Relationship 
In this case, the architect examines a problem physically, quite separate 
from the group, while taking time to discuss the problem with the group, 
determine its requirements and collect data on the problem. The intent here 
is not to take the group too quickly into the physical discussion stage 
and, at the same time, to make yourself aware of the alternative solutions 
to and inherent difficulties in the problem. This allows the architect, 
when discussing the physical aspects, to foresee problems. The important 
point here, although the architect has worked through the problem, is to 
present information so that the group sees all possible alternatives in 
an unbiased way. The information must be presented simply and slowly to 
be understandable and, ideally, left with members of the group to mull over. 
(d) Working Team Approach 
This involves extensive initial discussion with a group of residents about 
the problem and its inherent requirements. The intent here is to make 
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the people aware of the extent of the problem to enable them to work fullv 
with the architect. The individual is then involved by becoming a working 
member of the building committee. The architect must act as initiator in 
showing what is possible and as an internreter of their ideas. The problem 
here is usually the time limitations of the development process. 
(e) Resource Center Approach 
The intent here is to educate the resident about What is possible, to expand 
their range of experience and to show them that there ar~ uavs of obtaining 
what they want. The resource center would act as a base for this educating 
process and would provide assistance and information of how to get what is 
wanted. Thus, an expression of need is simplv one's willi11gness to become 
physically and financially committed to a process. This is based on th~ 
pri11ciple that people can't be helped unless they want to help themselves. 
(f) Detailed Specific Situation Studv 
A situation in the public or nrivate sector is isolated and studied over 
a period of time to identify a pattern of social behavior in a given 
physical context. The intent of this study is to define how the physical 
environment frames one's existence and if it is a positive or negative 
influence. This information is gained through subjective and objective 
sources of information and is discussed by the researcher and resident 
together. Thus, they define how the physi.cal environment functions and how 
it could be made to function better. 
Parameters of Group Work 
In dealing with any group to any degree of involvement with a 
building or development process, there are certain limitations. These 
include: 
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(a) establishing commitment or strength of group to carry out 
tasks; 
(b) establishing project feasibility by examining land, financing, 
zoning and other pertinent factors; 
(c) gathering data on the problem, defining the problem and its 
limitations and explaining the scope of development; 
(d) defining a building program: 
(e) discussing initial physical ideas and alternatives; 
(f) testing initial physical concept and program with government 
officials. 
(g) refining and finalizing physical design. 
The important aspect here is not to spend too much time with the 
group and raise expectations before determining whether the project will work. 
Once this is certain, taking time to clarify the issues is necessary. 
Relating Experience, Techniques and Methods to Different Group Relationships 
and Participants 
(1) Working with a general interest group on a daily basis -
The group was the People's Committee for a Better Neighbourhood Inc. 
in Urban Renewal Area Two over a period from September 1970 to March 1971. 
The first step in the process was my introduction to the group as an 
architect and a member of the advisorv team. Mv speeific task was to help 
move an apartment building onto a new foundation and lmt two new suites 
in the basement. Problems developed quickly. My role and who I was responsible 
to were not clear because I had been introduced into a development process 
already started. The lack of clarity resulted in my working for the group 
rather than with them. The responsibility for carrying out tasks was not 
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vell distributed. Working on specific tasks with a group is an excellent 
method for introducing a professional into a community project. By 
working out of an office in the area, I was able to meet people from the 
community and gain a sense of the community. I made the mistake of trving 
to talk about ideas too soon and attempting to probe their feeling for 
the neighbourhood. The approach should be one of listening, staying in the 
background, recording one's impressions and just becoming knovn in the area. 
Actually, there should be a period of reflection after several months of 
working in any area. 
In working out of the office daily and attending everv committee 
meeting, one is drawn into personal relationships anrl used as a p~~ in 
power plays. I found people generally quite aware of my position as an 
architect. This awareness manifested itself in respectful formality, overt 
friendliness, or distrust and subsequent attempts to bring me to their 
level so they could deal with me. I attempted to become one of the ~roup 
and minimize any barriers by dressing casually, not using "big words", and 
doing small tasks in order to help out. I also thought I would handle 
people as people and not worry about role definition. I found mv position 
became precarious as I became involved in personalities. What I concluded 
is that you should attempt to minimize barriers to communication caused by 
status, but that a line must be drawn so you don't trv to be one of the group 
or become involved in personal relationships. I found mvself saying as time 
vent on, "I don't want to get involved. It's none of my business." Often, 
I found myself stifling anger or laughter at situations just to avoid becoming 
involved or siding with any sub-group. Ronestv is another prerequisite. 
You are being tested all the time by the sub-group to see if you are aligned 
vith the other side. 
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The whole name of the game is communication. As I have mentioned, 
lian:ening without coming on strong is the first key. The People' s 
Coad.ttee had a specific: proj ec:t to work on, but was, at the same time, 
looking at the area with a view to what else might be done. At each meet-
ing, or during the day in the office, we would talk about their concerns ••• 
housing, landlords, police, drugs, traffic:. I felt they expected me to come 
up with ideas which would solve these problems. I made the mistake of 
responding too quickly. I began on the right foot by showi~g slides of 
other communities and developments which would widen their range of 
experience. This program should have been expanded with several meetings 
concentrating on looking at slides of their own community. In both cases 
their reactions should have been recorded systematically C»n tape rather 
than written a day later. I began to realize the importance of photographs 
and plastered one wall with pictures of housing~ stores, parks, all with 
attendant descriptions. The reaction was positive as everyone had comments 
about them. When the apartment building was completed in early December, 
I set up a display in a suite which didn't show solutions, but, merely 
described the various sorts of housing, stores, parks, using simple diagrams 
and photographs. The idea was great, but there was too much information 
for people to take in and comment on. This problem of too much information 
was one we had in the meetings when the group had to tileal with other 
issues. The limitations on a group of residents who voluntarily come to 
aeetings at night to deal with many issues are severe. They caLn only 
discuss so much at one meeting. 
When we all began to talk about the community itself on a larger 
scale, it was difficult for the group to comprehend what was being talked 
' 'I: 
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about and really have a feeling for it. DiseueuJing a 81Uller specific 
issue is obviously easier to handle. One member of the group made an 
interelllting observation after a discussion. Re said, "You should repeat 
what you talked about t:onight next week again,. because people find it 
hard to understand all in one meeting." Upon repeating the information, 
the response and discussion was better, but, again, talking about a 
large issue which they may not be interested in or understand at a l.o11g 
meeting is difficult. Ideas were presented a variety of ways - photographs, 
slicies, diagrams, newsletters. But, the problem really war,:; in not selecting 
\ 
one ~ssue they were deeply interested in to discuss.in detail. Rousing 
was the priority, but again had many parts to it. The grcmp, becauae of 
many pressures, was not able to concentr&te on one issue and 1 presented 
too much information and confused the issue. 
In summary then, there is a certain process involved in communi-
eating to a resident group: 
(a) Show background information on their own community and 
other developments and record reactions; 
(b) Show information over a period of time and allow discussion 
to gradually form on importaut issues. Educate group on 
the dynamics of development with "gamen techiques; 
(c) Isolate most important concerns and form a woTking committee 
separate from a general committee to study these in de.tail; 
(d) Select one problem to study in detail relative to its 
importance and the group's ability to carry it out; 
(e) Establish group commitment and project feasibility; 
{f) Repeat simple visual and verbal presentations over a period of 
time. The visual material should be diagrammatic and not 
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too good to avoid awe and limit discussion. Material 
should be left with members to take home and discuss; 
(g) Demand that ehe group draw their own ideas and do research 
work themselves. If the group falls into the role of 
feeling that you are working for them, any interchange 
of information is limited. 
As time went on in dealing with the committee, little apparent 
progress was being made and we concentrated on clarifyin~ ~heir goals, 
what was involved in the development process and what comnitment was required 
of them. This happened because my relationship with the group was 
changing from a daily one to a more consultant one. In that sense, the 
group had to be able to handle a project more independently and enabled 
the group to straighten out its problems itself. This solYed the personality 
difficulties, but resulted in the group withdrawing and not knowing when 
to call for assistance. The group should have been subtly monitored and 
persuaded to meet when it was apparent it was confused. This withdrawal 
on both sides resulted in one member of the committee being thrust into 
a liaison job and thus in a strong position of power as the person with 
the information. 
(3) St. Andrew's Church Redevelopment 
In this case, a local institution wished tc.1 rebuild, involving 
both its congregation and the surrounding community in the development 
process fr011 beginning to end. 
When the Institute entered, the congregation simply didn't 
know how to start rebuilding and was fending off threats by presbytery 
that the church would be closed down. The United Church was re-evaluating 
::' "~~::.,·. : 
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the administration of its ministry in the urban con.text and refused to 
allow the construction of just another church, exp~cially one for a con-
gregation which was dwindling and essentially non-resident. The full 
history of the church is found elsewhere in the report. 1 I intend to 
discuss this project only from the view of my role as part of an advisory 
team in the participatory process. 
The first step was to identify a community based development 
process and conceptual form which would be more than just a church. The 
con.:eptual form agreed on in principle by the congregation was a "village 
square", or multipurpose neighbourhood center with the church~ housing 
and othe1: facilities. Certain misunderstandings and false expectations 
were created by my presenting a sketch and plans of what might be done. 
This presentation was positive in that it was an image of hope, but it 
was taken too literally. It was evident that my relationship with the 
group wu a formal, professional relationship which didn't involve person-
alities. A problem did develop later in the process because, again, my 
role was not clearly established and understood. My work load initially 
consisted of establishing site and zoning limitations as well as preliminary 
design eriteria. 
A timetable was worked out and a development teem of the church 
congregation, the Institute of Urban Studies and the Urban Church Council 
vas established. The Institute and the council provided staff who initially 
carried the project. Meetings were held with this team to discuss organization, 
land, financing, timetable program. 
1. S~e St. ADdrew' s Church Redevelopment Program. 
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In order to isolate citizens interested in the devel~ent cor-
poration and get initial reaction and ideas about the project, a three-
part, abbreviated c:ODIDIUility involvement process was devised. Before the 
c:o11111111mity could be asked to react to an idea, the form of the idea was 
further refined into a development which would be composed of: 
(a) limited permanent church space and a multi-purpose area; 
(b) a space for other facilities such as a day nursery, a 
library and a laundromat; 
(e) and housing for families, the elderly or perhaps both. 
Letters were sent to all local groups informing them of the 
project and asking for a meeting to discuss some ideas. Po5ters and 
le3flets were made up to inform the community about the project. Tnese 
were distributed throughout the area and put up in the chur.cll. A 
congregation member was retained to stay in the church (a temporary 
building on the site of the old church) and record people's reaction to 
the idea. And, a rotating series of small group meetings over a number 
of days was scheduled and invitations dropped in specific sample areas. 
My role as advisor in this process was to help devise the process 
itself, prepare leaflets. and posters used, attend meetings held and ensure _ 
proper recording of what went on. 
The results of this method of operation were generally disappointing. 
Only a small number of residents who displayed interest ~ere isolated, 
and the reaction to the letters sent out was poor. The "listener" stationed 
in the church gleaned most of the valuable informa.ticm. Reaction to the 
idea generally was favourable and we gained a sense of priorities about 
what should go in the project. 
I 
\ 
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The factors which affected the impact of this process were: 
Working in an area already saturated with issues, plans and 
surveys; difficulty obtaining candid reaetion to a church project; lack 
of effective distribution of information; limited staff time available; 
the meetings were called in the dead of winter just before Christmas, 
about the worst time of year for weather. 
Regarding my work in this program, I found the leeflet and 
poster I prepared again bad too much information in it and looked too 
much like a sketch of a building, although I took pains to make it diagra-
matic. In retrospect, I think a simple presentation of the fact that it 
was not going to be just a cl1urch would have been suffici~nt. Being a 
bit controversial, it might have caused more reaction. 
During the meetings, I found the best approach w~s to try and 
listen and simply keep the discussion somewhat on topic. The discussion 
usually rambled into many areas, which is necessary up to a point, but 
which becomes wasteful. Another trick to use is show photographs. People 
talk around them easily. Care should be taken to ask people who aren't 
talking what they think. One of the difficulties was discussing a 
conceptual issue. 
I think a small group of residents should have been formed to 
informally discuss the idea over a period of months at seminar sessions. 
The first meeting held is always fruitless and introductory. This program 
would have replaced the rotating series of meetings which offered little 
insight. This same group after a period of time could have become part of 
the building comadttee. This is evident when discussing the second phase 
of the project which ran from January '72 to March '72 and the meeting 
~ 
with the presbytery. 
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During this period of time the intent was to refine the program and the 
building, financial, legal and governmental parts of the concept for a 
presentation topresbyteryfor approval in principle and to reform the 
congregation and residents into a wQrking building committee with outside 
legal and financial expertise. 
My role in this process was to work with a representative of the 
Urban ChurCh Council in an almost developer-organizer cap&city. Time was 
spen·t clarifying what had been accomplished in the c0111111Unit7 involvement 
process and delegating members of the building committee to study the 
alternatives in detail. MuCh of my time was spent co-ordi.n~ting the project. 
A problem began to develop later because the nature of a community 
based development process was not fully understood or acct!p·ted. The 
CO!>'lgregation had to accept it before entertaining any thoughts about 
re-developement. Thus, an attitude of "wellJ you go and get your citizen, 
but they aren't going to have 11Uch power" developed. The main argument 
was that it was their church and they were ultimately responsible for 
their actions and the residents weren't. In other words,"we got the 
bucks and it's our building". Their conception of this community based 
process was to ask the residents for their advice, but no more. It lTas 
made clear that a community based process depended on a legally constituted 
body of 50% non-congregation members to be responsible for the design 
and management of the project. The ownership remained with the church. 
Because of the project's complexity and the fact I was intending 
on leaving in several months, I suggested retaining another architect 
to assist and eventually handle the project. Again, the nature of my role 
was as confused with the congregation as it had been ill-defined. A 
mistake was made earlier by not considering the congregation as a group 
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which must be work4!d with like the community. Another factor was that 
the congregation had staff people to rely on to do much of the work. 
In this case, the staff took too much of the responsibility for the "· 
project. This resulted in the congregation losing touch with the project. 
Frequent meetings with the building committee were held every 
week for a month and a half until the presbytery presentation. Durin~ 
this time, we worked at refining the basic concept and w"rking with the 
group slowly at getting a feel for the project by proceediag in the 
following stages: 
(a) general discussion of the program and possible ingredients; 
(b) general discussion of the image of the compl·ex, :i.ta scale, 
feeling and how some ingredients might fit t~gether; 
(c) "playingn with a project model to g:i.ve a s~ntJe of size; 
(d) discussion of financial aspects of program. 
Devices used for communication during these meetings were: 
(a) sketching free-hand what we were talking about; 
(b) drawing on walls to clarify verbal presentation or discussion; 
(c) attempting to simplify project by breaking it into parts; 
(d) utilizating a. model to "play" with; 
(e) letting diacuesion flow freely to enabie the group to express 
their ideas on the project; 
(f) passing out literature fer members to ~ake home and read. 
In the next stage of the process, the building committee was 
streamlined as it was too large to deal with the specific problems. A 
project co-ordinator was found as the staff, who had previously co-
ordinated the process, was involved in a more specific detailed study. 
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The resident representation on the building committee was strengthened. 
Only a few residents had been brought onto the committee previously and 
were still ill-informed· about the project. 
(4) Winnipeg House Builder's Association Mark VIII Experimental 
Housing Project 
This project is an exampie of a non-local, private developer 
wanting to build in a community on which he had little information. The 
basic intent of this project was to develop and build eight to twelve 
experimental housing units in a lower income, inner city area available 
fo~ home ownership. 
Since this was not a resident gro~p but an organization of 
uninitiated businessmen, the advisory role altered. The role essentially 
was one of familiarizing the developer with the dynamics of the area, 
acting as a liaison between the developer and the resident group and putting 
experience with the area to use in doing research on the design of solutions 
to anticipated problems. 
Towards this end, the advisor initially acted as the advocate 
for the area to convince the developer to build in the area. This was 
necessary as there were several lower income, inner city areas which 
were better to build in than others. The next step was familiarizing the 
developer with the nature of the area and a possible approach to it. 
Here the combination of an architect with a working knowledge of a particular 
area was valuable. The developer not only had to be acquainted with 
the area's charact~idstics but had to realize the necessity of involving 
residents in the pr~cess. Several robust meetings were held, deflating 
the builder's image of the area as a complete slum and his role as a 
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savior. The developer's reticence to involve citizens stems from his 
belief that such a coalition is an interference and its results are 
questionable. . The fear of loss of control is still another factor in this 
attitude, although community opinion isn't necessarily rejected. This 
is a human enough reaction. But, any effective citizen involvement only 
comes with the responsibility of decision-making power. 
The advisory staff introduced the developer to residents and 
acted as an information exchange between the two. In the meantime, 
research was done on how new housing might be introduced into an existing 
community without having to disrupt its social fabric. This anticipated 
the time when the project was in the design stage and it would be necesaary 
to guide the developer on a designated course. 
Because of this anticipated development, the £dvisory staff 
formed a local resident's group with the specific intention of acquiring 
new housing. This group, to be discussed later in the report, met separately 
for several months to learn some of the dynamics involved in new housing. This 
group was to act as a "client" later in the project. 
Before land was acquired, the advisory staff, based on its area 
experience and research, had to clarify with the developer the design of 
the project. The advisory staff urged the developer to build the new 
units on single vacant lots, rather than acquire and demolish existing 
housing to build on a large package of land. The idea of building six 
units on a large parcel in a better part of the area as a show piece was 
the developer's initial plan. The advisory staff was ltble to provide 
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information on available land in the area. An attempt was made to approach 
these lots in groups to minimize impact in the area in case others wanted 
land. Criteria for the lots were established in order to purchase re-
presentative types of lots in good and poor districts to test the impact 
of the new housing. 
One of the difficulties encountered was clarifying the role of 
the advisor in the project. It was made clear in an agreement drawn up 
betw~en the developer and the Institute that the advisory staff must have 
equal decision making power with members of the committee working on the 
project, equal publicity, as well as rights to publish an objective report. 
As such, the advisory staff became a working part of the design committee 
and head of the "sociological" committee. There is often the expectation 
within a development group that research and advisory skills can be expected 
free of charge with no commitment to this advice or research. This commit-
ment should be gained at a time when the developer has need of your services 
to strengthen your bargaining position. 
As the project proceeded into the preliminary design stage, our 
role changed to one of essentially producing the final design, establishing 
and working within a relationship with the resident advisory group. In 
that sense, my position was not advising, but becoming part of the working 
team. In that way, my experience in the area and the requirement to work 
with a resident group was firmly established. If I had not been in that 
position, I question what direction the project would have taken. As the 
involYement with the resident advisory group expandedv the advisor became a 
link between the two, being careful not to prejudice either position. 
- r·! 
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Surprisingly, this situation worked out well, with both parties acquiring 
an underlltauding .. of the other. 
(5) Self-Belp Housing Group 
The Self-Help Housing Group comprises a number of families who 
banded together to obtain new housing for themselves in the inner city 
district they've lived in most of their lives. 
One initial advisory role was to try and isolate with the group 
the~various alternatives open and who in government they might contact. 
To this extent, advisory staff acted as a recorder of meetings to clarify 
i 
what wa~~ asked and answered. Video tape equipment is ~uite effective as 
I 
a d~vice to record meetings held with government officials. The play back 
l 
gives both parties a better understanding of what was said and in what 
context. Problems developed as government officials raised expectations 
and weren't able to produce. This points out that one must work with a 
group slowly to avoid creating false expectations. Basically, in an 
advisory role, one cannot afford to play with people's hopes and lives. 
As an architect, I became involved with the group initially, 
showing them several ideas for new housing. In retrospect, I think this 
wa~~ a mistake. The ideas were introduced too soon. Initial discussion 
should have been kept to an informal talk about projects elsewhere, rather 
than touch on specific floor plans and sketches. On realizing this, the 
next meetings were limited to discussing land availability and financing. 
These meetings gave the group an idea of the dynamics of inner city 
residential development. This was important to their understanding of the 
limitations. The only land available for immediate purchase were single 
or double vacant lots. During the financial discussion, it was shown that 
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to build a single house on tbeselots, the monthly P.I.T. payments would be 
too high. If two or three units were placed on a lot, the P.I.T. payment 
become.a far more. reasonable, lowering it to $10 a month. 
I originally intended to use the "plug-in" program w:f.th the group. 
This would have involved. doing initial research of the problem before 
meeting ~th the group. While this separate study was being conducted, 
the issues of land, financing and group commitment would be clarified. 
Once the project was found to be feasible, meetings on program requirements 
would be held. 
At this point, I intended to introduce a game device, which is fun 
and, at the same time, gives an idea of what is involved in building new 
houi3ing. It is called simply "The Rouse Game". It is based on the monl)poly 
concept. A board is set up, with squares representing kitchen, bathroom, 
living room., etc. There are 11problem" squares, such as strikes, bad 
weather, and "chance" squares which require one to pick cards and either 
receive or forfeit money. At the outset, each player is given an amount 
of money relating to the number of people in his or her family (it can be 
real or ficticious). The dice are rolled and the players move tokens 
around the board. Upon landing on a "kitchen square", the individual has 
choices of different kitchen areas for different prices. These are displayed 
on large cards with the price, a photo of the kitchen and a description. 
Moving around the board, the player gradually acquires his land, basement, 
kitchen, bedrooms, etc. The game is designed to give players enough 
money for an adequate house, but not enough for a lavish house. Hopefully, 
near the game's end 9 he would have to sacrifice a large area for a lesser 
area, thus giving an indication of the player's priorities. 
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The next step of this process is to develop quarter inch scale 
models of a variety of types of units, showing the interior of the unit 
and allowing the group to place them on available sites in a number of ways. 
Costs are calculated on each anticipated alternative in order to feed this 
information into the process. Through this discussion, an understanding 
of the limitations of units and sites is gained and the players would, 
over time, be able to house a particular configuration at a certain approxi-
mate cost. A criteria rating scale is established to clarify the positive 
and negative aspects of each unit and siting type. Thus the job of the 
advisor here is to: 
(a) do basic: research on the problem; 
(b) feed program requirements into this process; 
(c) present these to the group in an unbiased way, clarifying 
differences; 
(f) and, record reactions of the group. 
One of the ~ortant aspects of this program is to ensure the 
people's understanding of the unit inside andout and how it goes on a lot. 
One effective method is to use pull apart models with real windows so one 
can see outside in or inside out. This is a process which can't be rushed. 
Because of a variety of factors? the game part of this process 
was not used. What was done was the development of EUcale take-apart 
models of a particular solution. This solution was compared with drawings 
of other ideas selected by the group and then the int,erior layout and 
siting were studied. The method used was simply to sit down with the group 
with pencil and paper and go over it. 
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One important ingredient of this process was the fact the members 
of the group were thinking of moving into these units. Thus the discussion 
was not general or abstract, but specific and personal. Other important 
factors were the sites of the meetings and the size of the group. They 
were held informally in member's homes, which allowed for easy discussion. 
The largest meeting size was four couples. 
Another role of the architectural advisor was to meet as a 
representative of the group with the developer. This involved recording 
meetings, disseminating information to both parties and working with both 
to establish ground rules for development. 
Acti~g as a Catalyst for a Specific Interest Group 
The nature of the advisor's order in a local rehabilitation company 
organize a project, to offer advice and monitor it once underway. In 
short, it was acting as the catalytic agent. 
Institute staff had worked in an inner city area for one and a 
half years and had developed some ideas towards rehabilitation of older 
houses. Initial discussion~ were held with persons in the area experienced 
in this type of work. The plan was to set up a local rehabilitation 
company utilizing local expertise and labor. The advisory staff had 
information ebout forthcoming winter works grants and proceeded to organize 
some men in the area and develop a proposal. 
The initiation and organization of the project involved setting 
its goals and program, based on research done, and putting together a 
proposal with the men. Since it was vital that the men come from the area, 
it was important to have contacts there. Initially, the advisory staff 
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thought this to be no problem. But, even with the contacts, it was a 
difficult task to find the right people with the patieneep ability and 
availability. The next step included dealing with governm~nt officials, 
paper work and a final submission. 
Once this catalytic, entrepreneurial function was finished and 
the project approved, it was a matter of working with the men to get it 
off the ground and set up its monitoring and assessing aspects. The 
project was designed so that it could run itself with little outside help. 
The function of the advisor would be to offer help with any difficulties, 
meet twice weekly with the men to discuss problems, keep the project on 
its intended traCk and be responsible for the evaluating techniques. 
The monitoring system made the co-ordinator of the project 
responsible for weekly reports, a recorder responsible for reports regard-
ing on-the-job activity and three job supervisors responsible for specific 
job reports~ With this material, plus photographs, a comprehensive record 
was kept. The advisor provided the perspective of the total project. 
SUIIIII&ry 
The role of an architectural advisor working in an inner city, 
lower income residential area is a varied one. He is called on not only 
to develop new ways of approaching old problems in a physical context, 
but also to develop an understanding of the residents of the area and 
techniques for working with them. As I have tried to point out, citizen 
participation comes in multiple shapes, sizes and degrees. One works 
with a variety of groups, in differing relationships, each in a unique way. 
What has been described is the first step towards giving a better under-
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standing of the "how" of citizen participation. Only through working 
with people and making mistakes, correcting them and developing new 
approaches can we gain this understanding. On the other hand, there 
has to be some specific basis for an organization. All of the groups 
described have derived or will derive a result out of this process. 
As a part of an advisory team, the professional of one discipline 
is required to work with others of a variety of disciplines. In working 
as a team, it is important to define one's limitations and role on the 
ona hand, but it is equally important to accept other disciplines and 
work within some of their limitations. In this case, the architect became 
part organizer and the organizer became part architect. 
The team approach is a difficult one to learn. At times, the 
requirements of one supercede and frustrate the rest. Both parties must 
compromise. This process of putting your discipline in the crucible of 
discussioawith other professionals or residents is a sobering one. As 
an architect working among organizers and sociologists, one's position 
tends to be unique and apart. It is important that this separation is minimized. 
The vehicle for this whole process, the Institute of Urban Studies, 
plays an important role. Not only does it provide some members of the 
multi-disciplinary team, but also a framework within which to work. As 
part of the University of Winnipeg, and funded by individual grants from 
the provincial government, CMHC and other public and private bodies, it's 
pledged to no one. If it were part of the government or a private firm 
required to make money, its position would be prejudiced. The ability 
to move in government and private circles with integrity is essential 
to serving the best interests of residents. Its connection with the 
university also offers academic expertise, access to extensive literature 
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and student assistance on projects. One of the problems is pressure by the 
faculty to do more "pure" research as opposed to working in the community. 
Another is the difficulty in providing services which compete with private 
industry. 
The intent of this report was not to describe the projects, but 
the method of working within them. In this context, certain areas were 
covered: 
(a) the understanding of an area; 
(b) the definition of resource requirements; 
(c) the dynamics of working with people; 
(d) the use of communication devices and methods; 
(e) and education. 
It is the responsibility of the professional to learn about dealing 
with people so new solutions reflect the people. The value of the process 
described is not only in the results achieved. It is also in opening a 
line of communication with the citizen. More and more designers are 
realizing that the subjective value judgements made in determining physical 
environment for people were faulty. The people must be asked and involved. 
But most professionals don't know how or haven't the time. This essay 
has been about the beginning of an understanding. 
These processes and techniques of involving people must be built 
into the design and development timetable in order to understand the 
human limitations of a physical environment. Professionals must commit 
themselves to this approach and hire people to carry out such a program. 
Without this, what is designed for people will fall further away from people. 
_,, ... 
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
Da~d G. Henderson 
The City of Winnipeg Act has established the basis for a new and 
exciting f~rm of local government. The unicity plan calls for central-
ization of decision making and administration, but at the same time 
provides for community committees composed of the individual aldermen 
elected from a number of wards in a sector of the city. The primary purpose 
of community committees is to assure &~pervision of the delivery of local 
service• and continuance of a sense of local government. 
The provision for resident advisory groups within each community 
committee area is intended as a vehicle for liaison between citizens and 
their elected representatives. As well, it allows for meaningful partici-
pati~ of concerned residents in the development of programs relevant to 
the identified needs of the community committee area. 
In essence, Winnipeg has the opportunity to develop a comprehensive 
and reliable program for economic, social and physical improvement which 
will reflect the various needa and views of each sector of the city. The 
evolution of a framework for integrated public policy decisions capable 
of ac:ooamodating the object::!.ves of local areas is an anticipated result 
of the unieity concept. 
The characteristics of the various community committees will be 
reflected in plans for action yet to be articulated. There is no doubt 
that the degree of participation and interest in community planning and 
development rlll vary from community to c01111111Unity. The areas identified 
for priority of attention and action will also vary from community to 
. -.~~-------------
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community. Many of the priorities and plans developed at the community 
level will fall within the power of the city to implement. 
However, there will be areas of priority and action for improving 
the social and physical development of sectors of the city which will 
only come about through the coordinated efforts of private interests and 
the city. It is quite possible that new techniques will be required in 
certain community committee areas to meet locally identified priorities 
and needs. Many areas are characterized by articulate and advantaged 
residents capable of initiating a~~ supporting local community programs 
within the present economic and political system. On the other hand~ same 
community committee areas lack the resources and capacity to achieve such 
obj~ctives. The application of the neighborhood development corporation 
concept to the resident advisory group structure may represent one solution 
for a number of community committees which seek to initiate programs tailored 
to their area which the private or government sectors are not equipped or 
inclined to meet 9 save under some wo:r·king relationship with community or 
citizen organizations. 
The resident advisory groups ~e looked to by the councillors 
of the community committee for advice and recommendations on the delivery 
of eervicea in the community and the establishment of public policies 
and programs designed to create a satisfactory urban living environment. 
While governments and their various agencies can assist the resident advisory 
group or the community committee to realize their objectives, there will 
be objectives and programs which will rely upon the initiative of the 
residents of the area. 
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Governments will hopefully create a framework and an environment 
witftin which locally conceived projects can be planned and developed in 
a rewarding way. The mechanism for specific programs of action, including 
the securing of funds, resource personel and continuing administration, 
might very well be some form of neighborhood development corporation. 
It is important that the preceeding description of the new unicity 
plan for Winnipeg be understood, for its basic provisions for centralized 
administration and decision making preclude application of the basic 
objectives of the more familiar community development corporation 
concept. This community development corporation is essentially a political 
invention of recent years. It constitutes part of a broader movement t~~ards 
decentralization and local neighbourhood control of social and governmental 
services and thus is not appropriate to the Winnipeg situation. 
However, the related concept of a multi-purpose citizen controlled 
organization, managed by both property owners and tenants of a given 
geographic area for the purpose of developing programs to meet the needs 
of the area, may prove to be applicable in certain sectors of Winnipeg. This 
simply suggests extension of the concept of the.incorporated, non-profit, 
self-help organizations degcribed in Part I to the neighbourhood level. 
It also suggests that policy to supplement or complement programs of the 
city's community committee structure can be designed by residents of a 
given area who, in effect, are the members and shareholders of a company 
created for the purpose of meeting special community needs. 
The formation of a corporate status by residents of an area can 
be accomplished by ~arious methods and involve varying degrees of represents-
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tion. In effect, any three residents of an area, be they members of a 
resident advisory group or citizens at larse, can incorporate for specific 
educational, social, ethnic, philanthropic and other purposes. The 
possibility o~p%oliferation of such incorporated neighbourhood groups is 
real. Unless the community, following adequate public discussion of its 
concept, its objectives and its funding, management and legal implications, 
should agree that a single neighbourhood corporation designed for a variety 
of projects is in the best interests of the community, it is not likely 
that any one such development corporation could claim sole support form 
the residents or the city. 
The City of Winnipeg has witnessed the growth of incorporated, 
non~profit companies for citizens to create continuing and legally established 
organizations to implement worthwhile programs in education, housing, 
social improvement and so on. This trend is likely to continue. Special 
purpose corporations established under the provision of the Companies Act 
of the province are not denied freedom to operate simply because other 
corporations also operate within the same geographic area. A non-profit 
coapany can, on application for letters patent, define geographic limits 
for its operations. But it cannot carve out a specific territory for itself. 
Therefore, while the concept cf neighbourhood corporation to 
provide local services and programs could be developed and made a reality, 
the emergence of more than one such organization operating in a given 
area is a probability. 
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The community committees and the resident advisory groups, 
which are intended to develop and maintain the closest possible communication 
between the city and the residents about delivery of local services, 
existing and potential city policies, programs and budgets, is a built-
in part of the~olitical and administrative structure of the city. The 
application of the neighbourhood development corporation concept to any 
community in Winnipeg would be justified and more than likely supported 
by the general public if it is conceived as an instrument for not normally 
of high priority, in the city's overall plans for action. 
Neighbourhood Development Corporations can be initiated in several 
ways. Generally speaking, governments do not start local or special 
interest development corporations which are intended to be managed and 
directed by residents of an area. Citizens themselves usually take the 
initiative for founding such organizations and experience and data suggest 
that they have been fairly successful in creating citizen involvement. 
In recent years, neighbourhood levelopment corporations have been initiated 
and aided by university-based research and action centres. The latter 
usually have the following objectives: 
(a) to seek out local groups which have bec:ome interested 
in establishing development corporations; 
(b) to present their concept of the strat«!gy and structure 
of such a corporation; 
(c) to serve as advisors on organizational design to those 
willing to grasp and implement the conc;ept. 
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While the Winnipeg experience to date is limited to the efforts 
of citizen groups mainly in fu self-help eategory • it would appear that 
the most successful corporations seem to be those set up by local initiative 
and then aided by eo-operation from the levels of government and the private 
sector. 
ADy attempts to initiate neighbourhood development corporation 
activities in Winnipeg will likely incorporate the following process: 
(a) organiZation by leaders in a neighbourhood with a specific 
geographical area and specific ethnic community as a base; 
(b) incorporation as a non-profit company; 
(e) acceptance of a variety of economic and social objectives; 
(d) provision for considerable local participation in its 
management and ultimate control; 
(e) development and maintenance of a number of economic enter-
prizes to offset the temporary and uncertain funding from 
government and foundation sources. 
The private sector could become involved in various areas in 
which a neighbourhood development corporation might require their skills 
and facilities. It could: 
(a) train t~ployees in vocational skills; 
(b) give ~oan preferences to community projects; 
(c) provide seed money for projects; 
(d) provide managerial tutorials for project managers; 
(e) proviclie wholesale buying of materials. 
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The list of possibilities is limited only by the size and resources 
of the firm and the needs and wants of the people. Through the neighbourhood 
development corporation, the skills and resources of small business, corporations 
and of professional people can be mobilized behind all of the aspects of 
community redevelopment. 
The neighbourhood development corporations! possible functions 
could include housing, economic development, transportation, medical and 
legal services, education, communication and involvement of citizen and 
private sector interests in all aspects of community development. 
There are several things that can be drawn from American and our 
own experience. 
(a) The NDC is a viable vehicle for the promotion of 
economic and social improvement in certain sectors of the 
city. 
(b) NDC's need to train and build their own competent staff 
but can do this best with the help of an outside resource 
group. 
(c) NDC's need initial outside financing for at least the first 
5 years. 
(d) A high level of real participation is gained only at the 
expense of immediate and profitable economics. 
(e) NDC's need to be supplemented and reinforced by government 
sponsored programs. 
It is particularly interesting to note that the neighbourhood 
' 
development corporation concept, if applied in Winnipeg, could involve any 
combination of elem~nts, many of which have already been described. 
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One can envision co-operation between government and private 
sectors in the support of the movement; university-based research institute 
involvement and leaderahip; volunteer efforts of resource people in the 
community; dedication and involvement of residents in the organization and 
operation of the corporation; use of the non-profit corporation technique; 
and application of innovative concepts and programs to specific situations 
and needs not normally taken care of by·government or social agencies. 
Perhaps the accumulation of experience within this community in 
social action research and self-help efforts can be employed to further 
advantage with the recent reorganization of the political and administrative 
structure of the community. 
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A PHYSICAL PLANNING APPROACH TO INNER CITY RENEWAL 
Eric Barker 
The intent of this report is to deal with some aspects of the 
physical planning of a specific inner city, lower incomeaYeabased on 
two years of work in the district. 
This report is divided into a conceptual overview, an area 
framework and housing. 
J_. A Conceptual Overview 
Before one can discuss a physical planning approach, one must 
have a conceptual framework within which to design. Everything suggested 
or done must achieve an end. 
For too long, people have looked on inner city, lower income 
areas as slums, cancers which must be cut out of the body of the city. It 
is my contention this is both naive and immoral. 
In any agglomeration of people, however small, some are better 
able to function within the established system, for whatever reasons. Thus, 
we must expect that, within a city, there are some people better off than-
others. This will always be the case. This does not preclude providing 
assistance for such people. But, the acceptance of people in this circumstance 
as a reality of life is a prerequisite. The question is then how do we 
provide an acceptable living environment for people in difficulty. It is 
not a question of revitalizing the community, cleaning the area up or 
creating a stable neighbourhood. If this were to happen, as we have learned 
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over and over, people in transit, up or down the ladder, would be forced 
elsewhere and dispersed. In this way we avoid and aggravate the problem. 
A slum is never captured in one paragraph of description or one 
photograph. It is generally a mixture of many types of people moving 
in many different directions. Some residents want to live in the area, 
some hate it and want to leave and others pass through on the way somewhere 
else. It is both a staging area for some and home for others. The 
problem is how to develop a living environment where both the stable and 
the transient can live together, each respecting each other's right to 
stay or move. 
The short-term resident population of this district is many faced. 
It consists of single young men in temporary employment, elderly men 
living in rooms close to downtown, large families requiring cheap accommo-
dation and tolerant landlords, mothers without husbands, men and women out 
of work and young families needing time to get on their feet. This is the 
population that cannot fit into a rejuvenated, stable community. It is a 
population that will always exist and presently occupies a poor living 
environment, with little choice, at a comparatively high cost. It is 
simply human nature for people in like circumstance to group in one area of 
the city. The inner city area where these people live functions now as a 
staging area and melting pot. The problem is that it functions poorly. 
Thus, our conceptual approach to the physical development of an 
inner city area rests on dealing with the fact of the short-term resident 
living together with the long-term resident. One might go further, saying 
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the quality of this environment is more critical than that of the middle 
and upper income stable population. 
2. An Area Framework 
The first step is to look at the problem from the community scale. 
The lack of a comprehensive development framework for this particular 
area has hindered movement for 14 years. The nature of this framework 
should establish the major parameters of development, but not determine 
in a detailed manner how or where it occurs. The function of this framework 
should be to determine the area's car, truck and bus traffic through and 
within, the underground and overhead services, such as sewer, water, gas, 
electricity, the pedestrian and open space system from the sidewalk to 
the large park and the school locations and expansion. 
Within this fabric of service, many things can happen and should 
be allowed to happen. There are a variety of ways the pieces of the puzzle 
can fit together. Some of these relate to the co-ordination of large-scale 
developments, others to the study of pocket development. I question the 
ability of anyone to formulate a master plan. The framework should be 
established with certain principles guiding development. 
Medium density population solutions should be developed. High 
density solutions, if developed, should be adjacent to high volume traffic 
arteries. The good, existing housing stock should be retained. And, the 
essential principle, human contact should be developed to its fullest. The 
privacy of the individual within the housing unit and without is most 
important. Commercial development should be small-scale and scattered. 
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What form does the structuring framework take? 
(a) Streets 
In looking at an inner city area, heavy traffic arteries 
surrounding and penetrating it are not uncommon. The first step would 
be to establish a road system limiting traffic to a few high volume routes 
rather than more lower volume arteries. In this way, the bisecting of an 
area close to the city core is minimized. The streets then can act as 
boundaries to the area and begin to give it a sense of place and identity. 
Because the area has mixed industrial and residential use, the 
local street usage is by non-resident trucks and cars. The traffic 
pattern within the major arteries must be designed to discourage use by 
non-local vehicles. The solution to this problem is a combination of design 
and the elimination of those uses within the residential area which generate 
this traffic. It only makes sense to retain the existing street pattern 
as a basic limitation because of the services readily available beneath 
these streets. 
Another important consideration regarding the secondary streets 
is that the local population should be able to move within their neighbour-
hoods by car without having to use the primary, high volume arteries. The 
number of secondary streets meeting high volume routes at right angles 
should be minimized if possible. These secondary streets should be 
designed for slow speeds to encourage easy pedestrian movement and to allow 
children to use the streets safely. There must be acceptance of the fact 
that children play on roads because of the hard surface, its use for games, 
their fascination wit.h cars ~d movement and the generally interesting 
243. 
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scene it presents. The problem is designing roads and adjacent areas with 
this as a limitation rather than eliminating the roads. Whether we like 
it or not, the car determines many living patterns and our pedestrian 
system goes where the road goes. The question is, how do they fit together. 
The aforementioned considerations are not unique to the inner city 
area, but constitute good design and planning. A factor more significant 
to the inner city area is bus traffic. Many people living in these areas 
utilize the bus as a primary means of transportation, taking advantage of 
the area's central location. In a planning sense, the implications are the 
frequency and location of bus stops on the surrounding high volume arteries 
as they affect the community and its pedestrian system. Key bus stops can 
become focal points for commercial and community development. As well, 
buses passing an inner city area should offer a wide range of destinations 
and quick access to the downtown area. 
All these factors become apparent upon studying a central area 
in Winnipeg known as Roosevelt Park. It is the north-east corner of what 
is known as urban renewal area two. It is approximately five square blocks 
surrounded on four sides and bisected by high volume streets. It is 
sprinkled with industries and is adjacent to a warehouse district. Both of_ 
these factors, combined with the heavy traffic arteries, generate significant 
non-local use of the area's streets as short cuts. Future traffic plans 
indicate even more high speed streets, a pattern which would cut the area 
to pieces. 
Because of the area's central locatio~ in a radial city, it must 
expect heavy traffic passing through. The problem is how to deal with 
this problem and retain a viable residential community. 
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The first step is to limit the high volume traffic arteries 
to the existing ones and enlarge their capacity, thus preventing possible 
construction of more. These high speed streets frame two equal sized 
residential areas, two squares side by side. The controlled intersections 
must be limited to these six corners and any other interference between 
these corners removed. The streets would be divided without break from 
corner to corner. Thus, effectively, there would be one-way lanes 
surrounding each residential section. This wo~ld minimize short:cutting :. 
as the lanes would simply lead around in circles. One of the problems though, 
is how to case movement between the two sectors. The sectors would have 
to be linked overhead or beneath by a pedestrian path. Preferably, this 
would not just be- a bridge or tunnel but perhaps a commercial or community 
corridor. Direct vehicle movement between sectors would not be possible. 
As you can see on the diagram, only one street on each side of 
the sectors is allowed to meet the high speed streets to minimize inter-
ference. The other streets are blocked off and collected by a lane 
adjacent to the artery or by a lane a half block off the artery. In the 
west sector, the main street system is expanded, developing a north-south 
road to facilitate inner movement. The east sector already has this road. 
This road is jogged and controlled by stop signs preventing fast travel. 
An overhead link and major bus stop are developed at the mid-point of the 
road, bisecting the sectors. This point could develop into a community 
area, being central and accessible. Shortcutting is reduced because it's 
faster to use the major artery. The only rationale for non-local traffic 
to use the streets would be if a turn is missed. 
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The major arteries effectively act as a wall against industry 
to the north and east. The area to the south is already broken up by 
two major one way, east-west truck route~. The area to the west is another 
residential comrunity separated by a major bridge system. Thus, an 
island has been created using streets as its shores. 
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The next problem is pedestrian movement within this island. 
The approach is to develop an open space system which offers easy pedestrian 
movement throughout the area. The tightly woven pedestrian fabric would 
then determine the possible location of a variety of sizes and types of 
open space, ranging from benches to a ball park. ~en space must be 
where people are in order to be used. People don't move in straight lines 
or use a beautiful park set off from where the action is. 
In studying this inner city area, three factors relative to this 
question of pedestrian space became evident. One factor was the physical 
block structure, which consisted of long. east-west blocks, blocking 
effective north-south movement. The second is that less people than the 
average own cars. The other factor was the nature of the population, a 
mixture of long-term, stable residents and short-term unstable residents. 
There are a number of physical ramifications to these factors. 
3. Design Criteria Unique to Inner City Areas 
One important ingredient for this type of community is the need 
for a structure which offers more than the usual opportunity for contact. 
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Contact is important for a population partially made up of strangers and 
people under stress. One way of offering this chance is to develop a small-
block system. This system would offer movement in many directions at a 
greater frequency. Thus paths running north-south through the long 
blocks at frequent intervals would create this small-block structure. 
The fact that fewer people own cars means that walking should be made 
easier. It is not only a matter of the number of paths~ but the type and 
where they go. The major generators of movement must be determined and 
mapped out. 
Other factors contributing to providing an opportunity for 
contact are small commercial outlets, coffee shops, pool halls, clubs, 
beer parlors, existing open spaces and population density. 
Another requirement for a mixed population like this is control. 
If all the short-term residents lived in one part of the area and all 
the long-term residents in another, the stability of the community would 
be questionable. The two types must be mixed to give the area a sense of 
community and continuity. In order to accomplish this, small, controllable 
pockets of living units should be developed. Full control is a combination 
of many factors. But, in establishing a physical framework for control, 
we can think of creating small neighbourhoods, much like the bays in 
suburbia. 
To do this, there must be definable clusters of houses with direct 
access to the street, a sufficient density of people to sustain use of 
open spaces, adequate lighting, places for men without homes to go for the 
night and places to sit adjacent to homes so that the houses become part 
of the street scene. 
---- ~ -~--~ -~ ·- ---
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All this might suggest we're forcing people into contact 
whether they like it or not. On the contrary, one of the major design 
limitations in dealing with public space is to provide the chance to meet, 
but not to force people together. In fact, there should be a greater 
opportunity for anonymity than usual. Because the nature of part of the 
population is not predictable or particularly happy, difficulties can, 
and likely will, arise. Anonymity of access to the housing unit and 
privacy when within are important. This may mean having several routes 
to go home a public way, with one, perhaps, a quiet way. The more routes 
there are, the more chance to meet people at times and avoid them at 
others. 
The question of open space is a matter solved by assessing existing 
facilities, defining the various types of space by the various types of 
people to use them and determining how they can be best linked by a 
pedestrian system. As mentioned earlier, the street is an important facet 
of the community and one which could function better. There are a number 
of needs peculiar to an inner city area. These are: 
space for elderly pedestrians to sit, rest and watch; 
• gathering spots for European immigrants used to this sort 
of communal area; 
• space fqr the children of large families to play safely 
under supervision; 
• safe places for unsupervised children to play. 
In locating these open spaces, much can be learned by looking at 
what is happening !)ow. The children play in some areas and not in others. 
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People have developed shOrt cut routes where possible. Old people 
sit and rest where they can. And, people gather where they can. These 
functioning areas should be made to work better and other spaces should 
be added. Small boulevard parks for children could be developed, streets 
designed to acknowledge that kids play there, existing short cuts and 
vacant lots expanded and benches installed at street corners for the elderly 
and people watchers. Housing could be built on parks not being used and 
the space located where it would be used. 
Other specific design criteria for an area of this sort would be 
educational services for people wishing to learn a trade, relearn skills, 
for children to catch up time they may have lost and night school for 
adults. In this way, the area might be seen as a retraining, orientation 
and staging area for Winnipeg where people can find their feet and begin 
to take part in society. Attendant requirements for this sort of area 
would be food, clothing and entertainment outlets at reasonable prices. 
4. Housing 
It is difficult to divorce housing as an environmental unit from 
the total community. The public sector of the community and the private 
sanctum of the house are one together. The following is a study of the 
private sector of the community. 
In considering the housing of an inner-city area there are two 
areas which must be approached simultaneously to establish a comprehensive 
program. These are; 
the maintenance and full use of existing housing stock; 
the integration of new housing into the existing community 
fabric. 
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There are certain general principles of development which 
encompass both areas of study. The first principle isto stabilize the existing 
population in the existing housing stock before introducing a great influx 
of "strangers". A variety of housing types should be available to provide 
choice for the bachelor, family man or elderly couple. There should be 
housing which can be bought or rented at reasonable prices for varying 
periods of time. In this way the short term resident can utilize the 
community. 
Until recently. the private sector has provided accommodation 
for people with low incomes. In some cases it is good and cheap, but most 
often it is poor and expensive. The market for low-income housing in 
inflexible, not responding to the usual pressures of supply and demand. 
The low-income individual .does not havethemobility and financial stability 
to choose. He must take what he can get. If he doesn't like it at the 
going price, he can go elsewhere, because the welfare department will fill 
a landlord's house at his price. The landlord, when renting to short-term, 
low-income people. faces certain risks. In order to justify his investment, 
he provides a poor house he has bought cheaply, which he will maintain as 
cheaply as possible while renting at an expensive price. The tenant, with 
little money and no choice, is simply the pawn of the landlord. 
The private sector, without public assistance, cannot provide 
the physical environment necessary for integrating the long and short-term 
resident in the community. We could liken the situation to a recuperative 
centre for people with an illness. We build hospitals with scrupulous 
care and concern for the occupant. In a similar sense. we must build a 
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special environment for people under stress so they can prepare them-
selves for society's mainstream. The answer lies in financial assistance 
and profit control of the private sector as opposed to total government 
sponsorship. 
(a) Existing Housing Stock 
The retention of good housing stock and the elimination of poor 
housing is necessary when improving an older residential area. The 
conditions for maintaining housing stock should be both economic and 
qualitative. It is important that the original character of the area be 
retained and emphasized, but in an economic way. 
From studying this problem, it is apparent that encouraging the 
present owners to repair their houses is an important ingredient. But 
there are many obstacles to this process. Home improvement loans are 
expensive. Rising taxes discourage repair and a lack of information on 
how to do the work is a problem. One of the major barriers to effective 
rehabilitation is the fact that many houses are owned by absentee landlords 
using the property as an investment. Thus, to increase profit, little 
maintenance work is done on the house. The selling price of such property 
is high, based on its income production rather than its true value. 
By offering lower cost, longer term improvement loans and freezing 
the building assessment taxes, local handymen would be encouraged to expand 
neighbourhood rehabilitation, a process which already operates in the 
area. 
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A local repair company could offer advice to owners or tenants 
on home improvements they had neither the time nor money for. This 
company could be the focus for local building tradesmen and a source of 
cheap or used material. More importantly, if incorporated as a non-profit 
body, it could utilize local labor to do repair work cheaply. 
Absentee landlords could be offered a limited amount of money 
per house at a low cost to encourage repairs. An attendant problem is 
the sale and resale of l1ouses for speculative purposes~ causing subsequent 
rent increases. In order to stabilize the market, speculation on the 
low income housing market should be controlled through minimum standards 
~~d inspection, as well as subsidizing purchase of these houses by local 
resident organizations. Institute staff have been working with such a 
resident group, which now has $10POOO in equity to purchase houses from 
these landlords, putting ownership in the hands of a non-profit body. Thus, 
the rents can be stabilized as increases will be required only to cover 
costs. 
The question of rehabilitation is complicated and many faceted. 
Total renovation is costly and ques~ionable. A comprehensive program 
would have several parts to it. 
There is the limdted repair concept. Institute staff set up a non-
profit corporation to do limited repair work, using a winter works grant 
to pay for operating and salary expenses. This body has been functioning for 
several months by providing the labour to any one wanting small repairs done 
who will pay the material cost. The project not only provides employment 
and job training, but also tests the practicality of the limited repair 
concept. 
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This concept is based on the theory that one's satisfaction 
with the living environment is more closely related to small~ everyday 
nuisances in a house~ .poor floors, cracked walls, dirty walls. sticking 
doors, broken windows, restricted cupboard space, as opposed to problems 
critical to the life of a house, foundation~ wiring, roof, etc. The approach 
is to apply time and money to many houses rather than larger portions to 
a few houses. By confining the effort in the houses to limited repair, 
houses of both owners and tenants can be done, regardless of condition. 
Another facet of a rehabilitation program is the cost ceiling 
concept. Comprehensive repairs must be done in some houses, but with 
limitations. The limited repair program could be the first step of a 
comprehensive program to isolate properties in need of more significant 
repairs. 
Once isolated, a repair estimate would be done~ not on renovating 
the house completely, but repairing the factors critical to the life of 
the house ••• foundation~ wiring, heating, roof. An estimate has been done 
of the average cost of repairs to these critical items and a figure of about 
$6,500 established. If all these repairs were required, total renovation 
would not be worthwhile. It ~~uld cost more than it would to build a new 
house. The basis of this approach is that repairs to an older house are planned 
in phases, repairing the critical factors first, but within economic limits. 
Thus, a cost ceiling of $3,500 can be established for these critical factors. 
If the repairs exceed. this amount, the house does not justify expenditure 
of this time and money. 
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Again, repairs are done to the critical areas of a number of 
houses rather than totally renovating a few. 
The last, least important, phase of a rehabilitation program 
would be repairs to the exterior of a hoUse and yard. 
The program would thus have three stages; limited repair work 
and survey of houses, repairs to critical factors within a cost ceiling 
and exterior repairs. 
(b) Internal Reorganization and Exterior Additions 
An important part of rehabilitation programs is the study of 
and experimentation with various methods of increasing the space in older 
houoes. This involves planning and the utilization of materials especially 
suited to rehabilitation. With respect to materials and the construction 
approach to rehabilitation, much can be learned from w~rk done in the 
United States, particularly from an urban rehabilitation program in Boston. 
Existing houses can be turned into a two family duplex, a 
combination family-boarder unit, or an exclusively boarding unit. This 
range of accommodation provides housing for an equal range of residents 
in a community where this variety is lacking. There are a number of ways 
this can be done within the typical frame house found in inner-city areas. 
Up to this time, rehabilitation had been carried out in a somewhat haphazard, 
weekend fashion, where the goal was to limit cost. The program could be 
expanded if several houses were bought by the government and various planning 
and construction techniques used in each house. 
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(c) Moving Houses 
Staff at the Institute of Urban Studies has learned a good deal 
through its experience moving a four suite apartment block and subsequent 
·studies of other possible moves. 
The idea of moving houses has been brought up as an example of 
saving good housing from demolition and putting it to use elsewhere. The 
initial price of a house available for moving decreases by about $500 
to $lp000. But, as in the case of rehabilitation, moving must justify 
itself economically. 
Through the relocating of the apartment bouse and other sub-
sequent proposals, the staff has found that a house must be in good condition, 
not requiring internal reorganization. But the ultimate factor is the 
comparison of the cost of moving a house and setting it up with the cost 
of a comparable new unit. If the move even approaches the cost of a new 
unit, it is not warranted. In the case of a significant number of houses 
threatened by a development where there is adjacent available vacant land. 
a case could be made for simply shifting the houses, with the owners' consent, 
onto the vacant land. In this way a community is saved, a consideration 
surpassing the economic one. 
There are a number of basic factors in moving houses. It's 
necessary to have available vacant land, the right size. The houses usually 
mUst be moved in a short time. Then there is the consideration of vandalism 
to houses while vacant. Distance is not critical, but the number of wires 
which must be lifted is an important factor. The final thing to evaluate 
is the work that must be done to the house once it's on a new foundation. 
__ \__ 
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(d) Sub-Standard Housing Demolition 
If good houses are to be repaired, the poorp non-functioning 
houses must be torn down once the families have been relocated in an area 
of their choice. If the family cannot be relocated, then stopgap, limited 
repairs should be done to make it temporarily liveable. There are a 
number of houses the health department could close down tomorrow, but 
families would be evicted. A bank of emergency housing, perhaps movable 
trailers, could be developed to provide a temporary alternative. Once a 
bouse is wrecked, the used material could be stockpiled as a source of 
cheap material for rehabilitation. 
(e) Integration of New Housing in the Existing Community 
Where do you build new housing in a community that is 70 years 
old and why? 
Land is required and, generally, in older, inner city areas, 
there are two sources of land on which to build new housing. Because of 
a myriad of factors, houses have decayed and are demolished, leaving 
single or double vacant lots. Industries or commercial interests which 
once thrived, move out and leave vast acreage for development. Thus, 
this is a community in a state of transition, with new housing a part of 
the chemistry of change. 
The intent of building new housing in inner city areas should 
be to make the community function more adequately as a staging area, to 
provide more of a variety of living spaces. 
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There are certain specialized requirements if this housing is 
to regard privacy and control. With the impredictable, short-term 
population in a state of flux, they cannot be thrust together as a group 
or with the longer-term residents. Visual, auditor}' and inferred privacy 
of access, open space and unit is most important. Paradoxically, there 
should be many places to meet people, but on their own terms and by 
choice. 
Control is an important factor when mixing different types of 
people. The short and long-term residents must be mixed so that 
each has privacy, but with the long-term resident acting as a "control". 
Control might be defined as continuity of living pattern; a presence of 
someone who has a stake in what happens. This requires specialized living 
units and unit clusters which facilitate control. These clusters should 
be intimate, small and easily controlled, without destroying the anonymity 
required. Thus, it is important that the units have a strong relationship 
to the street. 
The variety of accommodation mentioned earlier is most important 
in such a staging area. Such areas presently existing do not distinguish 
between age or circumstance. Part of the attraction of these areas is 
the combination of anonymity and group identity. 
In an area limited in available vacant land, a different sort of 
housing must be created ••• housing which makes best use of this land and 
redefines such terms as "house", "ownership", ••open space11 • Everyone 
cannot have a house on a lot. There is not enough land and it is too 
expensive. The line between realizing potential and saturation must be found. 
. 
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From working in the area, we learned that l~~ requirements of 
the house unit itself are unique. The kitchen is the focus of the family 
life. Bedrooms are often regarded as simply places to sleep, rather than 
separate rooms. Some people would rather have minimal sleeping areas and 
the extra space in a common area. Strong interior zoning separations 
between living and sleeping areas and parents and children areas are 
requirements. Space for parents or perhaps a roomer is another require-
ment for family housing. The use of open space, by virtue of its physical 
environment, often divides itself between a front street area for sitting 
in and a private garden at the rear with its accumulation of family junk. 
(f) Definition of Existing Housing Block Structure 
The first problem faced is the typical block of existing homes 
and the inevitable vacant lots. In working in urban renewal area two in 
Winnipeg, Institute staff found two basic block types, those with lanes 
and those without. The lots within these blocks are either narrow and 
deep in the blocks with a lane or wide and shallow in the laneless blocks. 
(g) Infill Housing 
The first problem is developing housing on single vacant lots 
often found in both types of blocks. The limitations on development are 
high and the cost of vacant land necessitates building more than one unit 
on ~ lot. 
The intent ~f infill housing is to develop a flexibile form of 
housing which will fit in a variety of ways on the variety of single vacant 
I.A6l£. 
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lots. The new housing is combined with the existing housing. In this 
way, the acquisition of large parcels of land requiring the demolition 
of houses and social disruption is avoided. 
Institute staff, for the past year, has worked with a local 
developer and resident group on the problem of developing units for single 
vacant lots. The narrow, deep lots are 25 by 28 feet wide and 112 by 
132 feet deep. The wide, shallow lots are 33 feet wide and 78 feet deep. 
The goal of this project was to develop single family units for ownership. 
In designing the unit, consideration of varying lot types and 
sizes, as well as privacy and proximity, were most important. After much 
preliminary work, it was decided to developonebasic unit for both lot 
conditione. It would vary in size according to width and depth variations. 
A basic L-shaped unit was designed. Circulation and plumbing were con-
fined to the corner of the t, with living areasin the wings. In this way 
window area could be limited to the inside faces of the L embracing the 
yard and the other walls left blank. This offered privacy between new 
units, between existing houses and allowed the units to be placed close 
to the street without difficulty. The unit was one short wing, 20 by 22 
feet, 'and one long wing, 26 by 29 feet. On the narrow lots, the short 
wing is placed across the lot. On the wide lots, the unit is flipped, with 
the long wing across the lot. The L shape and blank walls afford a great 
deal of flexibility in siting variations. Thus, the same units placed in 
different ways app~ar to be distinct and independent of one another. The 
unit is a two storey, bi-level with the basement half out of grade. This 
creates three poten~ial living levels. The basement can be used to augment 
the basic three-bed;oom unit as a space for bedrooms or a separate suite 
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for a boarder. 
The new housing can be injected in stages. The relocation 
problems of occupants in sub-standard housing are solved by first 
building a unit on the rear of the lot. The resident then moves into 
the new house and the old one is demolished. 
In studying the infill concept, another unit was developed to 
be built on stilts above car parking. In the case of the lots with 
lanes, the unit would be found at the rear of the lot above the parking 
area. A wooden deck would act as a porch or simply an open space. An 
access stair, with room for a furnace and some storage, would connect 
the unit with the ground. It would be built to the full width of the 
lot,/ facing the lane on one side and the existing house on the other. 
With this concept of development, living units can be built on non-vacant 
land. Property owners would be approached with the option of either 
building the unit for rent or selling the rear of the lot. The owners 
would lose little of their original lots because the rear of these lots 
are used for garages and storage. The covered car park remains. This 
unit is more expensive to build than the other but would make up for this 
loss in land-cost saving. 
This concept also begins to restructure the typical block, turning 
the lane into another street and forcing connections between the lane and 
the street. In fact, the front street maybelimited to service traffic 
and even utilized as a park, with the lane providing vehicle access to the 
housing. 
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Another dimension to developing new housing within an existing 
block is the idea of modular housing components added to the existing 
houses. These space components could be added to the rear of houses, 
between houses, or even on top of houses. This idea is a response to the 
fact that the houses in some inner cities are small. Many families are 
forced to move for this reason even though the houses may be in good 
condition. Thus the utility and life of the housing is expanded. 
These modular units would likely be only space containers and 
wouldn't function as kitchens or bathrooms. The units would be light. 
structurally independent and stackable. The unit would, on one side. 
use the existing foundation. Simple, spread-bare concrete piles would 
be used for support, exclusive of the house. 
The idea of shared units has been mentioned as a way of integrating 
the long-term and short-term resident. The constant factor in all shared 
units is the owner-occupant, usually a family or older couple. The variable 
is with whom it is shared and to what degree. In some cases, the living 
units may be quite separate. While in others, there may be areas common 
to both the long and short-term resident. Units should be designed for 
bachelors (young and old), young families, large families and elderly couples. 
Sometimes, this may require construction of a large unit with an initial 
cash investment many people cannot afford. In this respect, the government 
could subsidize a prospective owner's down payment. 
The shared ~it not only uses all land space but also offers the 
I 
control mentioned earlier. The sharing of units provides economic advantages 
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required in an inner city area. These units present certain factors 
which must be confronted --noises privacy, visual privacy, nature of 
access and open space. 
(h) Integration of New Housing in the Community on Large Vacant Lots 
The first step in this process is to establish a community 
development inventory of roads, open space, pedestrian paths and commercial 
concentrations. The new housing must fit into this framework. 
Often, new medium-density housing on open acreage has little privacy 
of yard, access or view. People are thrust together without choice. Again, 
this new housing would be for the long and short-term resident and must be 
sens:lLtive to those factors mentioned earlier -- privacy, control and 
anonymity. 
The problem seemB to be de,-relopin.g controllable pockets of units 
which still offer anonymity and privacy. Thus, there must be an open space 
easily viewed. But, there must also be a way of entering the unit privately 
and retaining the sense of privacy and separation while in the unit. This 
may mean a public entry and separate private entry. 
The surrounding community should be encouraged to move through the 
new development by using public pathways and open space. 
There is also the quest:f.on of how best to use high density development 
on large land areas. This kind of development should be adjacent to the 
peripheral, major t.raffic arteries to minimize disruptive traffic within 
the neighbourhood. But, rather than building high rise towers, a medium 
density linear sys~em might be used, providing several levels of interior 
movement and open space important in a winter climate. This sort of spine 
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development generating out from the commercial centre could provide 
the opportunity for mirl~g various types of housing with commercial space. 
The whole concept of creating new.housing in an existing community 
without destroying that community is merely a question of the scale of 
integration. Whether at the vacant lot-block scale or the vacant block-
community scale, the overriding principle is the development framework to 
define and clarify the limitation of construction. 
If the framework is sufficiently thought out and each anticipated 
step and component of development examined for what it will eventually 
achieve. then neighbourhoods can be saved from within. If the framework 
doesn't provide an illustration of the final result of development, then 
the work will likely have the same effect as that of previous urban renewal 
schemes to revitalize central city districts. The quality and characteristics 
peculiar to the neighbourhood will be obliterated. 
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THE NECESSITY OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Jim Cassidy 
Introduction 
Government is the basis of civilization and communication is 
the basis of government. Democracy particularly depends upon a reciprocal 
flow of information between the government and the governed. In an age 
when the technology of communication and the technology and organization 
of government are becoming increasingly complicated, the need to ensure 
an open system of information is critical. 
The problem of communication between people and government is not 
new. For centuries, censorship, freedom of speech, suppression of information 
have been debated and fought over. The tension between the right of the 
citizen to know and the presumed requirement of govenL~ent to withhold 
certain facts and ideas is a standard condition of democracies. It must be 
constantly re-examined to see where the balance should lie. Governments 
have always had, and will always have, to face the problem of who should 
be able to say what, in which channels, to whomand forwhat purposes. 
New methods of communication arrive so quickly and change with such 
speed that government often falls behind in adapting the technology to 
serve the society. As a result, government often uses the technology without 
completely understanding it or its consequences. 
How does government presently use new communications technology? 
Normally, government simply grafts old practices onto the new machines. 
The first generation of communications machines (radio, television, telegraph, 
telephone, computers and broadband cables) were single purpose, designed to 
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increase efficiency. When business uses these machines to increase 
efficiency, business becomes more efficient also. But, when government 
business becomes more efficient, it tends to become less democratic. 
Government has certain inherent communications problems. Some 
of its information is restricted to the highest levels of leadership for 
1 the purpose of preserving the hierarchial authority. This is the level 
where there can be instantaneous communication between departments of 
government and between governments themselves. Any link in the communication 
system which purposely, or otherwise, withholds information here could 
lead to an instantaneous transmission of incorrect or incomplete information. 
If carried to the extreme, the rapid transmission of misinformation could 
initiate massive technological war. 
Another question is whether the existence of improved means of 
communication just widens, not broadens the range of human contact. The 
senior civil servant may find it easier to converse with his contemporaries 
in other provincial capitals, or with representatives of powerful interest 
groups. But, does he use it to improve his contact with ordinary citizens? 
In fact, one consequence of improved transportation and communication has 
been the widening of contact between the senior government person and others 
of similar outlook and experience. But, the exingencies of time shrink the 
breadth and variety of contact and information exchanged with the general 
populace. The government official is so overloaded with information from his 
peers that very little else can be absorbed. He develops a kind of specialized 
sensory overload. 
1. Ben H. Bagdikian, The Information Machines, (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1971), p. 1. 
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Yet, it is fundamental that the government official have better 
information about the needs and interests of people if he is to plan good 
programs and avoid costly mistakes. The history of poorly conceived and 
badly executed urban renewal projects across the country is testimony 
to the planning based on ill-informed appraisals of community needs and 
conditions. 
Governments must base their operation on some perception of public 
demand for programs and satisfaction with progress. This, in turn, depends 
on the accuracy of communication flow from people. This flow tells government 
how policy is received and serves as an indicator of the success of future 
policies. However, there is a tendency for departments to hoard information 
and to block response because of a lingering instinct endemic to power. "We 
know best" and "the elections are three years away". What they see as apathy 
is, in a number of cases, simply a lack of information and lack of channels 
for reaction. They know that people will automatically elect governments 
in any case. So they tend to listen to the larger organized citizens' groups 
and respond by dexterous manipulation of means to reach the same end, or 
by diverting attention to one issue as opposed to another. 
Information from citizens can come through political parties or 
interest groups. But this flow is narrowly channeled as these tend to be largely 
2 powerful, vocal and elitist groups. The political elite enjoy decided 
advantages in the defining of political problems and the scheduling of 
alternatives because of the resources and attention they command. There seem 
to be reasonably effective channels of communication between political party 
2. For a discussion of this, see Karl W. Deutsch, The Nerves of Government, 
(New York: The Free Press, 1966). 
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members and the government, but very little effective communication 
between political parties and people, other than in the public relations 
extravaganzas at election times. 
There are many individuals in the community who are not part of 
any organized group, or who do not have the individual skills to operate 
effectively in the political system. For them, the possibility of influencing 
government is remote. Their influence on government is confined to an 
occasional vote, which may be decided on the basis of a quick handshake or 
a colourful pamphlet. They have limited information about the government 
policies or programs that may affect them. They are often confused about 
ways of reaching the public officials. In these cases, the mechanisms of 
communication exchange work very poorly. 
The new technologies of communication have a relevance to this 
problem in two ways. First, they can be used to improve the performance 
of the citizen working within the conventional system of government. They 
can be used to give him more specific information on the performance of 
his elected officials, provide him with more information on government 
policy and improve his ability to deal with the administrator. They can 
also assist him to more effectively aggregate his interests with others of 
like mind. 
Secondly, the new technologies of communication must form an 
integral part of new institutions for democratic participation. Within 
the last decade, there have been increasing demands for a share in decision 
making by numerous kinds of citizens' groups. This has led to experiments 
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with new institutions such as neighbourhood governments, community renewal 
corporations and citizen advisory councils. Such recent innovations as 
advocacy planning and community resource and information centres, which 
provide professional skills to citizens' groups, are gaining wider acceptance. 
They represent ways of strengthening the power of the poor and the dis-
enfranchised in meeting with government. They present alternative plans 
and proposals and involve citizens in the process of decision making. 
The requirement for participation will increase in proportion to 
the increasing involvement of government in people's lives. This will make 
it more difficult for existing institutions to encompass the variety of 
3 
activity by citizens. New institutions involving a shared power of 
decision making will thus become more common. But, we are not sure how 
these institutions should work, what kind of resources they will require, 
what form they will take. 
The mass media do not provide the kind of information required by 
the variety of linguistic, ethnic, neighbourhood and special interest 
communities that exist in large urban areas. 
Yet, it is this kind of specialized information that is essential 
for maintaining and enhancing a sense of community and cohesion amongst 
people. If there is a way of enabling people of common interests to 
communicate together, even though they may geographically be separated 
in a metropolitan area, then they are better able to feel a part of a 
community. If individuals or groups can receive, when they desire, precise 
3. See Sydney Verbl:l, "Democratic Participation" in Social Intelligence 
for America's Future, Bertran M. Griss (ed.), (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 
1969), pp. 126-159. 
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and detailed information on the discussions of government on issues that 
affect them directly, then their sense of alientation can be diminished. 
So there is a need for information that reflects the concerns of the variety 
of communities that compose modern society. The test of the new communications 
technology is whether the capacity for allowing this to happen exists. 
There is another side to the question of how the technology can 
aid in participation. It is whether the new communications can provide a 
means for people to express their needs and concerns to government and other 
people. It is clear that government programs often fail because they are 
designed to fit the perceptions of problems as seen by the planner, administrator 
or politician, not the perception of the problem as seen by the people who 
experience the problems. This results in programs that do not fit real 
I 
needs. In addition to the waste, this major flow engenders resentments and 
reactions by the recipients of the programs. 
There is an obvious need for ways of communicating the needs and 
concerns of the citizen back to the decision maker. For example, rather 
than receiving a civil servant's memorandum, which often analyzes a problem 
to the nth degree of distortion, or undertaking the odd venture into the 
streets to "press the flesh", or receiving a citizens' group in angry 
confrontation, the cabinet minister may find that a videotape of a citizens'· 
group discussing their housing problem gives him a better insight into their 
concerns. The capacity of the new technologies must be tested in relation 
to the need for this kind of information. 
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A Public Communication System 
Looking at how the technology can be used to improve communication 
between public and the government and stimulate increased involvement by 
citizens in public policy making, one can see several aspects of the new 
technology which make increased involvement and better communication possible. 
To begin with, the media have been demystified. No longer need 
the facilities for transmitting information be controlled by a small elite 
of media owners, professional broadcasters, advertising executives and 
government information officers. With the new communications system of 
multiple channels and easily operated equipment, the ordinary citizen can 
participate in the production and dissemination of information through a 
communications network. The half-inch VTR camera is to information trans-
portation what the Ford Model T was to automobile transportation. Thus, one 
result of the new technology is that accessibility to the media has increased. 
Secondly, the new communication systems can deliver a wide range 
of service in a more efficient and rapid manner. The system connects different 
media in an interdependent fashion. The co-axial cable, tied into the 
computer, vastly increases the capacity to provide information services. It 
makes it possible for the information to be transmitted to a large number 
of people, thus breaking the monopoly of information. 
Thirdly, there is now an effective and efficient system for the 
storage, dissemination and retrieval of all types of information. This allows 
people to be more selective and specialized in their choice of information 
and makes data, statistics and research available to the public. 
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Finally, the new technology can provide a form of two-way 
communication between people and groups that can develop community cohesion. 
There is an argument for direct human contac~ but this is not always possible. 
In both large urban areas and isolated rural areas, there needs to be a 
medium of exchange. Many of the older institutions, such as the church, no 
longer are able to play that role. Electronic communication may provide 
the means. 
The question is how to translate these opportunities afforded by 
new communications technology into operational services and facilities for 
I 
the public interest. Like most new technologies, those in communication 
I 
have ~ potential to be of great assistance or to be damaging and destructive. 
On the negative side, the power of this technology could be used to simply 
serve the commercial market or be used to give government officials more 
effective techniques to manipulate opinions and behaviour of the citizen. 
To counter this, there must be a basic decision to use the new technology to 
serve public interests by expanding the flow of information and giving access 
to the media. 
The establishment of a public communication system is one way 
this can be achieved. A public communication system would mean that the 
government would set up the necessary institutions to ensure that the new 
modes of communication are made available for serving the needs of a more 
open, democratic process of government. It is a system that is designed not 
to sell products or provide entertainment and more effective shopping services. 
It is designed to provide information and to enable people to communicate 
better with each other and with people who are making decisions. 
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There are several essential elements that would form part of 
this public communication system. The first of these is a system of 
community broadcasting. This would be a broad-based system consisting 
of community radio, community newspapers, community television, using 
both cable and air transmission. 
The community television concept is presently seen as the prime 
means of giving citizens access to the media and is now in a trial stage 
in many communities in North America. 
Community television is basically people deciding what programs 
should be made on what subject. Ordinary citizens do the scripting, filming 
and editing, and are responsibile for making sure that the program goes 
out. Community television is television about real people and real concerns. 
It is produced by the people with the concerns and not by professionals 
on their behalf. 
Community television can ensure the citizen's right to be informed 
and give the citizen the right to inform. Communication and information 
exchange are built into the medium. Community television has become an 
important tool in the fight for a true participatory democracy. 
This concept and its implication are a reality. Different kinds 
of experiments in community television have been introduced in Vancouver, 
Fredricton, Toronto. In Winnipeg, the Institute of Urban Studies and other 
groups have been engaged for the past two years in a community TV experiment 
and have shown that people can and want to have access to and control over 
a medium for self-expression. Last autumn, with the assistance of the 
Manitoba provincial government and the federal government, a community channel 
was set up on the cable system and used to explain the new form of urban 
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government to citizens, give over 160 candidates air time to discuss their 
positions and enable citizens to express their views. A preliminary 
evaluation of this experiment showed that the community channel helped 
to supply basic information on the election which otherwise would not have 
been available. It became a means of allowing many groups in the city to 
4 
express their interests, ideas and concerns about the new city government. 
Community television need not be restricted to the cable systems. 
Rather, it can be done on regular broadcast television. At present, three 
stations in Montreal are giving air time and programming rights to various 
citizens' groups to that they may present their side of any issue. 
A second important element is the community information centre. 
These centres show some similarity to the Information Canada concept but 
would be different in operation. The major differences would be the types 
of information disseminated and the methods through which it is collected 
and disseminated. The community information centre, located in different 
communities, would deal with relevant government policy information, 
information on demand and information through all types of media. There 
would have to be a two-way flow of information. 
The Storefront in Toronto is a prototype of this kind of community ~ 
information centre. The Storefront is presently providing over 75 groups 
with typing and duplicating services, meeting space, community workers, 
bookkeeping services and, perhaps most important, information on demand. 
It is also tied into the other information seeking and giving organizations 
and attempts to provide some sort of focus for information flow. 
4. See J. Cassidy and J. O'Hara, Report on an Experiment in Community 
Communications, Institute of Urban Studies, 1972. 
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If government wants people to become involved in the processes 
of government and if it wants people to shape decisions according to 
their own goals, then it must make available to the people information 
necessary to realize those goals, instead of announcements of decisions 
already taken. 
Government must also be willing to accept information from the 
people, information about what they want and how they think it could be 
achieved. 
The community information centres would, through use of various 
media, 1et people c~mpile their own information to be transmitted to 
government, let people tell government which information they want trans-
mitted back to themselves and provide the storage, co-ordination and 
dissemination centre for information using all types of media. It would be 
complete with large computer data banks, video, audio and printed matter 
data banks, and video tape and printing equipment. The centres would be 
storehouses of equipment that people can use. 
It could provide half-inch videotape equipment, newspaper printing 
facilities, tape recorders and the technical advice and training on how 
they should be used. People could collect their own information about 
government plans and policies by means of interviews and discussions; they 
could tape municipal and city council meetings and put pressure on government 
to allow provincial legislatures to be taped on VTR. 
All of these tapes and printed material coa\d then be catalogued 
and stored in the community information centres. Then a community group seeking 
information on a particular subject could look up the subject, say from a 
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council meeting, view a tape, read an article, run off a copy, edit it 
down to a desired length and show it locall~ at the centre, at a community 
club, in a church basement or over the cable system. Once they had finished 
with it, that tape could be erased and left for the next grou~ to use. 
These centres could be set up as parts of institutions which 
already have communications equipment. The community colleges, regional 
high schools and some universities might be the places to locate the 
centres. The centres would provide the wherewithal for people to communicate 
by means of community television or radio, community newsletters, or 
neighbourhood newspapers. 
The community centres are, thus, very important communications 
elements as they provide the focal point for obtaining, co-ordinating and 
disseminating of information. 
A third element to the network is the organization of the way 
government provides and receives information. Providing citizens with 
access to communication systems to collect, translate and disseminate govern-
ment information to the public and to government must be accomplished 
simultaneously with government's use of these communication systems. 
Audio-visual techniques (audio tape, VTR, cassette, film) could 
illustrate the services various departments perform. Research and special 
studies of government programs in urban renewal, housing innovations, zoning 
regulations, insurance schemes, health care, highway planning and allocations, 
in addition to the ~~de range of municipal services, can be made available 
the same way. The Institute of Urban Studies, for example, prepared twenty-four 
videotapes of officials from different government departments explaining 
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what they did and what programs were available to the citizen. They 
provided basic information about government that very few people have 
heard or seen before. This illustrates the fact that the packaging 
and presentation of government information can be enhanced through the use 
of new communication techniques and the distribution of such information 
greatly improved. 
There is an important role for the conventional media to play in 
the operation of the public communication system and there should be co-
operation between the community facilities and the existing media. 
The existing mass media can provide facilities, training and 
advice. They can provide air time or newspaper space for community 
initiated programs or ideas. There can be a sharing of responsibilities 
for discussion of public topics. For example, the metropolitan dailies 
might print a series of articles on problems of housing. They could then 
be discussed over community radio and TV relayed to government through the 
community information centre. 
The idea of a public communications system should not be seen as 
an exclusive, self-contained network of people and facilities. It is a 
system that would be integrated into what now exists, with the addition 
of such special structures as a community TV channel or an information centre 
to fill a need that is not presently met. There might be a different mix 
in different communities and a different degree of integration between new 
and existing facilities in different communities. The right blueprint for 
the system would have to be worked out through a series of tests and trial 
error experiments. The critical condition is that government see the need 
to create such a system and add those elements that are presently missing. 
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The System in Qperation 
How might such a system operate? Here is an illustration of 
how the systems would function in a specific instance. 
The problem is river pollution. A small citizens' group has 
become concerned and wants to get more information, inform more people and 
have a say in shaping the policy of government on this question. 
(a) The Information and Resource Centre 
The group would go to the centre and borrow some half-inch portable 
VTR equipment. They would use the centre's information and data storage 
facilities to find research on similar pollution problems elsewhere, find 
transcripts or videotapes of federal, provincial and municipal government 
discussion on river pollution, find names of government members and civic 
leaders who are active in the fight for pollution control in the city and 
especially in the area and to find proposed government plans on the subject 
of river pollution. 
Once their case has been totally prepared, the facilities of the 
centre would be used to send documents, videotapes and proposals to the 
proper government authorities. 
(b) Half-Inch VTR Equipment 
The equipment from the centre would be used to document the 
conditions on the river and to tape interviews with concerned residents. 
This would be done in English and in a regional ethnic minority language. 
VTR would also be used to prepare a community TV program from the research 
and government policy information already gathered. This would also be 
--~~~-~~~~--- ·------~------------------ -- ---------- ------------
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done in the two languages. The two tapes would be put together to form 
a program which would be disseminated in two languages to the area 
residents. Following larger area involvement, meetings and policy decisions, 
a tape on pollution conditions, area feelings and proposals would be sent 
to the appropriate government authorities. The equipment could also be 
used in the community as a tool to organize active resident participation. 
(c) Community Television and Radio 
The VTR documentation and research tapes could be placed over 
community television in the two languages in an effort to mobilize as many 
people as possible. 
The information and resource centre would be the mechanism through 
which people could respond to what they see on the community channel. 
When the final tape of documentation and proposals was completed 
it would be played over community television to let people see what had 
been sent to the government. 
Community television could also be used to show the large group 
discussions and meetings where proposals and policy were worked out as well 
as any discussions with government officials. 
(d) Newspapers 
The offices of the centre would be used to print in two languages, 
the same material being presented over community television. 
This newspaper could present a more varied supply of opinions on 
the subject and solicit sup~ort by means of petitions. 
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People could be made aware of the range of issues on both sides 
and could respond accordingly. 
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TECHNOLOGY AS PROCESS 
Jim Cassidy 
The existing processes of communication technology make it 
possible for everyone from an eight-year-old school child to an eighty-
year-old pensioner to create and display an electronic or printed expression. 
Equally important, however, is another phenomenon which occurs when people 
use the technology -- the simple act of use creates a process which convert's 
the technology itself and the information which it conveys into human terms. 
The conventional media arrive with a camera, create a situation, 
store the information and leave the scene. Alternate media involving people 
let ~he object or subject become a participant in the production and return 
the information back to them immediately, thus giving them a two-fold 
involvement in the process and in the information flow. 
This is especially true of portable, half-inch videotape equipment. 
The equipment is extremely simple to operate and consists of a hand held 
camera and a shoulder carried, battery powered recorder. 
The recorder looks like and functions in the same manner as an 
ordinary audio tape recorder and both the image and the sound are recorded 
on a half-inch wide videotape, which looks identical to audio recording 
tape. 
The camera has a zoom lens, a built-in microphone and can be 
operated at most light levels. Extra lighting is needed only in studios 
where this equipment would rarely, if ever, be used. 
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The potential and excitement of this equipment are its portability and 
its immediate playback. Up until now, only those few in control of the 
corporate media could decide who could appear on television and what they 
could say. But, with this equipment in the hands of ordinary citizens, 
people have a power and through this same equipment they can create an 
outlet for their power. 
The difference between giving citizens access to an established 
media system and giving them the tools to create their own system is 
significant. 
As Michael Shamberg1 has pointed out, there seems to be a sort of 
Parkinson's Law of Media: "Information expands so as to fill the channels 
available for its dissemination." 
1. Michael Shamberg, Guerilla Television, ( Holt, Rinehart and Winston: 
New York, 1971 ). 
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It would seem, therefore, that opening existing systems to people 
would only tend to overload those systems with the same type of one-way, 
narrow-funnelled product information. However with citizen-created 
information systems (no matter how small they are), they can emphasize 
process information and can be used to involve on the one hand and inform 
on the other. 
Being able to document something on television tape is very 
important to individual citizens and groups. It allows them to show their 
side, to edit as they see fit. to give "meaning" to their process. Equally 
as important is appearing on TV. Television has a great way of creating 
opinion leaders, heroes and personalities and a great way of legitimizing 
what it is those people say. Ordinary citizens seeing themselves on 
TV and seeing other people watching and listening to them begin to realize 
that perhaps what they have to say is equally as valid as what the elected 
official on the 6 o'clock news has to say. 
When the technology has become the process then both the technology 
and the process have become valid. 
SECTION III 

I 
1 
292. 
NEIGHBOURHOOD RENEWAL - SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
Lloyd Axworthy 
Federal Proposals for Neighbourhood Improvement 
The federal government has just introduced a series of amendments 
to The National Housing Act which will have a significant impact on the 
renewal of inner city areas. The chief elements of this new program are: 
1) a system of 100% mortgage loans to non-profit housing corporations to 
acquire housing accompanied by a capital subsidy to be matched by the 
province; 2) assistance for low income home ownership through a 40-year 
loan at preferred interest rate and a capital subsidy to be matched by the 
province; 3) a program of loans and grants for the rehabilitation of older 
homes within designated improvement areas or held by non-profit companies; 
4) a neighbourhood improvement program under which the federal government 
will pay 50% of cost for land and community facilities and 25% of cost of 
improvement of municipal services; 5) an extension of the land assembly 
provisions and 6) experimental money for community groups to start new 
risk ventures. 
Undoubtedly these proposals will undergo several changes before 
they become law. But, it can be expected that the basic nature of the 
proposals will stand and will form the keystone of a new federal approach 
to urban development. In general 9 the amendments are welcome additions to 
the National Housing Act. The additional assistance to non-profit groups, 
the grants for rehabilitation and low-income home ownership offer a new range 
of options in supplying lower-income housing and hold out incentives for 
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n~ ventures by community groups. Missing still are programs that 
will provide even more options and more flexibility - such as rent supple-
ments and some move towards a subsidy of interest rates. Also, the practice 
of using matching grants is questionable. This works against poorer cities 
or provinces. They do not always have the resources to match federal grants 
and therefore may have to forego participation. 
The most serious questions, howevert should be raised about the 
provisions dealing with neighbourhood improvement. When urban renewal 
programs were cancelled in 1969, it was expected that the interim would be 
used to develop programs based on very different principles of government 
involvement in renewing inner cities. The practice of direct government 
intervention in designated areas, using traditional methods of linear 
planning, emphasizing physical improvement, had been discn~dited. The 
hope was that they would be replaced with an approach that would see 
greater decision-making by residents and a system of planning that would 
incorporate concepts of evolutionary development of an area. The proposals 
presented by the federal government contain some elements of a new approach, 
but there is still the appearance of a government directed renewal 
program. 
This may be n mistake in judgment. It is still too early to 
know the full details of the program or to see what regulations, in fact, 
will govern its implementation. The reality of our federal system must also 
be seen as a limiting factor on the new proposals. Obviously, the federal 
proposals would haVE! to be acceptable to provincial and municipal governments, 
if they are to have any effect, and it would be highly unlikely at this 
stage that either of these levels of government wo~ld agree to programs that 
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give direct assistance to community renewal groups. 
The purpose of ~his paper is to examine how, on the basis of the 
experience described in previous pages, the newly announced program might 
be utilized to achieve a better form of citizen based neighbourhood renewal. 
While the legislative proposals are not ideal, they do have the potential 
of promoting better development in our cities if they are used well and 
if an effective strategy of implementation is applied. 
Some Basic Premises of Neighbourhood Renewal 
First, the premises of what constitutes a neighbourhood improve-
ment or renewal program should be stated. A reading of the papers in this 
collection suggests the following: 
1. It is harmful to carve out a specific area of the city, designate it 
for renewal or improvement and prescribe a detailed plan of action. This 
has the effect of freezing an area, of ignoring the inter-relationships 
between the developments in different areas of the city and circumscribing 
the activity of a renewal area to the prescriptions of the official plan. 
If an initiative appears that was not foreseen by the planner, it can be 
stymied because it doesn't fit. 
The alternative is for city government to adopt a policy for neigh- · 
bourhood renewal that could be applied throughout the city. The policy 
would include basic criteria that, if met, would make any neighbourhood, a 
street or part of a street an "improvement area". Such conditions might 
be the lack of services such as lighting, recreation and open space, the 
decline in physical 1standards of certain housing or public properties, 
the need to improve certain social services, the initiative shown by local 
residents and the community resources available for renewal. 
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The criteria for initiating neighbourhood renewal or improvement 
should not limit improvement to depressed inner city areas. The criteria 
should be based on need, feasibility and community preparedness. Thus, 
renewal or improvement can be achieved in selected parts of the inner city, 
in portions of the outer ring of residential areas and even in middle-income 
suburbs where there is a dearth of social opportunities or gathering 
places. Each area has a different need, requires a different approach and 
can bring different levels of resources to bear on its own renewal. 
2. The planning and implementing of the neighbourhood re·llewal program 
must be community based. This requires that different resident groups 
share in the decision of what is going to happen and share in the actual 
process of improvement. In each neighbourhood there are normally different 
objectives - some in education, some in housing, some in health-services -
and they should be encouraged. The growth of more community groups and the 
opportunities such groupa offer for involvement is itself a form of neigh-
bourhood improvement. A pluralism of such organizations should be encouraged 
and the federal government should take a stronger stand on this issue than 
merely wishing to be "advised" on citizen involvement as the legislation 
now reads. 
For those who worry about the lack of order to such an approach, 
then the instrument of a neighbourhood development corporation can be 
introduced. This is a neighbourhood based planning mechanism that can 
provide a degree of co-ordination, offer resources to groups, have certain 
legal power for acquir1ng land and using money for the benefit of different 
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groups and~ if so desired; can undertake its own acts of improvement. On 
the board can be representatives of the different community groups engaged 
in renewal programs, government officials (preferably the elected ones from 
the area involved) and perhaps certain other private citizens who might con-
tribute skills. 
Thus, the model for renewal in an area is one of multiple-action 
initiatives taken by groups co-ordinated through the mechanism of a neigh-
bourhood development corporation which is accountable to local government. 
What should be avoided is what occurred under old urban renewal 
and is likely to happen under the new scheme. A planning office of the city 
prepares its plans, perhaps with some cursory contact wi·th local residents. 
Then, because of some pressure to "involve people", resident groups are 
invited to view the proposed plans. When these re~ideats agree to the pro-
posals, not knowin~ what alternatives there might be, the plans are then 
passed by council and the government moves in to renew. 
This approach will end with the same desultory results of past urban 
renewal programs. The plan will be what the planners want, there will be no 
sense of community involvement and the neighbourhood improvement will be 
improvement only in physical terms, not human terms. 
The real role of the planners and other professionals is to work · 
with different community groups through some vehicle 1mch as a neighbourhood 
development corporation to help them articulate their needs, understand 
potential development ideas, see the implications of different programs and 
examine the feasibility of different programs. It is a different kind of 
role for the city planner - more exhaustive, perhaps less ego-rewarding than 
seeing his personal version of Vahalla implemented - but it holds the 
potential of more genuine renewal taking place. 
--------- -------------------- -------~------
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3. The range of private resources in a city must be tapped to make 
neighbourhood renewal work. Every city is rich with skills, many of them 
underused. At the same time, if non-profit housing groups, neighbourhood 
development corporations, self-help organizations are to be major carriers 
of new housing and neighbourhood improvement, they will require skilled 
advice, sound researCh, organizing assistance and administrative training. 
Government can provide some of these services. But equally important are 
the private resources - social workers in voluntary agencies, professionals 
in private firms and university faculties, business and management people, 
researchers, students and others. 
Not all of the help need be volunteered. A neighbourhood development 
group, if it itself is properly funded, should pay for legal advice or 
perhaps hire a private firm as manager of a project. 
What is missing in many cities is the mechanism for properly 
linking resource people to citizens' groups, for building teams of 
resource people of different skills that acquire an ability to act in a 
multi-discipline way. 
Our experience in a university suggests that this is a good location 
for resource teams to be assembled. There are already many resources avail-
able in the university. It is a credible institution and can apply 
discipline of thought to its activities, can record its activities for 
research purposes and, hopefully, conduct itself with a sense of humanism. 
4. The role of government in the act of neighbourhood improvement should 
be that of facilitator. This goes against the more accepted role of govern-
ment as doer of things for people and implies that government provides the 
means for people to do for themselves. 
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Government facilitates by providing money, by setting basic 
policy guidelines and performance criteria, by setting up such necessary 
machinery as neighbourhood development corporations, by providing skills 
and planning assistance, by recruiting private resources, by evaluating 
results and insuring accountability of actions. 
It is not excluded from doing things. Part of a neighbourhood 
improvement program might involve fixing streets, improving lighting, having 
the parks stay open longer, condemning worn out homes, effectively enforcing 
the health by-laws. It may also involve major legislative reforms by 
changing planning by-laws or setting new health standards. 
The important point is that the day of government's role as a 
direct interventionist should come to an end. The decent~alization of 
responsibility and the sharing of power with community groups should be the 
standard for the future. It will not come easily and there will be 
problems in working it out, but this should be the approach of government 
if it seeks to renew neighbourhoods in a human way. 
Program Suggestions 
Next is a series 'of suggestions on specific ways that might help 
the program to be carried out effectively. 
1. Urban Development Bank 
The trouble with the old urban renewal provisions and even the 
new proposals under the neighbourhood improvement scheme is that they set 
out specific forme of grants and loans for specific kinds of programs, 
usually requiring a matching contribution from the province or municipality. 
This sets a rigidity to the program, in the sense that the specific 
provisions in the Kational Housing Act may not cover the particular need 
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of a certain neighbourhood in a certain city. Granting even the maximum 
latitude of interpretation, the proposed 50% grant for community facilities 
in a neighbourhood improvement scheme may be of no use if what that 
neighbourhood requires are better systems of delivering health services or 
the establishment of community economic development corporations to provide 
jobs and bring income into the area. 
Similarly, the system of conditional grants discriminates against 
provinces or cities that may have limited revenue. They cannot afford to 
match federal funds and, therefore, may forego needed programs of improve-
ment. 
An alternative funding scheme that would overcome these handicaps 
is an urban development bank. The federal government would retain its 
basic provision for loans to non-profit groups, assisted home ownership, 
the rehabilitation of older homes. But, instead of the neighbourhood im-
provement scheme, the federal government would capitalize an urban development 
bank which could offer a range of financial assistance with soft loans 
or grants to various cities, and neighbourhood development corporations. 
Such a bank would work on the same principle as international financial 
agencies. A specific country determines its priorities for development, 
assesses the resources it has available, negotiates with the ~rld Bank for 
the kind of additional assistance required and at times uses the international 
officials to assist in the creation of the program. Cities would work out 
what their priorities would be, hopefully with full public debate and in 
co-operation with the province, and then work out with the urban develop-
ment bank the kind of aid they would peed. For example, Vancouver might 
want to redevelop its harbour area, Calgary provide moreopen space, Winnipeg 
improve community facilities and municipal services. Officials of the bank 
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could examine the feasibility of each proposal, work out the combination of 
loans and grants required and perhaps offer technical or planning assistance 
to those cities where professional help is in short supply. 
The value of this approach is that it places the onus clearly 
on the city to establish what its priorities are, rather than requiring it to 
respond to federal programs. It makes the municipalities assess their own 
resources and engage their own citizens in a dialogue on what the city should 
be. 
The urban development bank can, of course, set certain conditions, 
for the feasibility and degree of citizens involvement. 
Obviously, this concept comes too late to be included in the 
present package of federal proposals. But it should be kept in mind as 
an alternative to the NIP scheme and be examined as a possible replacement 
in case NIP doesn't work. 
2. New Government Institutions 
(a) Federal 
Even without the urban development bank, the federal government 
and CMHC are going to require a special unit to bring NIP into being. The 
implementation of the new proposals require and deserve new administrative 
arrangements. A neighbourhood improvement team, under strong leadership 
with responsibility for negotiating the individual programs in each city, 
should be established as a relatively autonomous unit within CMHC. 
It can and should be composed of a mixture of men and women of different 
skills and above all it should be decentralized. In other words, working 
members of the team should be located in the regional office. 
___;~~;;_b} ' 
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These units should have power to make decisions in packaging different 
proposals for the city in question and have the capacity and willingness 
to deal with citizens' groups. 
A second requirement is for co-ordination of the federal programs, 
suCh as those relating to health, job training, social services, citizen 
organization. Neighbourhood improvement is more than physical renewal. 
The introduction of social facilities and services, along ~ith better housing, 
is essential to a process of renewal and this will necessitate some form 
of integration of federal and provincial services. Ther~ are several 
examples of joint committees in programs of regional expansion and the 
work activity program under the Canada Assistance Plan, so there are 
precedents that can be followed. 
(b) Provincial 
The provinces have two major tasks. The first is 
to establish co-ordinating groups in each province (or two or three co-
ordinating groups in larger provinces). These would involve members of the 
three levels of government and different private and community groups. 
The task of each group would be to work out strategies of implementing 
neighbourhood renewal in response to the stimulus they receive from the 
different communities for change or improvement. Such a group could plan 
the best use of available human and financial resources and ensure that 
some set of priorities are established. 
Secondly, each provincial government should work out the enabling 
legislation to set up neighbourhood development corporations. At present, 
non-profit groups can be established under the Companies Act of the 
respective provinces, but there is little examination of what is required 
in the way of. membership, responsibilities, accountability and financial means~ 
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Several American states have set up systems of community develop-
ment and neighbourhood· corporations. They normally have the status of 
quasi-public groups. The most advanced scheme was worked out for the state 
of New Jersey, which combined a state-wide Community Development Corporation 
with a network of neighbourhood corporations drawing upon the resources of 
the central body and such public powers as expropriation. 
These different models should be looked at and similar devices 
introduced on the provincial level in Canada. They constitute a new kind 
of community instrument necessary for effective neighbourhood renewal and 
therefore deserve immediate enactment. 
(c) Municipal 
In many ways, the key to making a scheme of neighbourhood improvement 
work is the city itself. If city government is prepared to decentralize 
administration of services, share power of decision-making with citizens, 
instruct the administrators and planners to work as advisors to and partners 
with citizens' groups and try neighbourhood structures, then the possibility 
of developing a more effective form of renewal is good. 
Unfortunately, many city administrators are not prepared to move 
in this direction. One reason is that administrators presently occupying 
senior posts are of a generation of civic officials who tend to measure 
progress in terms of public works and judge development solely by the amount 
of tax revenue it generates. There is a change occurring in city administration, 
a more open attitude is being slowly accepted, but there is a strong need for 
widening the horizons of professionals in city government. 
Similarly, the current cast of municipal politicians, wjLth some 
exceptions, is not men and women imbued with notions of greater citizen 
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involvement. They still view participation of the citizen as being limited 
to voting, writing angry letters or presenting briefs. Again, some cities 
are witnessing a change in the style of local politics with reform elements 
appearing~ but the impact of these movements will take time. 
One way to apply pressure for a change in attitude of both civic 
administration and politicians is through the influence of senior levels of 
government. Either through the act of persuasion or by setting conditions 
requiring participation on the financial assistance offered, they could 
induce city government to make a commitment to citizen involvement. 
The other way, which is sounder in the long run, is to show through 
demonstration, accompanied by proper evaluation, the benefits of using a 
decentralized, citizen-based approach as opposed to a centralized form of 
government-directed intervention. When it can be shO'i.m t'hat neighbourhood 
renewal involving the citizen, using community resources and facilitating 
acts of self improvement yields better results, then the basis for WJch of 
the present reluctance of local government officials can be overcome. 
Winnipeg, with its new system of government, has an opportunity 
to make a serious effort at neighbourhood-based renewal. The structure of 
community committees and resident advisory groups provide a ready-made 
decentralized system. The need at this point is for the city government, 
along with the resident advisors, to see how these structures can be 
transformed into an effective vehicle of renewal. One way would be for the 
community committee resident advisors to sponsor the creation of a neighbour-
hood development corporation which would act as the organizational arm for 
renewal. Different groups in the community could appoint members to the 
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corporation, along with government people and any additional community 
resource people, and their various acts of renewal could take place in a 
co-ordinated fashion. In this way, Winnipeg might take the lead in rede-
fining the role of local govenrment in the field of renewal. 
3. Private Institutions 
To support the effort of community groups and government in neighbour-
hood activity, there needs to be an active enlistment of the private, non-
governmental sector. This can happen in two ways. 
(a) Resource Centres - Part of the funds devoted to neighbourhood 
improvement. should go towards the creation of resource centres which supply 
advice, applied skills, research and, at times, management. This support 
would involve information and communication, that is. helping groups prep3re 
neighbourhood newspapers, VTR tapes and handbills. It would involve providing 
certain research in terms of neighbourhood characteristics, planning 
alternatives, uses of legislation. It would involve technical skills in 
law, design, management. It would involve training in how to run a 
corporation, undertake a survey, organize a group. And, it would involve» 
at times, taking on specific tasks for the community group. 
In our case, this kind of role was played by a university operat:l.on, 
And as previously pointed out, the university has many advantages for this 
kind of operation. Working on a different basis are such groups as the 
Parallel Institute in Montreal, the Metro Media Groups in Vancouver and the 
Calgary Institute. These are community-run organizations. Whatever the 
model used, the existtence of this kind of centre can make the difference 
between neighbourhood improvement succeeding or failing. There are also 
secondary benefits. Out of such organizations can come information, ideas 
and policy proposal~ that can give government policy-makers a ground-level 
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view of what programs might be. And, such organizations provide a place 
where the education of a new breed of urban professional can take place. 
Without people who are able to use and develop their insights and skills, 
progress in urban matters will be difficult to achieve. 
Thirdly, such centers can begin to undertake the critical task of 
evaluation. The development of effective neighbourhood renewal will require 
careful assessment of what works and what doesn't. The pll:'esent methods of 
evaluation are not very good, too often because they are done by government 
officials with a self-fulfilling need to judge a project a 1!Juccess. In-
dependent centers, especially those in universities, can and should become 
the evaluators of neighbourhood improvement programs and, by so doing, can 
begin exploring ways of developing better evaluative toolt:l. 
(b) Private Enterprise - It is not fashionable ·to attribute to 
private business the ability to contribute to purposeful social change. 
But they can play an important role. Individual companies can provide funds 
and management skills to community groups, making the groups less reliant 
on government support. 
Another useful servicej still unrealized, is to have different 
businesses take over as project managers for the community corporations 
wanting to build or develop housing. There is now a growing tendency in 
business to create integrated companies, combining skills in architecture, 
real estate development and mortgage management. They have the expertise 
needed by the community group and could provide badly-needed assistance. 
To participate, however, business will have 1to overcome many of 
its present attitudes toward citizens' groups and adopt different working 
methods so that they don't subvert the process. If d~ey can do this, then 
they will find a new kind of client requiring important services that the 
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private development group can offer. 
4. Communication and Information 
Critical to the emergence of good neighbourhood renewal is better 
information for planning and better communication between the involved 
participants. As our studies have shown, many city residents have little 
idea of what is happening in their communities because the mass media 
does not focus on local information. Furthermore, when a citizen group does 
try to undertake action on its own behalf, it is often hindered by the lack 
of good data about a problem, data often possessed by one or another of the 
levels of government. Conversely, goverment officials are often handicapped 
in their planning by a poor or distorted perception of what people want, 
what their concerns are and what their goals and ambitions might be. 
Therefore, a system of public information and communication is 
required. This could work on a neighbourhood level utilizing neighbourhood 
newspapers and other existing forms of media. An added element to the system 
would be community radio and TV and the availability of equipment to enable 
citizens to use the system. Such a system must also have better access to 
government-stored information that could be translated to citizen groups 
and used to develop their own programs and plans. 
Conclusion 
There are other recommendations that could be made and it should 
be recognized that the above proposals are only brief sketches of more 
elaborate ideas described in the other papers. 
What these recommendations should highlight is that a new program 
of neighbourhood renewal or improvement will require more changes than 
are emcompassed in the proposed amendments to The National Housing Act. 
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Legislation amendments are just the beginning. Following them must be 
careful, yet far-reaching changes in styles of administration and operation. 
There will have to be new institutions and, in many cases, new people to 
make the program operate. 
SECTION IV 
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